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Come growwith us
theforests oftomorrow
Practically all of today's forests are like thefabled
"Topsy'' of Harriet Beecher Stowe's famous pre-
Civil War novel. They have "just glowed."
And, wemustadmit,many of them have done
verywell. Butnot nearly aswell as they couldhave,
ifGeorgia-Pacific foresters of today had beenon the
job 100 yearsor soago assisting Mother Nature.
Now, on Georgia-Pacific timberlands, trees are
cared foI`,nourished,Protected and Watched Carefully
from the time their first tiny shoots poke
their way thI`Ough the topsoil until
they are harvested to mark the end
of one growing cycle and the
beginning of another.
We call it the science
of silviculture, or the art
of growing trees.
In the early years
of tree farming, one of the
generally accepted
practices for reforesting
harvested areas wasto
leave4 to8 seed trees peracre
of harvested ground. During the past
decade, agreat dealof reforestationin the West
has been accomplished with helicopters. Both
methods can produce overly-thick youngforests.
In dense forests, only a small percentage
of trees reach maturity. Natural thinning eventually
eliminates inferior trees. In Douglas fir timberland,
for example, nature usually eliminates the smaller
and defective trees by the time the stand is about
40 years old. In the loblolly pine forests of the South,
natural thinning takes place atabout age 20.
But good silviculture practice dictates that dense stands
oftrees be thinned at an earlierage. Thousands of
small trees that have no chance toreachmaturity
should not be allowed to take nutrients, sunshine,
and water that could better be used by fewer trees that
can grow faster without competition. Thinning
of these profusely-growing, very small trees involves
a time-consuming and expensive tree-by-tree approach.
The SuperTree
Through research, G-P foresters have
concluded that hand planting seedlings
grown from genetically improved
seeds is the best way to reforest
timberlands in many partsof the
U.S. In otherareas, nature
provides all the seeds necessary
forregeneration. Hand plant-
ingworks well in rugged terrain
and on land where weed com-
petition is heavy. In addition,
trees can be spaced
properly,10 to 12 feet apart.
This greatly reduces the need
for later thinning.
Today, Georgia-Pacific reforests harvested
land by hand planting genetically superior seedlings.
Not only does thismethod assuremore productive
forests for the future, but through it we are
gradually approaching the super tree-the tree that
grows straight, grows faster, is healthier,
has fewer defects, and ismore resistant toinsects
and disease than "natural" trees.
It takes time to put a project such as the
production of huge quantities
of genetically-improved
tree seeds into actual practice.
We started suchproJ'eCtS
many years ago and they are
expanding rapidly. We believe
we canbe producing enough
ttsuper seeds" for all o£ our Douglas fir
lands by 1975. Our Southern pine {fseed orchards''
already are producing genetically-improved seeds
for future crops of this fast-gI'OWing SPeCieS.
In the South, 20 percent of ourland reforested in 1971
received genetically superior seedlings.
Among other silvicultural practices under study
at Georgia-Pacific is the application of fertilizer.
The use of fertilizer to improve crops on
commercial agricultural lands has beenknown for
centuries to be good business. Webelieve it pays
off in the forest, too. Although it still isin the
researchphase, we are moving towards better,
more complete use of this {ttoo1."
The larger the tree, themore growing surface
ithas-and themorenutrients, sunshine, andwater
it requires. But small trees in ayoung forest can
easily obtain the nutrients they need fromthe soil.
If the land onwhich they aregrowinghas not been
burnedafter harvest, there areloggingresidues-
tree tops, limbs, leaves, needles, and bark-which
decay and add nourishment to the soil. If the land
has been burned, the new crop will be helpedby
nitrogen and potash from the ashes.
TheEffectofFerdhizing
Georgia-Pacific forestry researchhas sho\rm
that one application of fertilizer containing nitrogen
and trace elements gives a boostingeffectfor5 to 7
years. After the feI`tiliZer iS
applied, the response
appears quick and positive.
Therefore, if fertilizer
is added 7 years before
a tree is harvested, the
`sseTias=
tree will derive maximum
benefit. Thereis an eco-
nomic factor, too. Fertilizers
cost money. And fertilizer
dollars can be recovered much
more rapidly when they are
invested near the time ol harvest.
By hand planting geneti-
cally superior trees,properly spaced
and fertilized at J-uSt the right
time, Georgia-Pacific foresters
help Mother Nature produce
healthier, more productive forests.
I
Come grow with us
For forestry career information with
Georgia-Pacific, write Georgia-Pacific Corporation,
900 S.W. Fifth Avenue,  Portland, Oregon 97204.
Georgia|facific     |a
Growing  Forests  Forever
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FOREWORD
The   growth   of  forestry  in  the  <thOme  State99
should  be  of  interest  to  both   alumni  and   stu-
dents   From  the  Forestry  Department  the  paths
lead  in  many  directions.   In  our  diversified  pro-
fession,   graduates   find   challenge,   satisfaction,
and  a  continuation  of  the  learning  process.   To
closer  ties  among  students,  faculty,  and  alumni,
the cause  of forestry in  Iowa,  and  the  success  of
the individual forester,  the members  of the  1973
staff have pledged their efforts.
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Academic Success in a Forestry School
By GEORGE W. THOMPSON, Professorl
Department of Forestry> Iowa State Universitry
The   temptation  to  predict   student   success   be-
comes  almost  overwhelming  to  the  professor-adviser
and the many woefuny bad predictions made in Sep-
tember are overlooked in the euphoria of a June four
years  later.
Can the human equation be defined?   Is it appro-
priate  to  try?   Is  it democratic  or morally defensible
to   prejudge   a   presc73t   individual   from   a   J1¬StOriC
mean?    The  reader  is  encouraged  to  conjure  with
these  questions.
The  Need  to  Predict  Student  Success
Certain  arguments  can  be  made  for  ana.lyzing  a
student's  potential  for   academic   success.    Perhaps
the  following  will  stand  up  to  scrutiny  from  profes-
sional educators and from  students  as well.
1.    Each  student  is  unique  as  to  intellect,  drive,
preparation  and  background.   He  £s  a  person
and he  specifically wishes  to  attend  a  school.
Any  informed   advice   seems  better  than  an
uninformed  platitude.
2.    Catalogs  and course descriptions  sound much
more  rigid  than  they,  in fact,  are.   Minor  ad-
justments  of  schedules  7t,ill  be  made.    Why
not  make  them  in  a  way  to  increase  likeli-
hood  of  student  improvement?
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3.    Universities  are  already  setting  limits  based
on  campus-wide  student  success  predictions.
Are   forestryJs   best   cut-off   levels   coincident
with  those  of  the  university?
4.   There are underachievers in the  student body
and  there   are  mediocre  students  with  good
records who are too often encouraged to over-
aspire.   Can  one  tell  the  difference?   Does  it
make  any  difference  if  one  can?
To  be  sure,  there  are  conditions  that  tend  to  invali-
date  success predictions.   The population  of  students
facing the predictor seems very little like the popula-
tion  from  which  the  predictich  equation  arose.   For
example:   Entrance classes are twice as large as they
were a decade ago even though the cut-off level from
high   school   is   higher.     Admissions   officers   have
changed the type of entrance or record examinations.
Neighboring  states  have  added  forestry  schools  and
changed the geographic complexion of classes.   With-
in  one's  own  university  new  curricula  have  devel-
oped that absorb students that once came to forestry.
Military  conscription  as  a  national  procedure  alters
student  populations.   Certainly  a  continual  redefini-
tion  of  forestry's  role  in  society  will  change  course
offerings, the type of educator and the entire  grading
system.
Anyone charged with qualty  control must surely
shudder when  faced  with  a  changing raw  material,
unstable   manufacturing   processes    and   uncertain
consumer  demand.
The  Study
Properly  bumbled  by  the  foregoing  let  us  exam-
ine  the  results  of  a detailed  study encompassing  all
students  who  entered  the  Department  of  Forestry,
Iowa State  University, between  1954  and  1965.   This
covers the era ensconced in the Cold War where  stu-
dents   were   no   longer   veterans,   where   less   than
twenty percent were maITied,  and most had  military
service  facing  them.    These  were   students   of  fair
affluence.   Most were Midwesterners.  Almost  all were
sons of small businessmen or service people with few
coming  from  families  affiliated  with  the  professions
of law, medicine, theology or education.   There was a
larger number of farm boys than most schools would
have  but  never  more  than  forty  percent  of  the  en-
rollment.
I.    Professor   Of   Forestry,   Iowa   State   University.     Special   recognition
shold  go  to  Kathleen  McGuire   Koch.   For.   '65,   for  her   tireless   pursuit  Of
student   records   and   imaginative   .Search   for   clues   to   success   prediction.
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Each of the  forestry schools in the  United  States
has  a  unique  complexion,  not  so  much  due  to  its
staff  or  its   administration  as   to  its   student  body,
that  group  of individuals  which  selects,  rejects  and
flows   around   competing   curricular   choices.    Iowa
State is  an institution created by the  Morrill Act  and
thus  strongly  agricultural  in  its  origins  but  increas-
ingly dominated by  engineering  and  science  and  the
humanities in the more recent years of the industrial-
social  explosion.
A  difficulty  in  analyzing  student  records  lies  in
the  false  impression  one  gets  of  graduating  classes
wherein a  screening effect of great magnitude  exists
due  to  the  early loss  of  the  incapable,  unmotivated,
disillusioned,  debt-ridden  or  drafted.    Since  records
on  these  students  are  so  briefly  held  or  have  disap-
peared in the files of other departments there is  siza-
ble  difficulty  in incorporating  these  materials  in  an
analysis.   Then, too,  the  graduating class is probably
made pp of a majority of students who did not enter
forest'ry as Freshmen four years earlier.   Like  the in-
herited  axe  that  has  had  five  new  handles  and  two
new heads  the graduating class from today's forestry
school has dim  origins  and uncertain  ancestry.
This  study  utilized  more  than  900  student  rec-
ords.    Certain   studies   described   hereafter   will   be
based  on lesser  numbers  because  of incomplete  rec-
ords but in each case  czl!  available records have  been
utilized,  that  is,  no  sampling from  within  the  popu-
lation  has  been  done.
Study  Applicability  to  Other  Institutions
For a  study such as this  one to have  any  applica-
bility  to  other institutions  it  seems  essential  to  com-
pare  Iowa  State  with  her  sister  universities.   While
difficult,  the  problem  has  been  made  easier  by  the
recent publication  of College  Student  Profiles  by  the
American   College   Testing   Program   (ACT).    Using
these  data  the  academic  aptitude,  high  school  per-
formance  and college grades of the Iowa State fresh-
man  class  entering  in  the  fall  of   1965  were   com-
pared to  those of students  at  other colleges  and  uni-
versities  (Brown,   1967).    The  performance  of  these
students  was  compared  to:
A nationwide  sample of 4OO of the 2,loo  colleges
and  universities  that  participated  in  the  ACT
research   studies.    Few   ACT   schools   are   Ivy
League  or  the  highly  prestigious  liberal   arts
colleges  of  the  East.
A sample of 45 universities which grant the Ph.D.
degree  and  are  identified  as  Level  IV  institu-
tions  by  the  U.S.   Office  of  Education.
A  sample  of  115  midwestern  colleges   and  uni-
versities.
Table  1,  parts  A,  B  and  C,  defines  the  nature  of
Iowa  State  students  on  the  basis  of  the  above  com-
parisons.
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TABLE  I.    A  comparison  of  Iowa  State  students  with  a  sample
of  those  from  other  colleges  and  universities.
Part  A.   Academic  aptitude  (ACT   Composite,  raw  scores)
Iowa
National    Level IV    Midwest        State
ACT-English
-Mathematics
-Social  Studies
-Natural   Sciences
-Composite
I-t`co®-crio;c5c;c5I+|CVC`CV tl|Cr>U|5ofofofofC`CVC`CVCV co.qct!O?if?a-®T---CVC`C`CV a2|.CC2O?if?C\Tt``lf)loll)a\(a\lC\(OtCu
Part  B.   High  School  grades
-English
-Mathematics
-Social   Studies
-Natural   Sciences
-Average
®t-a)-a)CC2CQJ|rf?L®oroucvorof r`lf)(Ot-I-COLf)®®L-ofofofofai CVCXJCV-CVt|C®coL®®cvojofofou eel-|CICVC2Cr?II.a?aC®C\(OC)C`TC®
Part  C.   College  grades-end  of  Freshman  }-ear
-English                                    2.02              2.1 I
-Mathematics                         I.98              I.99
-Social   Studies                       I.97              2.02
-Natural   Sciences                I ,93              I.96
-Average                                  2.09             2.I I
# grades  not   available
glgi*#%cvofcv
Intensive  analysis  of  the  comparisons  tabulated
above  is  not  intended  but  resident   opinion   seems
supported.    Students   at   this   University  have   good
academic  aptitude  and  high  school  records  and  are
more  recognizably  competent  in   the  mathematical
and natural sciences than in the communicative and
social  sciences.   As  an  aside  it  might  be  noted  that
the  Freshman year in  college  is  difficult everywhere.
Predictive  Parameters  Available  to
Freshman  Advisors
At  Iowa  State,  students  are  expected  to  declare
a  curricular  choice  at  the  time  of  admission  to  the
University.   It  is  well  recognized  that  there  may  be
many poor  choices  made  at  this  time  but by  assign-
ing  a  student  to  an  adviser  in  the  field  of  his  first
choice,  by  severely restricting  the  number  of profes-
sionally specific courses taken in the first year and by
keeping the  channels for transfer entirely open there
seems  to  be  adequate  flexibility  for  student  change.
All  entering   students  take  entrance   aptitude   tests,
the  raw  scores  of  which  are  convered  to  an  Iowa
State norm  and expressed  as percentiles.  When  these
are combined with  high  school records  the  following
information is  available  to  the departmental adviser:
X7      High school average on a 4.0  system, A = 4.
X8      High  school  rank,  percentile
X9      High  school  graduating  class  size
X13     ACE   (American   Council   on   Education   or
ACT (American College Testing)  Q  score  on
quantitative  a.bility
X1±     ACE  or  ACT  score  on  linguistic  ability
X1.5     ACE   or   ACT   Composite   score.    This   is   a
weighted  combination  of  X13  and  Xu
X16     MSAT  (Minnesota  Scholastic  Aptitude  Test)
which  now  replaces  X1.5
X17     Reading   Speed
X]8     Reading  comprehension
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X19     English  placement
X20     Mathematics  placement
The  Anatomy  of  the  Forestry  Student  Body
The  entering   student  population  at  Iowa  State
can be visualized from Table  2.   Analysis by individ-
ual  years  was  of  interest  to  the  resident  staff  but
suffice it to say here that the  consistency of recorded
scores  between  years  is  very  high.
TABLE  2.    The  academic  profile  of  students  entering  Forestrv
at   I.S.U.   from   l956-l965.
Number  entering   I.S.U.  as  Freshman  Foresters  (X)
Number  entering  I.S.U.  as  transfers  to  Forestry  (Y)
Number entering I.S.U.  and  later  transferring to  Forestry
¬§=J£No.5
=!oj£=ou¬=¥:¥tlc»do®+co
TOTAL
X7     High  School  average
X8      High  School  rank,  97oilel
X9      High   School   class   size
X13     A.C.E.  or  A.C.T.  Q  %ile
X14     A.C.E.  or  A.C.T.  L  %ile
X15    A.a.E.  or  A.a.T.  Composite  %ile
XIO     M.S.A.T.    %ile
Xr7    Reading  Speed   %ile
X18    Reading  Comprehension  %il¬
X10    English   Placement
Xco    Math  Placement
®
a>55££==S+or+co¬tl®s¬¥
I.    In  variable  8   it  should  be  noted   that  a  value  of   Ol   is  the  highest
score   possible  while  in   all   other  variables   Ol   would  be   the  lowest.
It  should  be  recognized  that  the  percentiles  are
presented  against  an  Iowa  State  norm.    Percentiles
of  50  thus represent the  average  for this  University.
It is unfortunate  that  this  study was  conducted with
percentile  scores  rather  than  raw  scores  as  input.
Early  attempts  by  the  author  to  predict  appropriate
work loads  and probation and readmission  standards
had utilized  the  more  readily recognized  percentiles.
Thus  these  score had been  saved  and provided  a  far
more complete file than the more statistically defensi-
ble  raw  scores.   In  partial  support  of  the  use  of  the
percentile  score  let  it  be  said  that  the  reader  can
proba.bly  identify  the  student  with  an  ACT  score  of
83  percentile  (meaning  that  his   grade  was  better
than  83  percent  of  his  university  classmates  taking
the  test  at that  time)  more  readily  than  by  his  raw
score  of  28.
Note also that Iowa high school students were ad-
mitted  to  this  University  only  if  they  were  in  the
upper  half  of  their  graduating  class.   Admission  of
out-of-state  students was generally restricted to those
in approximately the upper one-third of their gradu-
ating  class.
Forestry students, as do their peers in the College
of Agriculture, have  average scores in the lower half
of the  distribution  at  this institution.   There is  some
evidence  that  the  best  students  in  high  school  are
pressured  by  high  school  teachers,  parents  and  ad-
vertising  to  <be  an  engineer  or  get  into  the  space
disciplines.j'  The only tragedy in this lies in the lack
of  recognition  of  these  advisers  that  there  is  room
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for high intellect people in all fidds  and  that not all
bright students are geared to the same subjects.   For~
estry  has  little  cause  to  complain  about  high  school
students   with   2.6   cumulative   averages   from  high
school but it is easy to be distressed with counselling
that seems to imply that intelligent students can only
be  satisfied  in  <<engineering'J  or  the  somewhat  nebu-
lous  field  of  <<science.''
Transfer   students  tend   to  make  the   switch   to
Forestry after one academic year in another school or
department.   The  transfers  from  within  the  univer-
sity come  from higher percentile rankings  and have
sHghtly  better  high  school  a.verages  than  do  the  be-
ginners in Forestry.   The reasons  for making depart-
mental transfers are not identified here but it is com-
mon to find one-year students transferring cltt/clgr from
a  curriculum  rather than to  one.   We must  assume,
then, that an awareness of one's limitations in math-
ematics  or  physics  drives  Sophomores  out  of  these
sciences  and  that  Forestry  or  other  departments  are
second  choices.    Every  adviser,  however,  has  heard
a student say <<J wanted to be in Forestry all along but
my  father-wanted  me  to  try  ------.''   The  reasons
for transferring are legion and the machinery to  ac-
commodate  this  migration  must  be  provided.
The  Origins  of  a  Forestry  Student  Body
Where does a school get its  students?   Wha,t does
it do  to  get  its  share  of  the best  ones?   What  is  the
pattern  of   student   mobility   within   a.  curriculum?
Does  forestry  lose  good  students  and  pick  up  poor
ones?   Do we spend undue money and energy on stu-
dents  who will leave  anyway?   Is  the  in-state,  lower
tuition  payer  a  poorer  bet  than  the  out-of-state  stu-
dent?   Table 3 illustrates the origins of students who
have made up this schools forestry student body over
the  last  decade.
Certain conclusions seem evident. Although some
are  primarily  applicable  to  Iowa  State,  they  are  per-
haps of interest to all forestry educators.
Three-quarters of Iowa State students are rowans.
Probably  all  state  schools  having  less-than-spectacu-
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TABLE  3.    The  composition  of  student  population  in  Forestr}-
at   Iowa   State  from   l953-l965.    Basis:    482   studem
records.
Iowa               Non-Iowa
Resident            Resident               Total
Initial Enrollment  at  I.S.U.
Forestry                                    i:310   33.497o     I:lO7   ll.4%      f:417  44.8%
Non-forestry                         i:224  23.9%     i:62       6.797o     i:286  30,6%
Initial Enrollment not at  I.S.U.
Transfer Directly to
Forestry                              I:l2l   l3.0%     i:414.4%     I:l6217.4%
Transfer to Forestry
via Some Other
Curriculum I:50        5.4%      I:l7        1.8%     I:67        7.2%
TOTAL                   i:705   75.7%     f:227  24.3%     I:932100%
lar  scenery  would  run  to  about  this  proportion  of
students  who  are  sons  of  the  state  tax  payers.   More
significant is  the  observation that more  than  half  of
the students who have matriculated as foresters come
from  other  departments   or  other  universities.    Re-
cruitment   and   curriculum  planning  must  be  con-
cerned  with  the  transfer  student   although,   as   we
shall see, the  transfer studentJs likelihood of graduat-
ing varies  with  his  origin.   Further,  a  fruitful  reser-
voir  of   students  exists   in  the   non-forestry   depart-
ments  as  37.8  percent  of  Iowa  State's  forestry  stu-
dent  enrollment  come  by  this  route.   Intramural  re-
cruitment  and  guidance  may  well  be  more  advanta-
geous  (if  ethically  administered)  than  are  the  often
deadly  high  school  career  days.
Table 4 attempts to look more closely at this com-
plex   and   worrisome   aspect   of   professional   teach-
ing-the  transient  student.
TABLE  4.    An  analysis  of  the  factors  of  residence  and  methods
of  admission  as  they  bear  on  degree  program   com-
pletion.    Basis:    932   student   records.
Composition
Iowa        Non-Iova                          of
Resident     Resident   Total   Graduating
Percent Completing Program
Initial  Enrollment at I.S.U.
Forestry                                    54.5               55.I
Non-forestry                         45.I              42.0
54.5
f=228
44.4
f=127
Class
%
47.3
26.3
Initial  Enrollment Not at  I.S.U.
Transfer Directly
to   Forestry                        55.3 68.4                 58.5
f=95
l9.7
Transfer to Forestry
via Some  Other
curriculum                       48.0 47.0 47.8
f=32
6.7
TOTAL                    5l.2              53.3              5l.6
f=36l        f=l2l        f=482
Composition  of
Graduating
Class 75.0               25.0                                  loo.0%
It  is  worth  commenting  that  the  make-up  of  the
graduating population broken down by residence  and
type  of  admission is  almost  identical  with  the  make-
up  of the  entire  student  body  that is  in residence  at
lO
any  one  time.    More  significant  than  that  observa-
tion is the one  that  states  that barely half (51.6%) of
all  students  entering  the   curriculum   complete   the
program.    Those   who   transfer  directly   to   Forestry
from  another  institution  have  a  god  record  of  com-
pletion   (58.5%)  while   those   already   at   Iowa   State
who  transfer into  Forestry  have  the  worst  record  of
completion   (44.497o).     Those   students   from   out   of
state who  transfer  directly  to Forestry have  the  best
completion  record  of  all  (68.4%).
It  may  be  concluded  that  the  student within  the
university who suffers  an initial disillusionment with
his  first  choice  of  curriculum  (probably  getting  low
grades in the process) is a poor risk as far as program
completion  is  concerned.   The  first  failure  seems  to
precipitate  a  second  and  he  drops  out  of  school.   On
the  other  hand  transfer  students  who  have  put  in  a
year at another school and come to Iowa State  specif-
ically  for  forestry  are  good  prospects.   Area,  Junior
and  Community  Colleges  take  note!
Characteristics  of  the  Forestrv  Student
who Graduates
Advisers  and  professor  have  long  been  aware  of
the differences between  Freshman  classes  and  Senior
classes.   However,  the  complexities  of increased  age,
decreased  naivete  and  freshness,  presumed  increase
in  knowledge  and  adaptation  to  the  system  so  cloud
the issue that an instructor has no real way of know-
ing  the  type  of  student  staying  with  forestry  as  op-
posed  to  the  type  failing  or  withdrawing.    Table   5
shows a compilation of high  school and entrance  test
scores  for  the  students  who  stay  and  those  who  fail,
drop   out  or  transfer.    Again   the  population   is  dis-
played  by  origin  and  type  of  admission.
Comparison of Table 2 and aTble 5 shows a some-
what  surprising  failure   of   the   drop-out  process   to
improve   the   average  entrance   scores   of   graduates
over  beginning   students.    What   ever  improvement
there has been, due  to  the selection process,  seems  to
be  most  noticeable  in  students  going  directly  from
high  school to Forestry.   This would  seem  to indicate
that  those  with  a  juvenile  enthusiasm  for  forestry
and  a.  false  image  untempered  by  the  rigors  of  col-
lege  attendance will have poorer high  school records,
will  select forestry for unreal reasons  and will many
times  become  discouraged  and  drop  out  of  college.
Although   the   population   of   graduates   may   be
identifiably  different from  the population of entering
students  there  seems  to  be  a  pronounced  difference
evident between the students who graduate and those
who drop out along the way.   The parameters  of high
school average and rank, ACT composite, English and
mathematics  placement  and  reading  comprehension
are  most noticeably different.   Worthy  of  speculation
is  the evidence that the differences in  scores  between
graduates   and   beginners   is   more   pronounced   for
students  initially  enrolling   at  Iowa  State   than  for
those  transferring  in  from  outside.   Supporting  data
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are limited but students who withdraw from Forestry
to  graduate  in  another  curriculum  end  with  notice-
ably  lower  university  QPA  than  do  those  staying  in
Forestry,
It may be concluded,  perhaps,  that Forestry does
not   draw   from   the   most   academically   competent
group of high school students but neither does it  ap-
pear to lose many of its better students.   In total, the
screening  and educational process produces  a gradu-
ating  student body  with  an  average  QPA  that  ranks
in the top one third of the College of Agriculture.
The  Prediction  of  Academic  Success
Do  entrance  and  application  scores  tell  the  ad-
viser anything of use in counselling?   It is easy to for-
get that scores  on these tests merely result from  me-
TABLE  5.     Characteristics   associated  with   the  process  of  completing
the  forestry  degree  program.    Basis:    932  student  records.
Iowa Resident
Com-           With-
Variable                                       pleted         drawn
Non-Iowa
Resident
Com-        With-
pleted       drawn
Initial  Enrollment at I.S.U.
Farestry
Reading  Comprehen.
H.S.  Average
H.S.   Pertentile
H.S.   Class   Size
ACT   Composite
MSAT
English   Placement
Reading   Comprehen.
Math.  Placement
Graduating  QPA
l23.45         123.45(24)
2.87              2.43
32                47
128              Ilo
50
49
47
55
49
2.60
38
44
36
46
88
2.391(24)
ocSofcoc»®®tlt`coc\iC\TC\(-lOtllOIO`di
-O® 45        I23.45(7)
87            2.60
40
228
38
47
31
46
34
63             2.23(7)
Non-Porestry
H.S.   Average
H.S.  Percentile
H.S.  Class  Size
ACT  Composite
MSAT
English   placement
Reading  Comprehen.
Math.  Placement
Graduating  QPA
2.80             2.65
31                  40
107                 95
47                34
48                32
44                37
53                44
44                38
2.52             2.29(37)
2.85              2.35
29               48
223             289
56               34
54                36
48                33
58               42
54                35
2.56             2.26(7)
Initial  Enrollment  not at  I.S.U.
Transfer directly to Forestry
H.S.   Average
H.S.  Percentile
H.S.  Class  Size
ACT  Composite
MSAT
English  placement
Reading  Comprehen.
Math.  Placement
Graduating  QPA
2.53              2.33
43                 53
ll9              123
48                39
47                 36
41                 38
54               49
44               42
2.54             2.37(l6)
2.49             2.55
41                  34
200             244
53                60
43                47
47                43
54               62
38                 35
2.70             2.65(3)
Transfer to Forestry via some other curriculum
H.S.  Average
H.S.   Percentile
H.S.   Class   Size
ACT  Composite
MSAT
English   Placement
Reading  Comprehen.
Graduating  QPA
2.50             2.33
40                55
97             ll4
47                40
41                 41
34               35
44               48
2.62             2.60(8)
2.36            2.l4
46               59
276             238
34                36
30               37
31                  35
44                53
2.54             2.25(9)
I.    The   graduating   QPA   for   those   withdrawing   from   forestry   is   often   diffi-
cult   to  obtain   and   thus  there   arc   ,Imperfect  records.    These   low   frequencies  ap-
pear  in brackets.
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vered students in  an  apparently hostile environment
answering multiple  choice  questions  designed  by  or-
dinary  mortals.   Certainly  a  student  who  reads  well
and  quickly will  do  better than  a  student who  reads
badly,  and will do this independently of his persever-
ance,  honesty  and  intellectual  (as  opposed  to   aca-
demic)   curiosity.    A   close   study   of   the   matrix   in
Table  6  may help  the  reader  to visualize  the  signifi-
cance   of   these   test   scores.    Any   correlation  coeffi-
cient, I, value of more than 0.115 may be considered
statistically  significant,  p = .01.
Study  of  factors  related  to  first  quarter  cumula-
tive  grade  average  is  productive  only  if  we  realize
that  this is  that vital jumping-off place  for students.
Unsuccessful first quarters lead to low morale, tempt-
tation   to   change   curricula   or   to   withdraw   from
school.   Added to these conditions  is  the obvious  fact
that  for  many  of  the  students  entering  in  the  fall
this may be  the  only record they will have  and  thus
is  the  only  dependent  variable  with  which  the  re-
searcher  can  work.
Contrary to lay assumption, high school size does
not figure  heavily in  success  prediction nor does  the
actual high  school  grade  average.   However, rank in
graduating  class  is  a  very  important  item.   We  can
suppose  that  this  means  that  a  boy  who  stands  out
among his  fenows in  high  school  possesses  those  at-
tributes  that  contribute  to  success  in  a  university.
However,  too  close  scrutiny  of  correlation  mat-
rices leads  to  madness.   How  can one  find  that high
school average is highly correlated with ACT Quanti-
tative   score   but   that   first   quarter   college   grades
((where  mathematics  is  an  old  and  feared  antago-
nist  of  the  Freshman)  are  scarcely  correlated  with
ACT  Q  at  all?   Let it be  sufficient  to  draw  attention
to the variables of high  school rank, reading  compre-
hension,  English  placement  and  mathematics  place-
ment   as  those   <<measurable]'  factors   that  positively
affect a forestry  student's first  quarter  grades.  These,
then,   might   be   factors   worth   considering   when
awarding  scholarships,  granting  loans,  limiting  en-
rollment  or  any  of  the  tasks  that  require  judgment
Table  8  presents  four  simple  linear  regressions
and  justice  when  there  is  a  paucity  of  information.
that might be  considered  as  prediction  equations  al-
though  the  standard  errors  of  estimate  (syx)  are  so
great as to dissuade all but the most naive from mak-
ing  so cavalier  an  attempt.
Does, in fact, the  average  at the end  of one quar-
ter have anything to say about a student's final grade
in  forestry  school?   This  has  been  a  complex  factor
to   analyze  because   so   many  more   students  begin
school  than  finish  and  thus  data  for  the  prediction
of final grades must come from  a highly biased pop-
ulation  that  7zcls  graduated.    This  study  of  240  for-
estry  grcldttCltCS  yielded  a  regression  Of  Y =  1.871  +
.293O  X,  I = .538,  when final  grade  average  was  re-
gressed   on  first   quarter   average   and   Y = 1.213 +
.5656  X,  I = .773,  when final  grade  average  was  re-
lI
TABLE  6.    Correlation matrix of twelve variables pertinent  to student  accomplishment.   Based  on  729  students  entering  Forestry  be-
tween   l956  alrd   l965.
Variables              X7                       X8                  X9
X3                  I.0000
X7                  0.0987              I.0000
X8             -0.4007              0.0752               I.COOO
Xo                   0.Ol35               0.4093               0.l245
X13                  0.0814               0.6276               0.Ol62
X14                0.I344              0.6414         -0.0072
X15                 0.2857              0.02co          -0.2458
X16                0.2180         -0.6283         -0.285I
X17               0.l297         -0.Ol5I         -0.l636
X18                0.32co              0.0469         -0.2443
X19                 0.4321               0,1482          -0.4196
Xzo                0.3727              0.0446         -0.2652
X13                      X14                                   X3
I .OOOO
0.2857               I.0000
0.3120                0.7483
_0.0085             0.5042
_0.2924         -0.5748
0.0236                0.I l21
0.0759               0.1896
0.0543                0.2061
o.0223                0.1377
x15                    X16                   X17                 X18                 X19
I.0000
0.5585          I.0000
_0.5777         0.0564          1.0000
0.2185           0.3919          0.210l           I.0000
0.3246         0.5099          0.2449          0.6897          I.00co
0.2634          0.4733           0.3191           0.3652           0.5285           1.0000
0.0842          0.3096          0. I832          0.1473          0.2446          0.39
The  tabular  values  are   simple  correlation   coefficients   (I).    X8  iS  Cumulative
Xl  codes.   Values  greater  than  0.115  are  statistically  significant,  p ± .Ol.
gressed  on  cumulative  average  at  end  of  first  year.
This,  then,  is  a  relationship  of  limited  utility  to  the
adviser  or   admissions   officer  who  must  make   his
judgments  on  entering  students.
As  might  be  expected  the  correlation  coefficients
between  predictive  variables  and  graduating  grade
averages  (while  not  shown  here)  were  weaker  than
those  between  the  independent  variables   and  first
quarter  grade  averages.   This  seems  to indicate  that
more  unexpected   factors  make   themselves   felt  in
four years  than  do  so  in  three  months.   This  should
be   no   surprise   to   professional  foresters  who   deal
commonly  with  site  index  and  the  factors  pertinent
thereto.
Increased   awareness   of   relationships   between
academic  average  and  testable  characteristics  avail-
able  to  the  adviser leads  one  to  the  question'.   Can  a
m2,}t¬t,Cl7'iCIte   regression   based   On   factors   available
from entrance records predict individual student aca-
demic  accomplishment  and  do  so  within  reasonable
nmits?
Now convinced that a student's first quarter aver-
age  is  a  key  index  both  to  his  chances  of  survival
and to the level of his final quality point average and
being further  aware  that  the  first  quarter  average  is
more closely linked  to entrance  exams  than  are  sub-
sequent  averages,  several  predictive  equations  were
developed.   The following regression was  selected for
further  testing:
TABLE  7.    Coefficients   appropriate   to   the   prediction   of   first
quarter  grade  averages  for  foresters  in  college.    Ba-
sis:   729 student  records.
First Quarter
Grade Average
=E==EZ
a          +            bXl           ± SFX             I
2.533       -       .Ol44X8
I.500        +        .0094X18
I.462        +        .Ol23X10
1.546        +        .Ol20X20
-®CVcoOCVe®hqCQqC9I-a)®®cool-a)®t-®®
Xs  = High school rank, percentile; Ol  is high
Xl8 = Reading comprehension, percentile; 99 is high
X18 = English placement,  percentile;  99  is  high
X2O = Mathematics placement, percentile;  99 is  high
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average  after  one  quarter  in  Forestry  at  I.S.U.    See  Table   I   for  key  to  the
First  Quarter Average =  1,774 -.0093  H.S.  Hank  9?a
+  .0078  MSAT97o  +  .OO47  Math.   Place  97o
syx-+.582                              R -O.573**
F= 45.328                            n= 282
The  testing  of  this  equation  was  done  against
four   groups   of   student   records.    Each   group   con-
tained the records of twenty-two students. The groups
Were:
Group  I.       Twenty-two   students   drawn   at  ran-
don  from  the  original  source  of  729
student  records.
Group  II.     Twenty-two    students    who    entered
this  university  immediately  after  the
completion  of  the  original  study  in
1965.    These  were  thus  Sophomores
and Juniors  who  had  survived  for  at
least  four  quarters.
Group  Ill.    Twenty-two   students   who   had   just
completed  their  Freshman  year.
Group  IV.    Twenty-two   students   who   had   just
completed  their first  quarter.
Table 9 illustrates the distributions of deviations from
regression  for  each  of  the  test  groups.
Although   the  regression  was   highly   significant
in  a statistical  sense, it is relevant  that  small but  re-
alistic  (to  the  adviser)  segments  of  the  original  and
the   test  populations   are  not  predicted  particularly
well.   Of  more  importance  is  the  high  incidence  of
very  sizeable  errors  in  the  estimate  of  the  perfom-
ance  of  individual  students.   This  condition  alsone
effectively  invalidates  the  hypothesis  that  individual
performance can be predicted in any defensible sense.
In none  of  the  four  groups  could  systematic  bias  be
identified   in   respect   to   the   independent   variables
studied.
The  factors  of  incentive,  self  discipline,  adapta-
bility  to the  college  environprent  as  well as  the  <<luck
of  the  drawJ'  concerned  with  class  time,  the  profes-
sor  and  competition  for  time  cause  a  variability  in
grade determination that make unreasonable the pre-
diction  of  even  an  early  average  for  an  individual
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TABLE  9.    An array  of deviations between  actual  and  predicted  academic averages at  the end  of one  quarter  in  Forestry.
Group I                                  Group II
Class Limits of
Deviations  from
Regression
Group Ill                               Group IV
Cumulative              f
Percent
2
Cumulative
Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Cumulative
Percent
0      _   .I
.ll_   .30
.3l_    .50
.5l  _  I.00
I.00+
CVUtll_-
-
I.OQapHeo'Jc_cv¥3g
-
I-®tlC® -CjCjC>O
a:tlJ8'coc5§ eelf)COLf)I ®tlt--a±*ta-of®ir§ dGV®®U CVCVLO-eco't{ti-'c>IC`toa,a
Averag G.P.                                                                         2.024                                                 2.l70                                                 2.458                                                 2.285
A\'erage  Deviation                                                ±.556 q.p.                                 ±.485  q.p.                                 ±.418 q.p.                                 ±.528 q.p.
Regression Total
Actual Total xlOO     lO5%
student.    Mensurationally  we  can  settle  for  certain
inaccuracies   and   aggregate  errors  in  volume  table
construction  but  most  of  us  are  unwilling  to  do  so
when  dealing  with  individual  personalities.
For  those who  do  not wish  to  attempt  exact pre-
diction  of  grades  there  may  be  some  satisfaction  in
considering  a  student's  likelihood  of  success.   Coun-
selling-wise,  too,  there  may  be  merit  in  defining  un-
derachievers    and   overachievers    as   those   varying
widely from  some counsellor-defined probability  level
of  accomplishment.
Conclusion:
So  far  as  Foresters  at  Iowa  State  University  are
concerned  we  may  with  some  confidence   conclude
the  following:
1.    The  transfer student  is  an  important  part  of  the
forestry  student  body  accounting  for  55%  of  all
students  czc!m¢tted  to  forestry  and   52%  of  those
graduating  in  forestry.
2.    The non-Iowan  accounts for  24%  of  those  admit-
ted  to  forestry  and  for  exactly  the  same  percentage
of those graduating in forestry.
3.    On  the  basis  of  932  student  records  taken  from
the  past  decade  ISU  forestry  students  came,  on
the a.verage, from the top 39 percent of their high
school  class  which  averaged  142  students.   This
represented  a  high  school  graduation  average  of
2.61.    On   the   basis   of   entrance   examinations
these  students  had  ACT  percentile  scores  of  44
which places them below the  average for the uni-
versity  where  the  means  is  50.
4.    Students  most  likely  to  withdraw  from  the  for-
estry  program  (and  this  is  generally  associated
with  low  grades  resulting  from  either  poor  abil-
ity or low interest rank lower in their high  school
classes  and  come  from  smaller  schools  than  do
those  who  successfully  complete  the  forestry  cur-
riculum.
5.    While no mechanism exists  to predict whether or
not a student will complete the four year forestry
curriculum  it  has  become  clear  that  high  grades
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in  such  entrance  scores  as  MSAT,  ACT,  English
Placement,  Reading  Comprehension  and  Mathe-
matics  Placement  are  associated  with  success  in
completing  the  program.
6.    While  statistically reasonable  to  predict  gradual-
ing grade point  on the basis of entrance  scores it
is more realistic  to  predict  the  all-important  first
quarter   average.     Once   first   quarter   and   first
year  grades  are  available  then  it  is  possible  to
predict  graduating  grade  point.
7.    It  is  possible  and  it  may  soon  be  necessary  to
establish  criteria  for  the  early  judgment  of  stu-
dent potential but the practice will penalize many
individuals.    The   author   suggests   that   such   a
study  as  this  best  serves  when  it  is  used  as  an
adjunct  to, rather  than  a  substitute  for,  thought-
ful  counselling.
The  human  equation  is  still  unresolved  but  it
can be hoped  that  quantitative  studies  taken  in  con-
nection  with  the  concerned  regard  of  all  interested
educators  may  help  to   define   the   ever-challenging
and  changing  student  population.
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This  ardcle  should  bring  bach  fond  reflec-
tions  on  the  past.
In  a  time  when  educcLtiOn  and  SCienCe   are
fighting  for  every  penny  they  can  get  and won-
dering if they-tl ever win, thel battle of the budget.
Its nice that we can rely on the persi,steut eychoal
nat;uTe    Olf    Such   problems    Whereby    they    are
troughi  to  the  fore.   Hapefully  as  before, it Wi,Il
bri;mg  a  trememdeus  upswing  in  the  intenstfica-
ti,on of  sci,ence  armd sciervtific  efforts.
THE  AMES   DAILY  TRIBUNE
AND  AMES   EvENING  TIMES
Thursday,  Nov.   18,  1926
In    a   dispatch   from   Des   Moines    carried   in
Wednesday9s  Tribune,  Claude  R.  Porter,   a  member
of  the  state  board  of  education,  is  reported  as  fav-
oring  the   abolishment  of  the  four  year  course  in
forestry   at  Iowa  State   college  for  the  reason  that
this  course  <<holds  out  false  hopes  to  Iowa  boys.  For-
estry students are not able to find jobs  and the cause
of  forest  conservation  would  be  best  advanced  by  a
service  course.
The  Tribune  would  like   to  know  whether  Mr.
Porter    is    purposely    making    mis-statements    or
whether  he  has  been  misinformed   or  whether  he
has not made  any effort  to  get  the facts in the  case.
One  would  expect  that  a  member  of  the  state
board  of  education  would  be  very  careful  to  give
facts,  especially  when  the  matter  of  continuing  a
line  of  work  which  has  been  given  for  25  years  is
involved.   The Tribune does not believe that Mr.  For-
ter is  purposely misrepresenting but  does  know  that
he  is  sadly  lacking  in  accura.te  information.
The   statement   that   forestry   students   are   not
able  to  find  jobs  is  ridiculous.    Had  Mr.  Porter  in-
vestigated the situation before making his statement,
he would have found  that  all  of the  17  graduates  of
the  1926  class  in  the  forestry  course  went  directly
into  forestry  positions.   Further,  if  the  investigation
had  covered  also  the  preceding year,  he  would  have
found  that  all  of  the  graduates  of  that  year  went
into forestry positions  after completing college work.
The  same  is  also  true  of  the  forestry  class  graduat-
ing  three years  ago.   The  Tribune  would  like  to  ask
Mr.  Porter  if  he  knows  of  any  other  department  on
the  Iowa  State  campus  or  in  any  other  institution
in the  state, which has had  100 per cent  of its  grad-
uates  in  the  past  three  years  enter  the  line  of work
for which  they were  prepared.
Further  than  this,  the  college  records  show  that
on September  1,  1926,  loo per cent of the  graduates
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o£  the  past  three  years  were  still  in  forestry  work.
Perhaps   the   above  figures  do  not   go  back  far
enough  . The  college  records  show  that  during  the
past  ten  years,  97  per  cent  of  the  men  specializing
in  forestry  went  into  forestry  work  on  graduation
and on September  1,1926, 84 per cent of all of those
graduates  for  the  ten  year  period  were  still  in  for-
estry  work.
Again  The  Tribune  would  like  to  ask  Mr.  Porter
if he can fumish data from other departments either
at Iowa State  College or other institutions which will
be  so  much  better  as  to  justify  his  statement  that
<{forestry  students  are  not  able  to  find  jobs  and  that
the forestry profession holds out false hopes  to Iowa
boys.,,
A   canvass   of   what   the   forestry   graduates   of
Ames  are  doing might be enlightening:
One   graduate  is  in  charge  of  over  twenty-two
million  acres  of  national  forests;  another  is  second
in  charge  of  approximately twenty-five  million  acres
of national forest  land.   About  seven  or eight  others
are   each   in   charge   of   approximately   one   million
acres  of  national  forests  as  supervisors.
Three   are  handling  forestry  extension  work  in
different  states.    One  is  head  of  a  forestry  depart-
ment in  one  of our western  schools.   Two  others  are
in  college  forestry  teaching  positions.
Two  graduates  are  handling  important  research
work in  the United States forest products laboratory.
One is forester of the American  Forestry Association.
One  is  superintendent  of  the  drykiln  work  of  the
Western  Electric   company.    One  is   superintendent
of  a  creosoting  plant  in  the  Longbell  Lumber  Com-
pany  and  three  others  are  employed  by  the   same
company.
Four  graduates  are  handling  important  investi-
gational work as grazing experts in the United States
Forest  Service.   Two  are  in  important  state  forestry
positions.   A  large  number  hold  technical  assistant
positions  in  national  forests.    Many  others  are  em-
ployed in various capacities with lunmber companies
and  several  are  engaged  in  forest  nursery  business.
The  Tribune  is  not  inclined  to  believe  many  of
the  above  young  men  feel  that  they  have  accepted
positions  with  ¬<false  hopes»'  and  wonders  why  Mr.
Porter  does  not  correspond  with  some  of  these  men
who  are  so  over-burdened  with  {<false  hopes.]J   It  is
possible   that   he   might   change   his   viewpoint,   not
only  on forestry in  general but  also in regard  to  the
splendid   part   forestry   graduates   from   Iowa   State
college  are  playing  in  the  country.
The  Tribune  believes  that  forestry,  like  the  rest
of  agriculture,  is   a  basic  industry  in   the   country.
Forestry  is  not  a  fad-it  is  here  to  stay.   The  per-
petuation  and  conservative  management  of  the  for-
ests  of  the  country,  including  the  farm  woodlots,  is
one  of  the  outstanding  problems  which  we  are  fac-
ing  today.   The  profession  of  forestry  offers  one  of
the  most  inviting  fields  of  opportunity  and  service
available  for  the young  manhood  of Iowa.   The  men
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entering  forestry  work  are  doing  a.  real  service  to
the  country.   The  profession is  just  as  honorable  as
law,  medicine,  engineering  or  other  branches.   The
forestry   department  is   giving   good  instruction  in
this field  to  about  100  Iowa boys  as well  as  to  a few
scattering  students  from  other   states   and  nations.
If  Mr.   PorterJs  recommendation  concerning  the
abandonment   of   the   technical   course   in   forestry
is  made  for  the  purpose  of  economizing,   this,   of
course,  should  receive  careful  attention.   How-even,
as reported in a former issue of The Tribune, it costs
the  forestry  department  of  the  college  only  a.pproxi-
mately  $5,OOO  (on  the  basis  of last year)  to  give  the
technical instruction in forestry  to  124  men  special-
izing  in  this  work.    It  is  generally  understood  that
the  forestry  instructional  work  is   given   at   a  very
modest  expense  to  the  state.
The  Tribune  does  not  believe  that  Mr.  Porter  is
attempting  to  misrepresent  but   the   people   of   the
state have the right to demand that their representa-
tives on the board of education at least inform them-
selves  before  making  broad,  sweeping  and  unfound-
ed statements  asking for the elimination of an estab-
lished  line  of  instructional  work  at  one  of  the  state
institutions.
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Photosynthetic Efficiency of Woody Plants
By Dr. DONALD I. DICHMANN
Professors Iowa State Universtty
The  photosynthetic  process  is  essential  to  life.
Not  only  are   the   carbon   skeletons   that  form   the
structural  basis  for  plants  and  animals  synthesized
during  photosynthesis,   but  the   energy  needed  for
their  maintenance  and  increase  is  captured  in  use-
able  forms  from  sunlight.   Consequently,  the  photo-
synthetic  process  has  received  unrivaled   attention
by  plant physiologists.
Recent   discoveries   in   photosynthetic   research
have  revealed   that  not   all  plants   photosynthesize
by    the    same    physiological    mechanism.     Calvin
plants,  named  after  the  Nobel  laureate  who  eluci-
dated  their  physiology,  are  considered  less  efficient
photosynthetically  than  Hatch-Slack  plants,  named
after  the  two  Australian  scientists  who  discovered
them.   Most  plant  species  are  Calvin  plants,  but  a
number of important plants, such as com, sorghum,
sugar  cane,   pigweed,   and  crabgrass,   fall  into   the
more efficient Hatch-Slack group.  Hatch-Slack plants
appear  to  be  adapted  to more  tropical  environments
where  extremes  of  light,   temperature,   and  aridity
prevail  and  are  generally  considered  more  produc-
live.
What  about  trees  and  other woody plants-  Tree
physiology    research    had    not    clearly    established
whether trees were  Calvin or Hatch-Slack by nature.
Early  last  summer  Dean  Gjerstad,  a  graduate  stu-
dent  in  forest  biology,  and  I  set  out  to  provide  a
clearer  answer  to  this  question.
METHOD  OF  STUDY
When  a  leaf  or  twig  is  placed  in  a  closed  envi-
ronment  in  the  light,   its   photosynthesizing  tissue
will  extract  carbon  dioxide  from  the  air  until  the
rate  of  photosynthesis  and  the  rate  of  respiration,
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a process that releases carbon dioxide, are in equilib-
rium.   This equilibrium level is known as the carbon
dioxide  compensation point.
For Calvin plants the compensation point usually
falls between  50  and  6O parts-per-million (ppm)  car-
bon  dioxide.   That is,  when  the  carbon dioxide  con-
centration  reaches  this  level,  the  leaf  cannot  photo-
synthetically  extract  any  more  carbon  dioxide  from
the  air  due  to  the  compensatory  release  of  carbon
dioxide   by   respiration.    The   efficiency   of   Hatch-
slack  plants  is  revealed  by  the  fact  that  their  com-
pensation  point  is  near  zero.   In  other  words,  they
can  photosynthetically   capture   all   carbon   dioxide
from  a  closed  environment,  plus  any  that  is  being
released  by respiration.   Thus,  determining the  com-
pensation  point  of  a  leaf  gives  a  direct  clue  to  its
photosynthetic  physiology.
In  our  study  Dean  and  I  used  a  simple  yet  ac-
curate    technique    for    determining    compensation
points.   A  leaf  or  twig  was  sealed  in  a  plastic  bag,
the bag inflated with  air,  and  after one hour in  the
light  the  carbon  dioxide  level  of  the  air  in  the  bag
determined  with  an  infrared  gas  analyzer.   Due  to
the  amazing  diversity  of  tree  and  woody  plant  spe-
cies  growing  on  the  Iowa  State  University  campus,
we  were  able  to measure  compensation points  of  69
different  species  and  hybrids,  representing  virtually
the  entire  taxonomic  spectrum  of  woody  plants.
RESULTS  OF  THE  STUDY
The  table  summarizes  the  results  of  our  study.
Every  species   and  hybird  measured  had  a  carbon
dioxide  compensation  point  that  fell  in  the  range
associated  with  the  photosynthetically  less  efficient
Calvin  plants.    However,   these  results  do  not  pre-
clude  the  existence  of  a  Hatch-Slack  woody  plant,
since  we  could  not  measure  every  tree  species.    In
our   attempts   to   increase   forest   productivity   the
search  for  a  more  efficient,  productive  Hatch-Slack
tree  should  continue.   The  development  of  an inten-
sive   silvicultural   system   around   such   a   tree,   if
found,  promises  to  significantly  increase  production
of wood  fiber.
TABLE  I.    Carbon   dioxide   compensation   points   of   69   wood`-
species  and   hybrids.
Compensation Points
(ppm COB)
Taxonomic group
l4   Conifers
39  Hardwoods
l6  Poplar  hybrids
Mean Range
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Ou,door  Recrea,ion
Dave   is  from   DeS   Moines,   lowcl,   clnd   i§   mclrried   tO   Virginia.
He    worked    this    past    summer    cl'    Lclke     Pc]norclma     in    golf
course   mclintenanCe.     Daye   enjoys   fishing,   camping,   clnd   hik-
ing,   c,nd   hopes   to   find   a   job   in   resource   plclnning   following
g,aduc,lion   this   spring.
MIKE   BONDI
Fores,  Mohclgemen'.    Soils
Mike   is   f,om   Edinc],   Minne§otcl,   and   will   grcldua'e   this   May.
Mike   clttended   the   New   York   Stclte   Ranger   School   CclmP   Of
]970.    Since   then   he   hc]s   seryed   one   Summer   with   the   Iowa
Conservc]tion   Commission  at  the  State   Forest  Nursery  in  Ames,
working   on   c]   soil   mc]nclgement   plcln   for   the   arecI.    This   pclst
summer,   Mike   worked   for    the    Forest    Reseclrch    Institute   of
Finlclnd  c]t  cl  tree  breeding  experiment  stcltion.    There   his  work
included   collection   of   datcI,   field    work,   controlled    Crossings,
otc.     Following    grclduation,   Mike    is    hoping    to    continue    his
education.     He   is   clpplying   to   graduate   school   in   forest   soils
and   is   an   applicant   for   cl   Fulbright   Fellowship   to   New   Zecl-
Iand.     In   cldditiOn,   he   hCIS   interviewed   With   the   Peclce   Corps.
Mike  hcls  been  active   in   his   college   dclys  cls  c]   member  of  the
lSU   Honors   Program   and   student   representative   for   the   Ag
College   Honors   Committee.     He   hclS   seryed   cls   Treclsurer,   and
more  recently  GIS  President  of  the  Forestry   and  Outdoor  Recre-
ation  Club,I  he  wcl§  the  business  mane,gel  of  the  Ames   Forester
for   two   yeclrS   and   iS   Currently   our   senior   editor;   Mike    has
seryed   as   a   Head   Resident   for   two   yeclrs   in   the   TRA,-   he   is
member   of   Xi   Sigmc]    Pi,   Alpha   Zeta,   Gammc]   SigmcI    Del,cl,
was   c]wclrded   the   Milton   Cone   Forestry   Scholclrship   for   1972
and    was    a,    pclr,iCiPClnt    in    the    George    B.     Hc]rtman    TrayeI
Fl,nd    to    the    NationcI'    SAP    meeting    this    pclst    fclll    in    Hot
Springs,   Arkansas.     Mike's   hobbies   include   hiking   and   bclck-
packing.
JOHN   DUEBEN
Fo,eS,   Produc,a.     Fo,es,   Produc,s   Business
John  is  from  Clifton,  New  Jersey,  and  c]ttended  Camp  in  New
York   in   ]97O.     John   has   worked   for   the   pclst   fiye   summers
as  cl   camp   counselor   clnd   wclterfront   director   clt   Cc,mp   Michi-
kclmau,   Bear   Mountain,   New   Yol-k.     He   hcls   seryed   cls   cln   lSU
Chclirman   of   the   Board   of   Directors   for   ISPIRG,   member   of
the    Fores,    Products    ReseclrCh    Society,    the    historicln    of    Phi
Gamma   Delta   frclterni'y,   and    CIS    Cln    lSU    Volunteer.     John's
hobbies   include   sports   and   enyil'onmentc]'   problems.     Follow-
ing   Fclll   grclduatiOn,   John   hopes   to   go   into   saleswork   in   ad-
dition   'o  continued   c,ctiyi'y  in   enyironmen'al   groups.
TOM   DULL
Ou,door  R®crea'ioh.    Communica,ions
Tom`  and   his  wife,   Pcltti   Bea,   hclfe   a   dclughter,  Terri,  5   yea,s
old.     ''T.C.''    is   from    Deltc]    Junction,    Alclskc],    and    following
graduation    lclst   winter   he   hctd    hopes   of    returning    to    tho,
coon,ry  to  work  as  a  State  Pclrk  Ranger,  or  c]s  cI   BLM   Natural
Resources  Specicllist.   Tom  worked  the  summers  of   '969,   1970,
and   '97'   as  a   fire   con'ro'   aide   for   the   ELM  and   this   past
Summer    c,s     c]     recrecltion     aide    for    the     sclme     OrgC,niZC]tiOn,
'972   cllso   mc,rked   the   year   when   Tom   receiyed    his   'O-year
pin  from  the   Into,ior  Department.   Tom   wc]s  the   last  president
of    the    Outdoor    RecrecltiOn    Club    before    consolidcltiOn    With
the    Forestry   Club    two   yeclrs    clgo.     He    is   a    member    of    X,I
Sigma   Pi,   Editoric]l   StclfF   member   of   the    ISU    Daily   and   Tom
is   on   the   undergrclduclte   Education   and   Awards   Commit,ee.
FRAN   ECK
Forest   Manag®men'.    BuSih®SS
Fran   is   from   Fox   Riyer,   Illinois,   a   Chicclgo   suburb,   and   will
graduate  this  May.   After  attending  the   '97O  New  Yo,k  State
Rclhger   School   Cclmp,   F:rcln   hcls   been   employed   two   summers
with   the   u.S.    Forest   Seryice,   on   the   Blclck   Hills   Ncltioncll    Por-
es,.     His    '971    Summer   wc,s   spent   GIS   a    ti-mber    marker   and
this   past   summer,   Fran   was   promoted   to   crew   leader  on   in-
yentory   crew.     He   i§   a   member   of   the    lowa    Stclte    Honors
Progrclm,   Xi   Sigmcl   Pi    (Rclnger),   C]nd   a    Hecld   Resident   in   the
Towers    Residence   Associc]tion   for   the   pclst   two   years.     Fran
enjoys  cclmping,  canoeing,  snowmobiling,  and   tenni.s    He   likes
''shooting   the   bu'l''   bea,   of   cl'l   clnd   follows   a   Philosophy   of
'J'aking   it   easy.''     After   grclduatiOn,   Fran    may   either   study
in   grc,drate   school   in   business  administrcltion   or   he   mcly   ''go
ou,   clnd   work.''
BRUCE   FISHER
Fo,eS,   Pr®duc's.    Timber   Conve,sion
Bruce   is   from   Alden,   lowcl,   and   is   the   father   of   two   boys.
His  wife  is  Sherre  clnd  his  sons  Jeffery  and   Kclrl  are  4  and   '1A
yeclrs   old,   respectiyely.    During   the   post   summer   he   worked
in    Hoquiclm,   Wc]shington,    and    the    previous    summer    he    clt-
tendec!   the   Hc]rrington,  Quebec,   Cclnada  Summer  Cclmp.   Bruce
enioys   hunting,   golf   clnd   antique   collecting.    He   grclduc,tea   in
May.
LARRY   ONEWIKOW
Forest   Managemeh'.    Ou'doo,   Recreation
Larry,   clffectionate'y   known    cls   ''Ca'f,''   is   from   Des   Moines,
lowcl.     ln   addition   to   his   Summer   Cclmp   in   New   York,   197O,
Lclrry   has   worked   the   pc]st   two   summers   on   the   Three   Lclkes
District  of  the   Nico'et   NcltionclI   Forest,  Three   Lclkes,   Wisconsin.
After  his  first  summer  on  cl  timber  marking  crew,  he  wc]s  pro-
moted    to    crew    chief    of    new    recrecltion    fc]cilities,    wildlife
work,   clnd   timber   marking.     Larry   is   a   member   of   Sigmc]   Phi
Epsilon   Frc,ternity,  where   he   has   seryed   on   mclny   committees.
Following    grc,ducltion    next    Fcll',    Larry    hopes    to    work    with
the   U.S.I.S.   in   either   the   North   Centrcll   or   Southeclst   Regions.
He  is  cllso  considering   work  with   the  BurecIU  Of   Indian   Affairs_
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JOHN   GREEN
ForeS'  Management.    Economics
"Jock''   is   a   Spring   grclduate   from   Waterloo,   lowa.     He   a,-
tended   the   New   York   Camp   of   '97O   and    last   summe,    he
seryed  with   the  united   states   Forest  Seryice.    His  work  on   the
white    Riyer    National    Forest,    Colorado,    revolved    around    a
spruce     beetle     impacti)    study.      After     grclduation     this     May,
Jock   intends   to   study   in   graduclte   school.
JIM   CUILLIFORD
Forest  Management.    Soils
Jim    is   from    I.ombclrd,    Illinois,   and   will   grclduclte   this    spring.
His  Summer  Camp  wc,s   in   Quebec  in   197'.    His   summer   work
expe,ience   includes   working   last   summer   at   cl   Forest    Exper-
ment  Stcltion   in   Finland,   doing  forest   pathology   research.    His
actiyities   include   Xi   Sigmcl   Pi   (assistclnt  forester)   and   Gammcl
Sigma   Deltcl.     He   enjoys  tennis   and   skiing.    Following   gradua-
tion,   Jim   plclns   to   study   in   grclduCl,e   School   in   fO,eSt   biology.
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LARRY   MACH
Ou,door   Recreation.     Ecological   Interpretation
Lar,y  is  from  Dysart,   lowa   and  will   graduclte  this   spring.    His
plans   clfter   Mcly   include   working   for   the   Ncltional   Pclrk   Sery-
ice   in   the   Northeclst.    Larry   has   worked   two   summers   at   the
Otter    Creek    Lclke    clnd    Pclrk,   Toledo,    lowcI.     His    work   there
included    nearly   eyerything,   in   clddition    to    helping   with   tile
actuc,I   construction   of   the   park   and   its   buildings.     Larry   en-
joys   jogging   in   his   spare   time.    He,   too,   likes   ''sensible''   peo-
ple   and   sc,ys   he   likes   to   'Jliye   my   life   so   that   I   will   clppreci-
ate   it,  while  at  the   sclme  time,   leclrning  from   my  friends.''
BILL   HEIKEN
Forest   Mahclgemeh'.    Soils
Bill,  who   graduates  this  May,  is  from   Scotch  Groye,   Iowa.    He
c,ttended   the   New   York   Stclte   Rclnger   School   Cc,mp   of   1970.
This   past  summer   he  worked   on  the  Sierra   Ncltioncll   Forest  on
c,    timber    stc,nd    improyement    slclsh    crew.      After    graducltiOn
Bill   hopes   to   work   with   the   U.S.   Forest   Seryice.
PAUL   HELLENSCHMIDT
ForeS,  Managemen,.    Multiple   Use
Pc]uI's    hometown    is    Waterloo,    o[wcl,    c]nd    he    will    grclduclte
this    spring.     His    summer   work    experiences    include    employ-
ment  clt  the  Dos  Moines  City  Nursery  this  pclst  Summer,  cts  well
as  tree  planting  with  cl  tree  spade.    A  New  York  State  Ranger
School   Summer   Cclmp   participant,   Pclul   hcls   no   defini,e   plans
clfter    Mc,y   graducl'ion.     Pclul's    hobbies    include    furniturer    ,e-
finishing   and   bone   sculpture.
RON   HENRY
I:®r®s'   Mar`a9emen'.    Forest   Biology
Ron,  cl   native  of  Gclrrison,   lowcl,   is  married   clnd   grclduoted   clt
the   end   of   Winter   Quclrter.    He   clnd   his   wife,   Nclncy,   liye   clt
the    Strc]utmcln     Tree    Fclrm,    where     Ron-is    permclnently    em-
ployed.    Since   his   Summer   Camp   in   Quebec,   l97',   Ron   has
been   employed   clt   the  Tree   Farm   south   of   Ames   during   both
summer   clnd   secISOnCll   Pe,iOdS.    Ron   hcIS   been   One   Of   our   most
clc'iye   members   of  the   Forestry  c,nd   Outdoor   Recreation   Club,
serying   as   Christmas   Trees   Co-Chairmcln   this   pclst   yeclr,   mclin
cook   at   the   Pig   Roclst   'clst   fclll,   and   GIS   Trclct   Committee   Co-
Choirmon.
RANDY  Hall
Ou,doe,   Recreo'ion.    Communication-]n,erpre,a,ion
A    ncltive   of   Conrcld,   Iowcl,   Rclndy   clttended   the   Spring    1972
recrea,ion   trip   to   Lclnd-Between-The-Lakes,    Kentucky.     He   hcls
worked   for  two   summers  with   the   Mclrshclll   County   Conserya-
tion   Boclrd   in   pclrk  clnd   trail   mclintenclnce.     Rclndy   enjoys   any-
thing   outdoors  with   canoeing,  cc]mping,   clnd   photogrclphy  top
on   his   lis,.    He  is  a   member  of  Xi  SigmcI   Pi   GIS   Well   CIS   the   For-
estry    clnd    Outdoor    Recrecltion    Club.     Rclndy    has    seryed    the
club   in   a    number   of   cape,cities:     cls   our   first   club    historicm,
Loquclcious    Loquat    Newsletter    editor,    Holst   Trc,ct    committee
member,   clnd   '973   Veishea   display   co-chairman.     ln   addition,
Rclndy   hcIS   SerYed   CIS  C]   Hec]d   Resident  in   the  Towers   Residence
Associc,'tion    clnd   will    continue    the    Hecld    Resident   function    in
his   household   clfter   his   mclrriage   this   summer.     Rc,ndy   would
like   to  work  in  either  Stclte   or  County   recrec,lion   in   an   educcl-
tion    and/or    informc,tioncll    ccIPCICity    after    his    grClduCltiOn     in
May.
BOB   HRUBES
Fores,   Managemeh'   and   Ou,door   Rec,ea'ion
Bob   is  from  Des  Moines,   lowcI.    Two   summer§  of  work  experi-
ence   on   the   Okanclgon   Nationcll   Forest   followed   his   Summer
Cc,mp   in   New   York,   '97O.     His   work   with   the   Forest   Seryice
involyed   pro-sclle   timber   administration.     After   his   Mcly   grcld-
uation,   Bob   will   clttend   gradUClte   SChOOl   in   forest   economics.
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WALT   KALEN
Forest   Managemen,.     Forest   Recrea,ion1
''wally''   clnd   wife,   Peggy,   hclye   one   son,   Jon,   3   years   old.
Walt   is   from   Dos   Moine§,   lowcl   clnd   spent   lclst   summer   wi,h
the   city   in   its   Forestry   Depclrtment.    There   his   work   inyolved
street   tree    remoycll    and    being    in    chclrge    of    summer    help.
Wc]lt's   Summer   Cclmplwcls   held   in   Cancldcl   (Quebec)   in    T971.
Wcl't   graduclted   this   pclst   winter   clnd   hopes   to   find   employ-
ment  in  industry  or  cln   urbcln  forestry   program.    Wcllt  wcls  one
of    our    more    clctive    F.O.R.    club    members,    serving    cls    sociclI
chclirmc,n   this   pclst   year   and   as   Christmcls   tree   chairmcln   two
years    ago.     Wcllly    enjoys    snow    skiing,    duck    and    pheasant
hunting,  clnd   golf.    His   philosophy   is:    ''The   hclrder   you   work,
the   luckier  you  get."
BOB   KALLSTROM
I:ores'   Management.     Economics   and   Business
''Cruisin'   Bob''    hails   from    Hudson,    Ohio,   and    will    grclduclte
this   Spring.    After   four   years   clt    lowa   Stclte,   Bob   has   mcln-
clged   to    mclintclin   the   highest   cumulcltiye   grade    point   of   clll
the   foresters.    He   attended   the   Ranger   School   Summer  Camp
of   '97O  and   boclsts   of   being   c,n   ''expert  truck   driyer."    Bob's
plclns   c,fter  grc,due,tion   include   getting   out   of   lowcl,   then   pos-
sible   grc]d   school,   work,   or   ''iu§t   traveling.''    His   likes   include,
first,   Athens,   Ohio    (where    his   girl    is),   clnd    second   anything
outdoors.    While   clt   lSU,   Bob   was   cl   member   of   Xi   Sigmcl   Pi,
Curriculum   Committee   for   the    F,O.R.    Club,   clnd   wcls    named
the   J'Keith   M.   Bcluer   Memorial   Award"   winner   for   being   the
outstanding   sophomore.
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HARRIS   KRAMER
Fores,  Management.    Business
''Stoney,"   from   Cedclr   FclllS,   Iowcl,   is   mclrried   clnd   the   fclther
of   cl   daughter,   born    Decembe,   2',    l972.     Since   his   summer
camp    in    Hclrrington,    Quebec,    Cclnadcl    in    '97l,    Stoney    hcIS
Spent  one  summer  in   Hot  Springs,  Arkanscls  cls  a  Weyerhcluser
intern.     Following   graduc]tion   he   hopes   to   work   in   industrial
forestry.    Storey   clnd   wife,   Bclrbclrcl,  formerly   lived   in   Uniyer-
sity   Married    Student   Housing   where   he    was    cl    councilman.
Stoney   graducltes   this   Spring.
STEVE    LENIUS
Forest  Manclgemenl.    Recreation
Steve   is   from   VclnMeter,   Iowa,   clnd   attended   the   '970   Rc,n-
ger  School   Cclmp.    S,eve's  work   experience   includes   two   sum-
mers   on   the  White   Riyer   R.D.  of  the   Snoqucllmie   Ncltioncll   For-
est,  Enumclan,  Wclshington,  as  cl  fire  control  elide  and   cln   aide
in    public    relations.      Besides    being    cl    member    of   the    F.O.R.
Club,   Steye   enjoys    hunting,   fishing,   cclmPing,   Clnd    ''CC,I   Skin-
ning."    After   his  graducltiOn   in   the   Spring,   Steve   will   resume
work   for   the   U.S.F.S.   on   the   Snoqualmie   in   timber   manclge-
ment.
TOM   LINDER
Fores,   Mallagemen'.   Forestry   BuSines
'JBig   Tom,''   cln   ayid   Toe-Kkon-Do   karate   expert,   is   from   Elm
Grove,   Wisconsin.     since   clitending   the    Ranger   School    Camp
of   '97O,   Tom   has  worked   for   two   summers   with   ovens-Illi-
nois    in    the    Forest    Products    Diyision,   Tomclhc,wk,   wisconsin.
There   his  work   included   stclncl   clescrip,ion,   APA   reseal'ch   and
train  design.    ln  addition  to  serying  as   House  president   in   the
Residence   Hcl'ls,  Tom   is  a   member  of  the   Delta   Chi   Fraternity
and    F.O.R.    Club.      His    general    philosophy,    ''think    fast    and
cICt  With   power,''   is   reflected   in   his   Numbe,   I    ambition   fol-
lowing     grclduation;     TrclnS-Am     European     Rclcing     School     in
England.
GREGG   LINN
Forest  Mclnagement.    Watershed  Manogemen,
Gregg  is  from   cI   SIJburb  Of  Chicago,   II'inois.    A  Mcly   graduclte,
Gregg  attended  the   ]97'   Summer  Camp  a'  Quebec.    His   sum-
mer  experiences   include   one   summer  with   the   Forest   Preserye
District   of   Cook   County,   Chicago,   clnd   one   summer   with   the
Forest   Seryice   on   the   Hclhn's    Peclk   District   of   the    Routt    Na-
tional    Forest,   Steamboclt   Springs,   Colorcldo.     Gregg's    U.S.F.S.
work   inyolyed   timber   sclles,   cruising,   boundary   mclrking.     As
an   actiye    member   of   the    Forestry   clnd    outdoor   Recreation
CIub,   Gregg   seryed   as   socicll   chairmcln   a   year   clgo   and   will
be   our   Spring    Fores'er'S    Dcly    chclirman    this   April.     His    likes
include  alcoholic  beyerclges,  tclll   girls,  and   black  hclts.    GreggJs
philosophy   of   life    reads:     'JWhy    notII     You    only    live    once.J'
Afte,   graducltion,   Gregg   would   like   to   go   to   grcld   school   in
enyironmentcll   and   recrecltiOn   resources   Planning.
AI.   MAl.LETTE
Forest   Managem®n,.     Fisheries   and   Wildlife   Biology
''Big    Al''    hails    from    Atlantic,    lowa,    clnd    will    graduate    this
May.     Among   other   big   clctiyities   in   his   future,   will    be   mclr-
riage   in   June   and   hopes   of   finding   cl   permanent   lob   in   For-
estry.    'JBig   Al"   has   held   two   yec,rs   of   work   experience   with
the    u.S.I.S.   on    the    BIG,ck    Hills    Nationcl'    Fares,,    Hclrney    Dis-
trict,  with  his  main  clctiyity  being  tree  mc]rking.    summer  camp
was   in   New  York,   '970,  for  Al.    He  has  followed   his   philoso-
phy   thclt   J''f   it's   worth   doing,   it's   worth   doing   we'lI''   cls   the
Vice-President   of   Webber   House   in   the   IRA   and   as   Senior
Representatiye  on  Ag   Council   for  the   i.O.R.  Club.
SUZIE   McGRAW
Ou,door   Recreation.     Recreo'ion   and   ln,erpre,a'ion
Suzie   is   from    Cedclr   Falls,    lowcl   and   will   graduc,te    in    Mcly.
She   enjoys   sewing,   cclmping,   canoeing,   music.     From   Mcly    I
until  June   16  Suzie  will   be   pclrticipclting   in   the   six  week   Euro-
pecln   tour   With   the   Iowa   Stclte   Singers.    She   hc,s   six   months
of   summer   field   study   clt   camp   Hantessa,   Cclmp    Fire   Girls,
Boone,   lowcl.    Tllere   She   WOrked   c,S   a   Counselor   Clnd   aSSiStClnt
pool   mc,nclger.     Suzie   cllso   developed   cl   new   nclture   progrclm
for    girls    bclsed    on    Steve    Van Mc,tre's    book,    Acclimi'izc,,ion.
Following   graducltion   she   hopes   to   work   in   community   recre-
ation   dealing   with   the   fine   a,Its,   go   into   extension   work,   or
youth   group   work.     Her   campus   clctiyities   include:     vice-presi-
dent   of   ller   RCA   house,   Orcltorio   chorus,   Iowa   state   singers,
Cc,,dinol    Keynotes,    MACURH,    Sol-Dor,    O-Rec    Club,    Enyiron-
mentcll   Action,   c,nd   Xi   Sigma   Pi   honorclry.    Suzie   sums   things
up    by    sc,ying,    ''l    hope    thclt    I    ccln    leclve    something    useful
whereyer   I  c,m  or  do  something   for  people,  since   I   haye  beet,
giyen   so   much   by   others.''
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PAUL   ME'LIKE
ForeS'  Management.    Foros'ry   BuSin®ss
pclulJs   home   is   in    Des   Moines,   'owa,   and   for   the   pcls,   two
summers   he   hcls   seryed   cls   c,n   aide   to   the   City   Forester   of
Des  Moines.    A   member  of  Xi   Sigma   Pi   Honorary,   the   Under-
grc]duate    Education    c]nd    Awards    Committee,    Forestry    and
outdoor   Recrecltion   C'ub,   Pclu'   iS   Cl    recipient   Of   the   Knights-
of-Ak-Sar-Ben   scholc,rship.    His   fclyorite   pc,stimes   include   ''rid-
ing    my    Hondcl    about   the    countryside,    trap    shooting,    and
pheclsant   hunting.''    The   197O   Wc,nclkena,   New   York   Summer
cclmP    PCIr'iCiPClnt   Will    grClduate    next   Fclll    and    clfter   grclducl-
'ion   hopes   to   land   cl   job   With   some   forestry-relC]ted   business
or   the   Forest   Seryice.    Paul   sclys;   ''If   unlucky,   mclybe   a   two-
year   stint  with   uncle   Sclm;   if   lucky,   mclrriclge  With   a   girl   Who
hc,s  helped   mclke  four  yeclrS  at  lSU   more  enioyclble.''
BRUCE   MIEHE
Fo,es'   Management.     Forest   Biology
Brace   and   his   wife,   Melody,   hclye   one   son,   cl   yeclr   clnd   one-
hcllf   Old.     ln   addition   tO   being   C,   member   Of   Phi   De'tcl   Theta
Fraternity   and   S.I.M.S.   member,   Brute   enioys   primitiye   cclmp-
ing,   fishing,   hiking,   a,nd   ''mclrtial   arts.''    Since   Summer   CclmP
at  the   Rc,nger  School   in   New  York,   l970,  he   hcIS   worked  With
the   lowcl   Conserycltion   Commission   on   the   Yellow   River   Stc,te
Forest.     There   his   work   inyolved   pruning   and    thinning    blclck
wcllnut   plantcltions,   cI§   Well    C]S   reCreCl'iOn    mClintenClnme.      Fol-
lowing   graducltion   next   Fclll,   Bruce's   plclns   are   uncertclin.
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JACK   NIEWOEHNER
Outdoor   Recl'eotion.     Land§cclpe   Archilec'u,e
JcICk    iS    mClrried    Clnd   lives   With    his   Wife,    Rclnda.     He    is   from
Elkclder,   lowcl.    He   hcls   worked   with   the   Clclyton   County   Con-
serycltion    Boclrd    in    lowcl    for   two    summers    in    pclrk    mclinte-
nc,nee,  design,  and   construction   of  nclture   trclils,   fclcilities,   clnd
signs.      Upon    his    spring    grclduCltiOn,   JcICk    hopes    tO    WOrk    in
the   County   Conservation   progl'am.
MARK   PROESCHOLDT
outdoor   Recreation,    Communica'iohs-]n'erpre,a,ion
Mark   is   from   Liscomb,   Iowa,  clnd   will   grc]duate   this   Mcly.    He
pclrticipclted   in   the   first   outdoor   Recreation   Field   Study   Trip
in    April,    l972,    to    Lclnd-Between-The-Lakes,    Kentucky.     Mclrk
spends   his   summers   in   a   high   school   cclnoe   cclmping   progrclm
that   tclkes   trips   to   the   Boundary   Waters   Canoe   Area   eyery
yeclr,     ln    clddition,   Mark   is   cl    member   of    F.O.R.   Club,   clctive
participant   in   the   Uniyersity   Lutheran   Church,   cls   well   as   be-
ing   cln   clctive   member   of   the   Cclnoe   Club   at   lSU.     Mclrk   en-
joys  outdoor  activities  c,a  well   cls  working   with   people.
TOM   REl:D
ForeS,   Management.     Muf'iple-Pu,pose   FoTeS,ry
Tom   is   married   to   Lindcl   and   iS   Cl   native   Of   Ollie,   IowcI.     His
Summer   Camp   was   held   in   Wirt,   Minnesotcl,    in    1968.     Tom
enjoys   hunting,   fishing,   trc,pshooting,   boclt   rclcing,   and   furni.
ture   refinishing,   clnd   says,   ''The   best   wcly   to   get   whclt   you
want   is   to   work.J'    His  college  clctiyities   were   held   to   a   mini-
mum   due   to   school   expenses,   cllthough   Tom    does   boc,st   of
being   the   '967   lntrclmurcll   Trc,pshoot   Winner   with   Larry   Mc,'-
lette,   '68.    Tom's    plans   clfter   grc,due,tion   this   spring    include
being   c,   hc,ppily   mclrried   mcln   With   CI   Steady   job.
MEL   RILEY
Fores,   Products.    Timber   Conversion
Me'   is   married   clnd   lives   with   wife,   Jcln,   in   Des   Moines.     His
hometown    is    Grinnell,    Iowa.      He    attended    the    New    York
State   Rclnger   School   camp   of   1970.    Mo'   spent  the   '97'    sum-
mer   c,s   a    member   of   cl   hell,cICk   Crew   for   the    Forest   Service
in   Lunc,,   New  Mexico.    Last  summer   he   worked  fc`r   the   Jewel
Lumbar    Compclny    in    Des    Moines.     Me'    hcls    seryed    cls    socicll
chclirmcln    clnd    as    intrclmural    chclirmcln    in    his    Residence    Hall
house.    Mel   is   a   member   of   the   Forest   Products    Reseclrch   So-
cie,y   c,nd    will    graduate    in    Mc,y.
CRAIG   SCHEINOST
Ou,door  Recrea,ion.    Lclndscape   Archi'ec'ure,   Planning,   Design
Crclig    will    grclduclte    in    May.     He   traveled    to    Land-Between-
The-Lclkes,    Kentucky,    on    the    Ou,door    Recreation    field     trip.
During   the   summer   of   1971,   he  was   c]   lifeguc]rd,   mclintenclnce
mcln,   clnd  construction   crew   worker  clt  the   Hickory   Hills   Recre-
ation    ArecI    Of    the    Blclckhc,wk    County    Conservation     Boclrd.
This    pc,st    summer    Crclig    seryed   on    the    lc,ke    pcltrol    at    Lake
Manclwa   Stclte   Park   in   Council    Bluffs,    lowa.     He   has   seryed
cls    both   social   chairman   and    tree,surer   of   his    residence    lla!l
house   clnd   has   acted   cls   a   counselor   at   the   Ames   community
drop-in   center,   Busstop.    Craig   hcls   cl'so   worked   cls   cln   clssist-
clnt    in    the    Forest,y    department    librclry    and    has    been    in-
yolyed    in    the    Ames    Reseryoir    research    through    work-study.
Crclig    says    J'l    elm    a    liberal    Democ,clt    and    quite    cl     'ibercll
thinker   and    doer."     He   also    considers    his    attitude    toward
natural     resources    GIS   One    Of    ''COnSerYC'tiOniSt-PreSerYatiOniSt.''
After   grclducltion,   Crclig   hopes   to   work   on   cl   hazclrdous-duty
fire   crew   with   the   Forest   Seryice.
JACl<   SCHl.ATl=R
Forest  Management.    Range  Managernent
Jack   graduates   next   Fc,ll   clnd   following   thclt   eyen',   will   stay
clt   lSU   to   pick   up   a   degree   in   Fisheries   clnd   Wi'd'ife   Biology.
With   two  ncl,ura'   resource  mclnc,gement  degrees,   he  hopes   to
work  out  West,  mclnclging   goyernment  lands.    Jclck,  who   hclils
from    Exircl,   lowa,   clttended   the    197O    New   York   Cclmp   and
hc,s  also  spent  one  summer  with  Stephen's  Stclte   Pclrk  in   Chclr-
ton,   lowcl,  doing   timber   cruising   c]nd   type   mcIPPing.    His   hob-
bies    include    hunting,    fishing,    and    nclture    photogrc,phy.     He
likes    ''being   outdoors,I"   cllso    ,rcIYeling.     Jclck's   biggest   dislike
i§   crowds.
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BARB  VOGT
OL,'dOOr   Recreation.    Public   Service   and   Adminjstra,ion,
Physical   Education   Recrea,ion
Bclrb   iS  from   Grinnell,   Iowcl,   c,nd   will   grc]duclte   this   May   with
a   triple   mclior.    She   hcls   worked   for   two   summers   wi,h   the
State   4-H    Camp   Progrclm    on    the   conseryation    staff   and   in
nclture  instruction.    She  has  c,'so  se,Wed  the  pcISt  three  SummerS
clt  the  lowcl   Stole  Fclir  On  the  Youth   Inn  staff,  acting  as  super-
yisor   in   '972   of  girls  do,mitories.    ln   a,ddition,  this   pc,st   sum-
mer   she   worked   with   the   Minnesota    Extension   Service   as   a
camping   clssistclnt,    CISSiSting    in    the    PrOduC,ion    Of    day-CClmPS
across  the  state.   While  clt  lowcl  State,  Barb  hcls   served   cls  ,he
fiscal    agent   of    Xi    Sigmcl    Pi,    member    of    Cclmpus    4-H    clnd
nclmed  their  Outstanding  Member  in   '97l-72,  as  well  as  par-
ticipclting   in   the   Recrecltion   Club   clnd   F.O.R.   Club.
MIKE   WECER
ForeS,   Management.     Fisheries   and   Wildlife   Biology
Mike   ccll's   Strclwberry   Pain,,   lowcl,   his   hometown   clnd   plans
to   grcldUClte   this   Spring.     After   attending   the    197l    Quebec,
cancldcl,   summer   cclmP,   Mike   worked    lclst   summer   for   tlle
Forestry   Depclrtment,   City   of   Des   Moines.     His   work   included
various    phases   of    urbcln    forestry,   cls    well    as    work   on    a
street   crew,   operclting   equipment,   eta.    Besides   a   member   of
the   F.O.R.   Club,   Mike   hcls   served   cls   cI    Residence    Hc,ll   House
vice-president   in    the    Richclrdson   Court   Association.     Hunting,
fishing,  wildlife  study,  clnd  fClrm  WOrk  heCld   Mike's  list  of   hob-
bies,,   ''locclting    CI    iOb''    iS    his    PrimClry    gOCll    CIfter   graduation.
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BOB   WENDEL
Fo,eS,   Manclgement.    Watershed   Marlagemen,
Bob   is   from   Mc,nchester,   Iowa   clnd   Will   grclduclte   in   the    Fclll.
Following   his  summer  cclmP   in   New  York   in   197O,   he   worked
for   two   summers   on   the   FIG,thecld   Ncltioncll   Forest   in   Hungry
Horse  Mountclin,  Montc,na.    His  work  tllere   Was   involved   with
Stc,ge   l'   suryey,    recon   clnd    stocking.     He   cllso   held   duty    in
fire  control   and   thinning.    Bob's   hobbies   include   music,   guitar
clnd    the   flute,    not    to    mention    hunting    clnd    fishing.      After
grclduation,   he   hopes  to  work  with  the  U.S.F.S.
PICK   WIECK
Outdoor   Retrea,ion.     Urban   and   Regional   Managemen,
Dick   will   grclruc,te   next   Fall   c,nd   then   hopes   to   find   employ-
ment   in    either   County   or   Stclte-level    recrecltion    departments
in    Minnesota   or   the    Northwest.     His    summer   work    includes
house   painting   in   his   hometown   of   Dysclrt,   Iowa,   cls   well   as
cclmpground    attendant    and     main'enc,nee     mc,n     clt    Pinnicon
Ridge   Stcl,e   Pclrk,   Linn   County,   lowcl.    Dick   seryed   as   cl   schol-
clrShiP  ChClirmCln   in   his   residence   hall   house  clnd   nclmes   bclsket-
ball,  fishing,  woodworking   c,s   hobbies.
BRUCE   W'GllT
Forest  Mclnagemen'.    soils
Bruce,  a   native  of  Winterset,   lowa,   has   maintc,ined  an   clc,ive
cclreer   in   COllege   c,ctiyities,   cls   well   cls   excellent   grc,des.     Be-
sides   membership   in   Ace,cia   Fraternity   c,nd   its   vice-president,
Bruce  wcls   President  of   the   computer  science  club,  xi   sigmo
Pi    Honorary,    student   member    of   the    SAF,    Veishea    Disp'c,y
Co-Chairmc,n,    Pep    Bc,nd,   clnd    Ski    Club    member.     He    enjoys
hunting,   f,shins,   clnd   hiking   as   well   as   reading   clnd   listening
to   good   music.    Since   BruceJs   Summer   Cc,mp   in   Quebec,   197',
he   has   worked   with   the   soil   conservcltion   service   as   cl   soils
s,udent   trainee    in    Clclrk    County.     Following    graduation    this
Spring,   B,uce   hopes   to   work   for   the   scs.
ART   W'RTZ
Forest  Monagemen,.    Biology
Art  and  wife,   Kathy,  are  from  Ames,   Iowa.    When  he  grcldu-
cl'es   next  fall,   he  would   like   to   work   with   the   Forest   Seryice
in   the   Southwest   or   possibly   in    urban   forestry.     Art   is    the
Forestry  and  Outdoor  Recrecltion   club  member  who  did  cll'  the
work   on   the   club   I-shirt   ordering   this   pclst   year.     He   is   also
cln   clvid   bow-hunter   clnd   water   skier.    Art   hcls   seen   work   ex-
perience   with   the   Forest   Service   in   Cloudcroft,   New   Mexico,
where   he  worked  on   timber  cruising   and   mc,rking,  tree   plant-
ing,   and   fire   pcltrol.    Art   attended   the   1972   Hc,rrington,   Que-
bec,    Cclncldcl    cclmp.
RON   WITT
Fores,   Products.     Indus,,iaI    Engineering
Ron    is   mclrried   tO    Beverly   and    hails   from   Dclyenport,    lowcl.
He   c]ttended   the   Harring'on,   Quebec,   Cc]nada   Summer   Camp
of   l97'.    This   pclst   summer   Ron   worked   as   a   reseclrCh   aSSiS'-
clnt   in   the   Forestry   Department.     Ron   has   been   a    loyal   Sup-
porter  clnd   active   member  Of  the  Forestry  c,nd   Outdoor   Recre-
cltion   Club.     He   seryed   as   the   student-fclculty   relations   cllc,ir-
mcln   lc,st  year   clnd   this  yeclr   he   hcls   seryed   cls   co-chc,irman   of
the    Christmcls   tree    sclles   and    cls    intrc,mural   cllClirmCln.     Ron's
fc,yorite   hobbies   include   hunting   c,nd   fishing.    Following   grcld-
ucltion   this  spring,   Ron   hopes   to   find   employment   in   a   wood-
using   industry.
ANNLEE   YOUNG
Fo,eS,  Marlagemen'.    Wa'erShed   Management
Ann   is   from   Dos   Moines,   lowcI,   and    Plans   tO   Study   for   her
Mclster's   Degree   following   grclducltion   this   spring.     Her   work
experiences   include   one   summer   as   crew   leader   of   a   youth
Conseryat,'on   Corps   Group   c,nd   Forestry   Aide   on   the   Spclrfish
District   of   the    BlcICk    Hills   Nc]tiona'    Forest   Arecl    in    South    Dc]-
ko,cl.    Last  summer,  Ann   se,Wed   in   recrecltiOn   maintenclnce  and
clecln-up  on   the   Alpine   District   of  the   Apache   Nc,tionc,I   Forest,
Arizoncl.     Besides   being   cl    member   of   xi   sigmcI    Pi,   Ann    has
seryed    as    chc,irwomcln    for    project    Recycle   and   for    the    En-
yironmentcll   Action   Group.    She   is   also   our   I.O.R.   Club   Repre-
sentc,tiye   to  the  Ames  Conseryation   Council   clnd   cl   member  of
the    lSU    Honors   Progrclm.
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RANDY   ZIMMER
Fo,es'   Mahogem®n'.    Mul'ip'e-Use   Fo,es'ry
Rclndy,   cl   spring   grclduclte,   is   from    Fort   Madison,   lowcI.     His
summer  camp  wcls  held  in  Quebec  in   1971.    This  past  summer,
Randy   worked   as   cl   fOreS,ry   elide   in   the   Son   Jucln   Ncltiona'
Fo,est,   Durc]ngo,  Colorcldo,   on   timber   survey.    He   has   been   a
member   of   the    Forestry   clnd   Outdoor    Recrecltion    Club   and
seryed    GIS    Chief    coot    at   Our    Pig    rOCIS'    last    fClll.      Following
graduation   Randy   says   he   would   like   ''to   find   cl   job-any-
whereI''
STEVE   PHILLIPS
outdoor   R®crea'ion.    Agr®nomy   and   Forestry
From   Gardner,   Illinois,  Steve  will   grclduclte  in   May   and   plans
'o   get   mclrried   an   dhOPefully   work   for   the+  Soil   ConservcltiOn
service.    He   has   worked   for   two   summers   doing   fclrm   Work
and  two  summers  in   cl  paper  imlI,  employed   in   the  ''wetend''
or   felt   paper   production.    Steve   ''likes   to   helve   Cl   good   time
and   IlateS   S,Udying.''
MARVIN   MORRIS
Ou'doo,   Rec,®cltiOn.    Zoology
Marvin   iS   from   Boone,    lowcl,   and   will   grc]duate   this   spring.
He  JIC]S  worked   for  the   Boone   Pclrk  System   cls  a   park  clttend-
c,nt  and  has  been  employed  by  the  Mi'igwc,  Scout  Reservcltion,
serving   in   progrclmming,   instruction,   mclintenClnCe,   and   health
care.   Mary  is  cllso  c,  student  representc]tiye  to  the  Story  Coun-
ty   Red   Cross   Association   and   c]   student   member   on   the   NcI-
ionclI    Recreation   clnd    Pclrks   Associcltion.
Regan
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Front  Row  I.  to  R.:  Doug Ljungren,  Gene  Campbell,  Dave  King,  John  Paul.  Second Row  L.  to R.:  Jeff Dawson,  Wendy  Cheng,
Bill  Hoover,  Hason  Vurdu.  Third  Row  L.  to  R.  Paul  Wray,  Tom  Hemmessey,  Tim  Max,  Greg  Jones.
AMES    FORESTER
FAGS
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Back  Row  L.  to  R.:  Joe  Kaisertichs,  ?,  Carl  Ramm,  Cordon  Elbert,  Burton  English,  Michael  Giles,  Gary  Waters,  :',  Charles
Maynard.  Middle  Row  I.  to  R.:  Roger  Mercer,  Hurt  Johnson,  Earl Parks, Gary Trussell, Bill bern, John Miller, Hurt  Quade.
Front  Row  I.  to  R.:  Steve  Lehanbauer,  Yeh  Tien-Shun   (George),   Rick   Yang,   Duane   Somber,   Gary   Martinsen,   Art   Wirtz,
Linda  Wrage.
JUNIORS
3O THE    l973
Back  Row  I.  to  R.:  Dan  Lawther,  Joe  Matejka,  Phil  Brand,  Darvin  Clauson,  Brian  Long.  Front  Row  I.  to  R.:  Jim  Hannen,
Paul  Overturf,  Paul  Pingrey,  Ron  Gardner.
JUNIons

DwIGHT   W.   BENSEND,   PH.D.
Professor  Of  Forestry
Wood Technology, Wood Liquid RelationsS
Wood Composit,e Products
PTapeTt'leS Of Wood, Wood FoTmatton,
Wood Sc±ence Researc;h
Dr.  B¬nsend  received  his  B.S.  and  Ph.D.  from  the
University  of   Minnesota.    While   working   for   his
graduate  degree,  he  was  an  instructor  on  the  For-
estry  teaching  staff.  After  receiving  his   Ph.D.,  Dr.
Bensend  took  a position on  the research  staff  at  the
Forest   Products   I.aboratory,   Madison,   Wisconsin.
FTOm  there,  he  Went  tO   Utah   State   University   as
Associate   Professor  in   Forestry.    In   September   of
1947  he  joined  the  Iowa  State  staff  as  Professor  of
Forestry.   He  took  lea.ve  from  Iowa  State  in  1961-
62  to  take  an  assignment  at  the  University  of  In-
donesia,   Bogor,   Java.    Dr.   Bensend   is   past   chair-
man  of  the  Midwest  Section  of  the  Forest  Products
Research   Society   and   currently   a   trustee   on   the
Board,   He is  also  a  trustee on  the national Board  of
the  Society  of  Wood  Science  and  Technology  and
Chairman   of   the   National   Education   Committee.
H¬  is  chairman of  thel Department  of Forestry  Cur-
riculum  Committee  as  well  as  a  member of  several
othre  committees.   He  is  one  of  the  wood  anatomy
technical   reviewers   for   the   Forest   Products   Jour-
nal,  Wood Science,  and Wood and Fiber.   His major
research   is   in   the   areas   of   wood   anatomy   aLnd
wood properties.
WENI)EI,IJ   G.   BEARI)SLEY   PH.D.
A.ssoc±ate  PTOfeSSOT  Of  Forestry
Forest  Recreation
Resource  Economics
This  is  Dr.  Beardsley's  second  year with  the  De-
partment  of  Forestry.    Dr.  Beardsley  ha.s  ha.d  con-
siderable   experience   with   the   U.S.   Forest   Service
in   both   the   Rocky   Mountain   and   Intermountain
Forest   and  Range   Experiment   Station.    He   spent
ten years  with  the Forest  Service  sta['ting his  career
as  a fire  control  aid,  then  forester,  and  finally  serv-
ing  in  both  forest-economics   and   cooperative   out-
door  recreation  research  projects.   Dr.  Beardsley  is
a  forestry  gra.duate  of  the  University  Of  Minnesota.,
with   graduate   degrees   from   both   Minnesota   and
Utah  State  University.    He  is  an  advocate  of  out-
door activities of many kinds.
DoNALD   I.   DICKMANN,   PH.D.
Assistant PTOfeSSOT  Of FoTeStTy
Forest  B¬ology
Dr.  Dickmann  joined   the  forestry   staff  July   1,
1971. He is  a forestry graduate of the  university of
Wa.shington  and  received  his  ph,D,  in  forest  biol-
ogy  at the  University  of  Wisconsin.   Dr.  Dickmann
then  spent  a  year  in  a  special  Forest  Service  pio-
neering   research   unit   in   tree   physiology   at   the
North  Central  Forest  Experiment  Slat,ton  at  Rhine-
lander,   Wisconsin.    Before  coming   to   Iowa   State,
Dr.  Dickmann,  was  assistant  professor  of  the  Biol-
ogy   Department   at   West   Georgia   College.    He   is
now  teaching  at  both  undergraduate  and  graduate
levels  while   doing  research  in  forest  biology.    Dr.
Dickmanjs  interests  include  hiking,  fishing,  classi-
cal  music,  photography  and  wood  working.
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JoIIN  C.   GoRDON,   PH.D.
Assoc¬ate PTOfeSSOT  Of Forestry
Forest Biology, Advanced Siiv£cuiture.
Forestry Research Methods, Stlivicuiture
Dr.  Cordon received his  B.S.  from  I.S.U.  in  1961.
In  1961  and  1962  he  studied  at  the  University  of
Helsinki,  Finland,  under  a  Fulbright  Scholarship.
During  this  time  he  also  worked  at  the  Forest  Re-
search   Institute   of   Finland.   After   receiving   his
Ph.D.  from  I.S.U.  in  plant  physiology  and  sivicu]-
ture in  1966  he  worked  as  a plant physiologist on  a
Pioneering   Research   Project   in   Wood   Formation
with  the  U.S.  Forest  Service  in  Rhinelander,  Wis-
consin until his  appointment to  the staff.   He teach-
es  forest  biology  and  wood  chemistry.   Dr.  Cordon
is  married  and has  a  7-year  old  son.   He  enjoys  al-
most  anything when he is  in  the  right mood.
HAROLD   S.   McNABB,   JR.,   PH.D.
professor of Forestry, Professor Of  Ptaut Patho3ogy
Forest Pathology, Wood DeteTivTati,On
Frest Trele  Di,seases
For  20  yea.rs,  Dr.  McNabb  has  taught  at  Iowa
state.   He was  awarded his B.S. from the  University
of  Nebraska  in  1949  and  his  M.S.  and  Ph.D.  from
yale   in   1951   and   1954   respectively.    During   the
summers    of    1950    through    1952,    Dr.    McNabb
worked  on  the  Tropical  Woods  Project-Office   of
Naval Research.   Dr.  McNabb has  traveled  through-
out  Europe  visiting  with  people  in  the  Profession,
rlepresented   the  u.s.   as   an  official   delgate   at   the
FAO-IUFRO   Symposium   at  Oxford,   England   and
served  in   a   similar  capacity   at   the  Intemational
Botanical Congress  at Edinburgh,  Scotland.   Two of
his  recent  projects  included  research  in  these  gen-
eral   areas:     relationships   betwen   soil   fungi   and
plant roots,  and  host resistance  reactions  in  WOOdy-
p]ant  wilt  diseases,  the  latter  in  cooperative  studies
with the Dutch  and English.   Dr.  McNabb has been
awarded   a.   faculty   improvement   leave   for    1973
when he  will  spend  6  months  at  the  Forestry  Com-
mission Research Station at Famham, England.   He
is  chairman  of  the  North  American  Committee  on
Elm  Research.    Besides  his  work  in  research   and
instruction,  Dr.  McNabbJs  interests  include  politics
and   working  with  youth  having   served   as   Ames
school   Board   member,    1963-1972   and   aL   scout-
master for  17 years.
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FREDERICK   S.   HopKINS,   PII.D.
Associate  PTOfeSSOT  Of  Forestry
Forest Economi,cs, Econom±cs Research
Dr.   Hopkins   joined   the   Iowa.   State   Faculty   in
1959.   He  obtained  B.S.F.,  B.B.A.   and  M.F.  degrees
at   the   University  of  Michigan   and   his   Ph.D.   at
syracuse.   Dr.  Hopkins  worked  professionally  with
a  consulting  organization  and  private  firms  in  the
Northeast before embarking on  an  academic career.
He   taught   at   the   University   of  Vermont   and   at
Syracuse  before  coming  to  Iowa  State.    Currently,
Dr.  Hopkins  is  teaching  courses  in  economics  and
policy  in  the  new  integrated  resource  management
sequence.    He  is   a  member   of   the   All-University
Judiciary  Committee.   He  is  also  chairman  of  the
Iowa  Chapter  of the  Society  of American Foresters.
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DEAN   R.   PRESTEMON,   PH.D.
A.ssoctate  Professor in Forestry
Mechanical Processing, Phys¬cal PTOPeriieS Of Wood,
Advanced Tap±cs in Wood Sci,ence
This  is  Dr.   PrestemonJs   eighth  year  in   the  De-
partment of Forestry.   His  B.S.,  M.S,,  and  Ph.D.  de-
grees  were  obtained  at  Iowa  State  University,  the
University   of   Minnesota,   and   the   University   of
California,  respectively.    About  50  per  cent  of  Dr.
Prestemonjs  time  is  devoted  to  forest  products  ex-
tension   with   primary   emphasis   on   the   use   and
marketing  of wood  in  residential  construction.   He
is   actively  involved   in   continuing   education   pro-
grams  for  home  builders  and  lumber  dealers.   The
remainder  of  his  time  is  divided  between  resident
teaching    and    research.    Dr.    Prestemon    teaches
courses in physical properties of wood and mechan-
ical  processing.   His  research  is  focused  on housing
problems.
AMES   FORESTER
JoHN   C.   MEADOWS,   JR.,   PH.D.
A.ssistant  PTOfeSSOT  in Forestry
Resource Allocation in Forestry
Dr.  Meadows  has  been  a  staff  member  at  Iowa.
State since August of  1968+   He received his B.S.  de-
gree  at  Auburn  University,  his  M.S.  in  Industrial
Management  from   the   Georgia  Institute  of  Tec`h-
no]ogy,  and his  Ph.D.  degree  from  Duke  University
in  Forest  Economics.   His  research  criteria  for  de-
cision in  timber management in the lake  states.   He
was  formerly Industrial Forest Engineer with  Inter-
national  Paper  Co.,  Mobile,  Alabama,   and   a  real
estate  broker.   His hobbies include hunting, fishing,
and playing with the computer.
LARRY  PROMNITZ,  PH.  D.
Assi,stamt  Professor
Fore_s_i Mensuration, Dynarm±cs  of  Forest Stands.
This  is  Dr.  Promnitz's  first year  as  an  assistant
professor.  He  received his  B.S.  from  I.S.U.  in  1967
and  his  M.S.   and  Ph.D.  from  I.S.U.   in   1971   and
1972  respectively.   Larry  is  primarily  involved  in
teaching  the  mensurational  and  more  statistically
onented courses. Besides fishing and hunting, Larry
finds  time  for  amateur  spelunking.
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DIETMAR  W.  RosE
A.ssistaut Professor of Forestry
Dr.  Rose  is  a  native  of  Germany.    He  came  to
this   country   upon   completion   of   his   'cDiplom"
(equivalent to M.S.) in Forestry at the  University of
Freiburg,  West-Germany in Nov.  1968.   He received
his  ph.D.  in  Forestry  Economics  in  June   1972  at
the  university  of  wisconsin,  Madison,  where  he
held  a  research  assistantship  for  3  years.   He  also
taught  Forest  Mensura.tion  for  one  semester  at  the
university  of wisconsin before  coming  to  I.S.U.  in
July   1972.    His  teaching  responsibilities   comprise
undergraduate  courses  in  forest  mensuration  and
forest  protection  and  a  graduate  course  and  semi-
nar  in  quantitative  methods.   Dr.  Rose's  major  re-
search  interests  are  in  the  a.res  of  modeling  and
systems  analysis with  a  strong emphasis  on biologi-
cally oriented problems.  His hobbies include  guitar-
playing, photography,  swimming, hunting  and fish-
ing.   He  also  enjoys  traveling  and  classical  music.
since  May  1972  Dr.  Rose  is  a  naturalized  citizen
of thle U.S,
GEORGE   W.   THOMSON,   PIID.
PTOfeSSOT  Of  Forestry
Forest  Phofogrammetry, General  Photogram;metry,
Forest  Management.,  Range  Managemeut>
Case  Studies
Summer Camp Mensuration
lntroductiom to Forestry.
Dr.  Thomson  became  an  undergraduate  student
at Iowa State in  1939 and has taught in the forestry
department  since  1948.   He  received  his  B.S.,  M.S.,
and   Ph.D.   degrees   from   I.S.U.   Dr.   Thomson   has
served   as   chairman  for  the  Mensuration   Section
of  the   S.A.F.    He   directs   or  participates   in   most
forestry   camps.    His   teaching   responsibilities   lie
with  the  introduction  of  forestry,  two  photogram-
metry  and photo interpretation courses,  range man-
agement  and  forest  management  plus   serving  on
more  than  10  graduate  program  committees  ea.ch
year.   Currently chairman of the  agriculture  honors
program   committee   and   secretary   of   Iowa   chap-
ter  S.A.F.   He  is  a  member  of  the  usual  university
and  graduate  college  committees  as  well  as  being
an  elected member of Faculty  Council.
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DR.   WAYNE   ScHOLTES,   PH.D.
professor Of AgTOnOmy3 Professor of Forestry
Beginning Soils, Forest Soils,
So±L  Genesis
Dr.   Scholtes   received  his  B.S.   in  fore-stry  from
I.S.U.  in  1939,  his  M.F.  from  Duke  University  in
1940,  and  his  Ph.D.  from  I.S.U.  in  1951.    In  a.ddi-
tion  to  his  tea.chins,  he  is  doing  research  on  the
evolution  of  the  landscape  in  relation  to  soils.   He
was voted professor  of the year by  students  of  agri-
culture   in   1960,   and   1972   received   the   Gamma
Sigma  Delta  award  for  distinguished  service  to  ag-
riculture in  1967,  and received  the  National Agron-
omic  Education  award  from  the  American  Society
of  Agronomy  in  1968.   He  received  diplomas  from
the  university  of  Sam  Carlos  in  Guatemala  for  his
tea.chins  there  in  1968  and  1969.   He  has  been  a
visiting  professor  at  the  University  of  Illinois  and
at  the  university  of  Arizona.   He  is  director  of  the
soil  science Institute  at I.S.U.   In  addition  to  all of
this,  he  holds   the  life-long   serf-appointed  title  of
<<Great  Soil  Scientist9J.
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DEAN  R.   YoESTING,   PH.D.
Assistant  PTOfeSSOT
Forest Outdoor  Recreatione
Dr.  Yoestingr  has  been  on  the   I.S.U.   staff  for  6
years,  having  originally  been   appointed  in   Sociol-
ogy  and  Anthropology  in  1966.   He  was  jointly  ap-
pointed in  Forestry  in  1969.   Dr.  Yoesting holds  his
B.S.   and  M.S.  degrees  from  Ohio  State  University
and  his  Ph.D.  degree  from  the  University  of  W]'s-
consin   received   in    1967.    For   the   last   ll   Years
teaching  and  research  have  taken  up  his  woiking
time.    DeanJs  field  of  specialization  is   sociology  of
leisure  and  recreation.   His  pI'inCiPal  duties  in  the
Department  of Forestry include  participating  in  re-
search   concerning   human-preference-   and-useLPat-
tern  aspects  of  outdoor  recreation.   Dean  also  par-
ticipates  in   teaching  natural   resource   administra-
tion.
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HENRY   H.   WEBSTER,   PH.D.
Head of Department
Dr.  Webster was  appointed Head of the Forestry
Department  on  June  1,  1967.   He  received  his  B.S.
degree from the  State  University  of New York,  Col-
]ege  of Forestry  at  Syracuse  University.   In  1956  he
was  awarded his M.F.  degree  and in  1960  his  Ph.D.
degree, both from the  University of Michigan.  From
1953  to  1963,  Dr.  Webster  was  employed  as  a` For-
est  Economist  with  the  Northeastern  Forest  Exper-
imental  Station,  U.S.  Forest  Service.   During   1962
he  served  as  visiting  lecturer  at  the  university  of
Minnesota.   He  adjoined  the  faculty  of  the  univer-
sity of Wisconsin in  1963  and was  appointled  chair-
man  of  the  Department  of  Forestry  there  in  1964.
Dr.  Webster is  currently  a  member  of  thel  national
Committee on Accreditation  of the  society  of Amer-
ican  Foresters,   and   a   Cooperative   State   Research
Service   Committee   concerned   with   administrative
guidelines  for  research  in  forestry  schools.    He  is
also  a  member  of  a  national  committee  that  is  di-
recting  preparation  and  publication  of  a  new  book
in   Integrated   Resource   Management.   He   is   also
the  author of  more  than  30  technical  publications.
Dr.  Webster's  interests  include  classical  music  and
also  public  and  political  affairs  related  to  resource,
environmental.  and  economic  issuels.
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Summer Camp
By GARY  HUNTER
Examinations  for  Spring  Quarter  1972  ended  on
May  26,  and  hasty  preparations  began  for  Forestry
summer Camp in HaITingtOn,  Quebec  at  GIP Nature
center.   The  next five  days  were  spent  in  our  home
towns  with  our  girl  friends,  preparing  ourselves  for
a rigouous six weeks in the bush.
On the night  before  our departure,  we  set  to  the
task  of  craming  six  weeks  provisions  into  one  suit
Case.
The  Canadian  Hilton  Restaurant
From June 2 to June 4, forty-six foresters arrived
at  camp,  unknowingly  to  face  mosquitoes,  constipa-
tion, cold baths and le probleme de feu aux pantalons
(hornyness).
On  Monday  morning,  June  5,  Dr.  Hopkins  gave
the introductory remarks. We were to spend the next
four weeks  in  cabins  at  the  4-H  center,  and  the  re-
maining  two  weeks  in  tents  at  the  GIP  Nature  Cen-
ter.   He  versed  us  on  the  adverse  conditions,  which
we already knew a.bout, rules  of the camp, which we
were to find out aboutJ and the French women, which
we wanted to know about.
4O
The remainder of the  day was  SPent with Manny
wilson,  resident  manager  of  the  Rouge  Division  of
GIP.
The  Wood  Utilization  course  was  conducted  by
Dr. Prestemon for the first three weeks Of Camp.   The
course  concentrated  on  timber  products,  techniques
and problems of harvesting and processing wood Pro-
ducts.
we  visited  many  mills  in  the   area  including
Gatinea,   Montreal,   and   Ottawa.    This   gave   us   a
chance  to  occasionally  escape  the  routine  of  camp
and  view  the  framework  of  the  better  half  of  the
French  population.    (Dr.  Prestemon  we   advise  you
not  to bring your daughters  to  camp in  a few  years.)
on the third week of camp we  greeted Mrs. Dick-
man  along  with  Dr.  Dickman.   Dr.  Dickman  taught
Forest  Ecology.    We   studied  the   effects  of  weather
and  topography on  the  species  of  the  region  and  ob-
served the effects of rain on the human body.
Multiple  Use  Operations  was  headed  by  Dr.  Hop-
king.   The  course  included  trips  to  La  Rose  National
Forest, and Manawaukee, complete with chicken din-
ner.
At Manawaukee  we  witnessed  a  water bombing
demonstration  and  participated  in  a  simulated  fire
fighting  operation,  and  were  finally  asked  to  leave
when we managed  to bum  down  the  eastern  half of
Ontario's forests.
The course that for six weeks inflicted more mos-
quito  bites,  toil  and  sweat,  longer  hours,  and  relief
upon  completion  was  Forestry  203,  Forest  Measure-
ments,   taught  by  Dr.   Thomson_    This   course   con-
sisted  of  field   surveying,  inventory   sampling,   data
collection, and analysis.
Upon  completion  we  presented  our  cruisers  re-
port  summarizing  the  timber  stands  in  the  region.
We  were  now  convinced  that  forestry  consisted  of
more  than  fishing,  hunting,  and recreation.
Classes  for  the  week  terminated  ea.ch   Saturday
at noon.   The weekends were not only anticipated by
the foresters,  but  also by  the proprietors  of  the local
bars.
The   roads   evidently   took  their   toll   on   the   ve-
hicles,  because  every  Saturday  afternoon  they would
have  to be  taken  to  an  expert  mechanic  in  Hawkes-
bury, full of guys with  dirty  clothes  and  dry throats.
sundays  were  spent  recooperating,  relaxing,  and
playing   softball   at   the   local   ball   diamond,   fifteen
miles  away.
Camp   was   not   only   forty-six    guys   tramping
through  the  brush,  but  a  group  of  foresters  learning
what forestry was all about.
Thanks  to  the   supervision  of  Dr.   Hopkins   and
Mrs.  Hopkins the  camp ran  smoothly.   We were  also
fortunate   to  have   a  cook  like   Mrs.   Baushamp   for
efficiently feeding us with  our meager provisions.
We would also like to express our appreciation to
the  local  bars  for  our  weekend  entertainment,  the
females  of  Hawkesbury,  for  being  females,  the  cus-
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tons  for  allowing  us  to  bring  our  souvenirs  (all  46
bottles)  across  the  border,  an  finally  to  the  forty-six
men  who  transformed  mosquitoes,  rain,  and  hard
work  into  an  unforgettable  experience.
By DAVE  HARKEMA
Summer  camp  1972  will  be  remembered  for  the
good times we all experienced;  for the contact with a
unique  area-the Ecology Center-  and  the interactions
with  people.    Some  may  even  remember  it  for  the
giant mosquitoes,  the  work,  the  long  drive,  the  rain,
the  roads  now  noted  for  wrecking  motorcycles,  the
peanut  butter  or  the  LABATTS!    Summer  camp  is
like your relatives, it's  good to see them come, but it's
good to see them leave.
Summer  camp  j72  was  the  second  camp  held  in
a 4-H camp on the grounds of the canadian Interna-
tional  Paper  Company's  Nature  Center,  thirty  miles
north of Hawkesbury, Ontario.
For  the  first  four  weeks  we  were  located  in  the
4-H  camp  with  six  cabins,  a  wash  house  with  cold
water,  a mess hall which doubled as a classroom  and
a two-story house  occupied by Dr.  and Mrs.  Hopkins.
The  Rouge  River  provided  the  bathing  water.    The
last  two  weeks  we  were  housed  in  tents  and  an  old
sawmill  at  the Nature  Center.   The nearby pond was
shared  by  trout  and  smelly  foresters  alike.
In  his  introductory  remarks,  Dr.  Hopkins  versed
us  on  the  adverse  conditions,  which  we  already new
about;  the  rules  of camp,  which  we  were  to  find  out
about;  and  the  French  women,  which  we  wanted  to
know about.   The rest of our first  day was  spent with
Manny  Wilson,  resident manager  of  the  Rouge  Divi-
sion  of  GIP.
Probably  the  favorite  course  of many  of  the  for-
esters  was  the  forest  products  course  taught  by  Dr.
Pres¬emon  for  the  first  three  weeks  of  camp.    The
course  concentrated  on  timber  products  techniques,
and   problems   of  harvesting   and   processing   wood
products.    We  were   alwa.ys   visting   someplace   with
the  necessities-running  water,  electricity,  and  the
framework  of  the  better  half  of  the  French  popula-
tion  I(Dr.  Prestemon  will  advise  you  not  bring  your
daughters  to  camp in  a few years.)
On the  third week of camp we  greeted  Mrs.  Dick-
man   along   with   Dr.   Dickman,   who   taught   forest
ecology.   This  was  a  lesson  in  digging  holes  in  trees
as  well  as  soil,  and  twirling  water  measuring  gad-
gets  .      .   and  they  worked  in  bringing  rain.
Dr.   Hopkins,   camp   director   and   a  little   every-
thing, taught multiple-use operations, which included
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One  of  the  more  luxurious  pads.
trips  to  La  Rose  National  Forest  and  Manawaukee,
complete  with  chicken  dinner.  At  Manawaukee  we
witnessed  a  water  bombing  demonstration  and  par-
ticipated  ip  a  simiulated  fire  fighting  operation.   we
were  finally  asked   to  leave   when  we   managed   to
burn down the eastern half of Ontario's forests.
The  course  that  for  six  weeks  inflicted  more  toil
and  sweat,  longer hours  and  relief upon  completion,
was  Forestry  203,   forest  measurements,   taught  by
Dr.  Thomson.   The  <<How  to  hill-climb  course"  (other-
wise  known  as  mensurations)  consisted  of  field  sur-
veying,   inventory    sampling,    data.   collection,    and
analysis.   We  found  if we  couldn't  climb  the  moun-
tains  or wade  the  swamps,  the mosquitoes  would  see
that we were carried across.
Dr.  Webster  joined  us  for  part  of  the  camp  and
provided  a boost  to  our  spirits.   The  presence  of  the
wives  of  the  staff  kept  us  from  getting  too  grubby
and  they helped  the  camp to  seem  not  so  foreign.
Classes   for   the   week  ended   each   saturday   at
noon.    The  weekends  were  not  only  anticipated  by
the  foresters,  but  also  by  the  proprietors  of  the  local
bars.
The   roads   evidently   took   their   toll   on   the   ve-
hicles,  because  every  Saturday  afternoon  they  would
have  to  be  taken  to  an  expert  mechanic  at  Hawkes-
bury,  full  of  guys  with  dirty  clothes  and  dry  throats.
Camp   was   not   only   forty-six   guys    tramping
through  the  brush,  but  a  group  of  foresters learning
what forestry was all about.
Thanks  to   the   supervision  of  Dr.   Hopkins   and
Mrs.  Hopkins  the  camp ran  smoothly.   We  were  also
fortunate  to  have   a  cook  like  Mrs.   Baushamp,  for
efficiently  feeding  us  with  our  meager  provisions.
We would  also like  to  express our  appreciation  to
the  local  bars  for  our  weekend  entertainment,   the
females  of  Hawkesbury  for  being  females,  the  cus-
toms  for  allowing  us  to  bring  our  souvenirs  (all  46
bottles)  across  the border,  and  finally  to  the  forty-six
men   who  transformed  mosquitoes,   rain,   and  hard
work  into  an  unforgettable  experience.
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SUMMER JOBS,  l972
The Adventures of an
ISU Forester in
Washington State
By JAMES DEAN
The  excitement  about  a  summer  job  began  late
in  March  of  »72  when  I  received  an  offer  to  work
for  simpson  Timber  Company  in  Portland,  Oregon.
I was  so enthusiastic about the coming summer that
I   almost  forgot   that  the   quarter  wasn]t   over   and
that  it  might  be  a  good  idea  to  continue  studying.
Upon  finishing  my  last  final,   I  picked  up  my
passenger  and  made  tracks  for  Portland,  the  <<Rose
Capital.'J   Two  and  a  half  days  later,  we  made  it.
Oregon,   land   of   the   tall   timber   and   majestic
Mount Hood,  is  a fantastic  place  to  gain  job  experi-
ence.   Aside  from  the  varied  trails,  timbered  areas,
mountain  climbing,  wine,  women,  and  merry-mak-
ing,  there  wasn't much  in  the  area  of  extracurricu-
lar  activities.
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At   the   Chemical   Division   of   Simpson  Timber
company  paper  is  treated  with  phenolic  and  poly-
ester  resins.    Every  two  to  four  hours,   1O,000  feet
of  paper  was  impregnated  with  resin,  cut  into  the
proper length,  put on pauets,  and prepared for  ship-
ping.    Quality  control  is  a  very  important  Part   Of
making  this  operation  a  success.    Identifying  prob-
lems,  solving  problems,  and  being  alert  to  possible
malfunctions  before   they   arise   are   also  important
in  quality  control.   Manual  inspection  for  defects  is
a  tedious,  monotonous  and  tiring  job  but  must  be
done until  some  young  and  aspiring man,  like  your-
self,  develops  a  better  method.    The  above  descrip-
lion  was   a   summary   of  my  first   two  weeks   with
Simpson.
From  this point  on,  my job was  a unique experi-
ence.    I  was  given  two  assignments:   conducting  a
time  and  motion  study  and  compiling  a  parts  list
for their maintenance people.   I had no direct  super-
vision.   This  was  my  opportunity  to  use  my  own  in-
genuity  and  personal  ideas  and  attempt  to  achieve
noteworthy  results.   This  was  not  only  challenging`
but  at  times  frustrating,  although  a  worthwhile  ex-
perience.   Also,  during  my  time  and  motion  studies,
I made a few critical personnel reports.   If there was
ever  a time  to  support  statements with  fact  and  evi-
deuce,  this  was  it!
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My  final  project  was  one  that  kept  me  busy  for
about  twenty-one working days.   Have you  ever been
told  to  itemize  the  parts  of  a  machine  or  drive  as-
sembly or trace down and identify a jungle of break-
er  boxes  and  440  electrical  outlets?    In  addition,  I
was to devise  a coding system  and tag the machines.
That  was  my  task  and  I  had  two weeks  to  do  it  in.
It  didn't  take  long  to  realize  that  the  magnitude  of
the  job  was  larger  than  the  time  I  was  allotted.   It
was  time  to  do  some  quick  thinking  and  find   the
answer.   My  solution  was  to  ask  permission  to  work
seven  days  a week  for  the  first  three  weeks  in  Aug-
ust,  thus  craming  fifteen  working  days  into  a  two
week  period.   This  way  I  could  complete  or  nearly
finiish  my  assignment  and  be  able  to  quit  a  week
early  and  still  draw  a  months  wages.    In  the  end
my  list  was  eighty  pages  (although  not  quite  com-
plete),  my monthJs  wages was  earned,  and  I  got my
week  vacation  to  see  the  West.
Two  Hood  Moutain  Maids  and  Me.
My  leisure  time  was  spent  at  home  and  climb-
ing  Mount  Hood.   Although  my  first  attempt  was  a
failure  (we  were  called  off  by  the  ski  patrol),  the
second  assult  with  an  experienced  mountainclimber
proved   to   be   a   success,   even   though   we   battled
freezing  rain,   cloud   cover,   blowing   snow   and   50
mph  winds.   Retuming  from  the  summit,  I  slipped
only  twice  on  the  30  degree  icy  slope  that  lay  just
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above  a  crevass  of  unknown  depth!  I'm  just  glad  I
had  practiced  self-arrest,   a  method  for  stopping  a
fall  on  the  slopes.   Mountain  climbing is  an intrigu-
ing   and   challenging   sport.    I  look  forward   to   my
next  climb.
Oregon  has  a  great  variety  of  people.   I  met  two
of  the  extremes  ranging  from  a  man  who  told  this
farm  boy  I  would not  get  back  to  Iowa in  one  piece
to  the  complete  strangers  who  gave  me  free  `room
and  board  and  the  use  of  their  household  for  two
months.   I  am greatly indebted to this generous fam-
ily.   It  would  be  nice  if  the  world  had  more  people
lj.ke  these.    Needless  to  say,  I  have  made  a  lasting
friendship.
My  homeward  trip  took  me  through  sam  Fran-
cisco,   Log  Angeles,   across   the   southwest   on   route
66,  north  to  Kansas  City,  and  ISU-bound  on  I-35.
Washington Monsoon
By ROGER JOHNSON
I  spent  my  summer  working  for  Kern9s  Fumi-
lure in Hoquiam, Washington.   Hoquiam is  about 40
miles west of Olympia and lies on the shore of Gray's
Harbor,   about   15   miles   inland   from   the   pacific
Coast.   I  spent  most  of my  time  putting  wood  putty
in  knot  holes,  and  as  a  whole  the  job  was  about  as
exciting  as  a  Botany  31O  lab,  but  the  entire   area
surrounding the harbor was dependent upon  the for-
est for its  economic livelihood  and  was  an  excellent
place   for   an   Iowa   forester   to   become   acquainted
with  Northwest  forestry.   Hoquiam  lies  in  the  rain
shadow  of  the  Olympic  Mountains  and  gets  about
8O-90 inches  of rain  per year,  mostly in the winter.
I  arrived  in  Hoquiam  June   1,  and  didn]t  even  see
the   sun  for   about   a  month,   everyday  looked   just
like  the  one  before  it-overcast  and  rainy-really
was hard  to  get used  to.
Weekends   provided   quite   a   change   from   the
weekday boredom,  as  the  area  was  just packed  with
places  to  go  and  do.   I  spent  weekends  in  olympic
National Park, Mt.  Rainier National Park, the beach,
Vancouver  Island,  Seattle,  and  Portland.  Jim  Dean
was  working for  Simpson  Timber Company in  Port-
land,  and  we  made  an  attempt  to  get  to  the  top  of
Mt.  Hood,  but  the  snow became  to  soft  so we  tumed
back  about  200  vertical  feet  from  the  top,  and  slid
down  the  mountain  on  our  rear  ends  with  plastic
bags.
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Bruce Fischer was also working in Hoquiam,  and
we  found  a  way  to  get  a  tour  of  Weaverhaeuser's
new  office  in  Tacoma.    This  had  to  be  one.  of  the
summer's  highlights,  as  we  got  a  tour  of  the  whole
place,  plus  a  free  lunch.   The  office  sort  of  spans  a
ravine,  and looks like  a dam from  the freeway.   The
bottom level £s a dam and is used to impound  a small
lake  immediately  to  the  north  of  the  building.  The
building  extends  for  nearly  a  quarter  mile  between
two hills, roof overhangs  on  all floors  are planted in
natural  vegetation,  making  it  possible  to  walk  from
one  hill  to  the  other  without  ever  leaving  the  grass.
An  in  all,  it  is  the  most  impressive  Piece  Of  arChi-
tecture  I've  ever  seen,  was  really  a  pad.
Although  my  job  was  nothing  fancy,  I  had  the
chance to visit six National Parks,  and went through
Nebraska,  Wyoming,  Montana,  Idaho,  Washington,
oregon,   Nevada,   Utah,   and   Colorado.    If   anybody
has   any   wood   puttying   problems,   please   contact
Bruce  Fischer  or  myself,  make  no  doubt  about  it-
tt,c fo7tOW  about wood Putty.
Forester Without Trees
By BRUCE WIGHT
Last  summer  I  worked  for  the  Soil  Conservation
service  in  the  rugged  country  of  Southern  Iowa.  It
wasn't  really  the  type  of  job  I  had  in  mind  when  I
first began looking for a summer job in January  and
February.   Like most foresters, I had visions of work-
ing  in  the  tall  timber  country  of  the  Rocky  Moun-
tains   or   the  Northwest.    But  with   the   scarcity   of
jobs,  I  followed  every  lead  tha.t  came  along.   I  kept
my   eyes   peeled   on  the   bulletin  board   at   the   Ag.
placement   Office   for   any   companies   interviewing
that might  be interested in foresters.
I  found  out  that  foresters  were  qualified  for  PO-
sitions   as   soil  conservationists  with  the   Soil   Con-
servation  service.    Having  nothing  to  lose,  I  inter-
viewed  them  in  February  and  sent  my  application
in  for   a   student   trainee   position.    I   felt   I   really
botched   the   interview   so   I   continued   looking   for
jobs.   But  in  the  latter  part  of  March,  I  received  a
telephone  call  from  SCS  wanting  to  know  if  I  was
still   interested.    I   was   quite   surprised   and   didnjt
know quite what to  tell them,  so  I made  an  appoint-
ment  to  talk  with  them  the  next  day.
Since  there  was  a  chance  I  could  get  a  perman-
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ent  job  by  being  on  their  training  program,  and  I
would  be  working  under  a  £lorester  who  graduated
from  Iowa  State,  I  decided  to  give  it  a  try.    I  was
kind  of  apprehensive  about  the  job  because  I  didnJt
know  just  what  I  would  be  expected  to  know  and
do.     I   hoped   Dr.   Scholtes»   soils   course   would   be
enough.
I   started   the   day   after   Memorial   Day   at   the
osceola  work  unit  of  the  clarke  County  Soil  and
water  conservation District.   I  spent  the  entire  first
day  reading  a  whole  stack  of  pamphlets  and  book-
lets  for new  sos  employees  and learning  their filing
and  record  keeping  systems.   I  was  somewhat  bored
by  the  time  5:OO  rolled  around,  but  I  realized  you
have  to leam  something  about  the rules  and regula-
lions  of  an  organization  before  you  can  get  down
to  business.
The   succeeding   days   found   me   doing   a.   Wide
variety  of  duties.   My  supervisor had  a  training  out-
line  two  pages  long.   He  hoped  to  at  least  introduce
me  to  all  the  phases  of  the  Soil  Conservation  Ser-
vice.   I  spent  the  majority  of  my  time  assisting  the
technicians  in laying  out  conservation  practices  like
ponds,  terraces,  diversions,  etc.    I  also  spent  quite
a lot of time working on prenminary planning for a
watershed  project  in  the  district.    Using  aerial  pho-
tog,  soil maps,  and  land  use  history,  I  estimated  the
amount  of  soil  loss  above  each  proposed  structure.
since  it  was  a  pretty  good  size  watershed,  with  ap-
proximately  twenty  structures,  I  didn't  quite  get  it
all  done.
Besides working with  the  technicians in the field
and  the  watershed  project,  I  also  spent  time  with
various  specialists  like  a  soil  scientist,  biologist,  ag-
ronomist,  and engineer, learning about some of their
duties   and  how   they   assist   the   District   Conserva-
tionists   on   special  problems.    I   also  learned   about
the  cooperation  between  other  government  agencies
like   ASCS,   the   Extension   Service,   and   the   Iowa
conservation  commission  with  SCS.   I  was  involved
in  some  public  relations  work,  too.   I  was  called  up-
on  to  write  a  couple  of  feature  articles  for  the  local
newspaper  plus  taking  pictures  to  be  used in  future
newspaper releases.   Although  I  wasn't working in  a
forest,  I  did  have  some  work  with  trees.    I  helped
certify  windbreaks  to  make  sure  they  were  spaced
correctly  and  the  correct  species in  each row.  When-
ever  one  of  the  local  people  found  out  I  was  a  for-
ester,  they  always  had   some   problem  with   one   of
their  trees   and  wanted  to  know  what  was  wrong
with  it.   I  didnJt  always  know  what  the  cause  of  the
problem  was,  but  I  did  know  who  they  could   ask
that  would  know.
Although  my  job  was  not  a  forestry  job  in  the
strictest  terms,  it  was  a  resource  management  posi-
lion.   In fact,  I  was  involved in  the  management  of
our  two  largest  natural  resources:   water  and   soil.
The  job  was  very interesting  and  Challenging,  and  I
have  decided  to  continue  with  the  Soil  Conservation
Service  when  I  graduate.
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The Adventures of an
ISU Forester in
Washington State
By STEVE LENIUS
September  1,1972 marked the end of my  second
summer  with  the  Forest  Service  on  the  Snoqualmie
National   Forest.     I   worked   on   the   White   River
Ranger  District  which  bordered  Mount  Rainer  Natl
Park  on  the  north   side   and  was   stationed   at   the
Silver  Creek  Guard  Station,  a  relic  from  the  195O's
where  a  crew  of  fifty  or  so  men  were  used  to  be
based.    Now  the  population  was   a  whopping  two;
my  supervisor  and  I.   It  was  a  great  place  to  save
your   govemment   earnings,   the   nearest   town   was
thirty  miles  away  and  the  neighborhood  bar  a  mere
thirteen.
I  was  one  of  the  lucky  ones  to  break  in  to  the
Forest   Service   on   a   student   requisition   and   was
hired  as  a  Forestry  Aid  in  fire  control.   I  worked  in
the capacity as the  assistant district fireman  and my
major responsibility was  to  be  on  alert  with  the  dis-
trict's  300  gallon  firetruck  throughout  the  summer.
The  other duties  I performed were weather data  col-
lection,  road patrol,  supply delivery for the lookouts,
fire fighting,  and public relations.
Under  it  all  is  Lonesome  Lake!
The  first  summer  I  was  there  it  rained  for  a
month   and   stopped   on   July   6.    That   rain   storm
marked   the   first   westem   Washington   monsoon   I
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had  experienced  and  I  realized  how  appropriate  the
label   of  the   <<Asbestos   District'»  was.    The   summer
really  began   to   shape   up  with   excitement   in   all
forms:  a.  summer home  fire,  a burning  auto,  a bear
ripping off all of my pancake flour,  and  three weeks
of  <cCat  Pile  Sitting  101  (MTWTF  4:00-7:00  PM)J'.
The  summer  passed  by  fast  and  the  time  came  to
leave  the  mountainous  stands  of douglas  fir  and  re-
tum  to  the  bumps  of  Iowa.
Last   summer   was   more   rewarding   because   I
knew more about the district, personnel, and another
Iowa  State  Forester  was  working  in  the  immediate
area.    Warren  Filbert   decided   to   drop   out   of   the
Foreign  Legion  in  Idaho  and   go   to  work  for  the
Park  Service  at  Mount  Rainier.   Now  I  had  an  op-
portunity  to  get  away  from  Silver  Creek  when  my
few  days  off  came  around.   I  reported  for  work  on
the  morning  of  June  26  and  that  aftemoon  was  a
horseman  on  a  fire  line.   Two  days  and  three  pair
of  gloves  later,  the  prescribed  cat  pile  burning  was
totally  out.    This   summer  had   started   out   on   the
right  foot,  over  the  course  of  eight  weeks  I  spotted
three  fires  on  my   own   and   played   the  role   of   a
sector boss  on  the  last.   Cat pile  sitting was  dropped
from  my  duties  which  allowed  me  to  get  out  on  the
more  and  concentrate  on  public  relations.   Looking
back,  working  fire  control  does  have  its  merits  in
paying for  the  education  but  does  lack  somewhat in
learning  forest  management  skills  but  I  feel  it  wa,s
a  worthwhile  experience.
66Yes, I am really
the Park Ranger"
By APRIL McDONALD
As  part  of  an  experiment  by  the   story  county
Conservation  Board,  I  became  the  first  woman  park
officer  in  the  area.   Many  visitors  (expecially  men)
at   Hickory   Grove   Park   east   of   Ames   had   some
trouble  accepting  the  fact  that  women  are  now  ac-
tively  working  in  the  natural  resources  field.
Although  Park  Rangerette  was  my  official  title,
I  served  as  everything  from  acting  park  officer  to
latrine  cleaner.   My  major  duties  were  creel  census,
camper  registration,  and  public  relations;   but  hav-
ing  a  very  undiscriminating  (and  understaffed)  em-
ployer,  I  also  performed  all  the  duties  of  my  seven
male   co-workers.    A   few   of   these   included   litter
pick-up,    gardening,    tree    planting,    maintenance,
clean-up,  picnic  table  painting,  park  and  lake  pa-
trol,  and  care  and  feeding  of  3600  baby  catfish.
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The   creel  census  was  my  most  interesting  job.
Eleven  days  a  month  were  devoted  to  counting  and
interviewing  fishermen   and  identification   and   siz-
ing  of  their  fish.   Each  creel  day  was  divided  into
either  a  6  a.m.  to  2  p.m.  shift  or  2  p.m.  to  10  p.m.
shift  with  counts  made  every  two  hours.
Identification  and  number  of  fish  were  the  creel
objectives,  but  people  and  public  relations  were  my
objectives.    I  interviewed   anglers  from   age  five   to
85  and  from  as  far  away  _as  Romania,  Hong  Kong,
and  scotland.    I  weighed  a  two  ounce  blue  gill,  a
nine   pound   catfish   and   almost   everything   inbe-
tween.    I  also  took  the  blame  for  bad  fishing,  our
bumper  crop  of  algae,  and  the  weather.
Although   the   majority   of   park   visitors   were
friendly   and   considerate   Hickory   Grove   had   its
share  of litter,  over-crowding,  and  complaints.  Each
weekend  I  explained  to  visitors  why  trailers  weren9t
allowed  on the baseball field,  why cars must remain
in  the  parking  lot,  and  why  trees  could  not  be  cut
down  in  order  to  make  room  for  more  tents.    But
my  job  had  more   good  moments   than  bad   ones.
Quiet Iowa sunrises with  only meadowlarks for com-
pany,  fields  of  bright  wildflowers,  and  watching  a
little boy catch his first fish made the problems  seem
more  tolerable.
Hickory Grove is a small park, but it has its prob-
lens just  as  all other parks  and recreation  areas  are
facing.    My  first  job  experience  in  outdoor  recrea-
lion  taught  me  that  although  a  knowledge  of  bio-
logical  facts   and  concepts  is  necessary,   an  under-
standing  of  people  is  essential;  for  without  people
the  field  of  Outdoor  Recreation  wouldn9t  exist.
City Slicker
By WALT KALEN
The  past  summer for me involved  gaining inval-
uable  urban  forestry  experience.   I  want  to  say  <{un-
valuable,'» but that wouldnJt be  the whole truth.  Even
I  couldnJt  work  a  whole  summer  and  not  come  up
with something tangible.
I  think  we  are  all  aware  of  the  fact  that  our
chosen profession yields little in the way of monetary
rewards,  unless  we  teach  it.   My  job  was  your  stan-
dard $2.50 per hour experience-getter.
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when  Mike  Weger  and  I  were  hired  we  were
told   it  would   be   in   the   supervisory   capacity.    In
charge  of  the  high  school  summer  help,  we   were.
They didn't  show up  the first week  SO  I learned  their
duties  first  hand.   I  spent  my  8  hours  on  the  busi-
ness end  of a broom,  heavy  duty,  and  a rake.   So  as
soon  as  the  street  crew  would  drop  a  tree,  I  would
start raking  the  twigs  and  sweeping up  the  sawdust.
Stimulating to say the least.
Before I forget I must give credit to my employer,
the   Des  Moines  Forestry  Department.    They  didn't
pay me however, so I canJt blame them for that.   The
federally funded urban Corps was  actually my bene-
factor.
The  second  week  my  stalwart  crew  showed  up,
all  two of  them,  for  a  hard  summer  Of  being  Super-
vised.  Actually,  I  was  lucky  in  that  mine  wanted  tO
work   so   they   didn't   need  much   supervision-this
left me free to  apply my education  to  the  other  jobs
in the crew.
I  learned  how  to  operate  the  Hi-Ranger  and  do
the   pruning  and   tree-top  work.    The   Hi-Ranger  is
similar  to  the  boom  truck  you  see  the  power  com-
pany changing street lights with.   It was  easy to run
because  there was  only  one  lever  and it worked  just
like  the  stick  in  an  airplane.   You  wanted  to  move
slow  up  there  however  or  the  truck  would  tip  over
or you would  get  thrown  out  of  the bucket.
The  most  gratifying  experience  was  learning  tO
run  the  clam  Loader.   This  was  a  hydraulically  op-
Crated  brush   and  log  loader.    It  had  five   different
levers  that  were  used  to  perform  the  various  tricks
required  to  pick  up  and  load  a  log.   I  dug  up  more
sod  and  scraped  concrete  down  to  the  steel  rods  be-
fore   my   manual   dexterity   improved   to   the   point
where  I was  a proficient  Clam  operator.
I  put  in  many  hours  on  the  chain  saw.   When-
ever we had to drop a tree that was covered in poison
ivy,   I   got   the   honor.    Through   grea.t   care   and   a
shower every  night,  I  didnJt  get  so  much  as  one  blis-
ter, poison ivy that is.   I had more  than my  share  of
blisters.
The   most   enjoyable   part   of   the   day   was   our
lunch  hour.   Five  or  six  of  us  would  indulge  in  a
little game of chance.   Many days this was more pro-
fitable than working, others it didn't pay to  show up,
The crew was  an alright gang, for City employees.
They  had  esprit  de  corps  which  is  rare  in  govern-
ment work.   sure, some had their petty dislikes.  Long
hair, beards,  foremen,  and  college  students  were  the
ones  I  recall  off-hand.   They  were  a  great  bunch  of
guys  and knew their jobs,  another rarity.  They work-
ed  harder  than  any  other  crew  I  observed  last  sum-
mer.   To  be  honest,  this  still  wasnJt  a  back  breaking
pace!
In  parting,  I  would  add  that  the  job  was  inter-
esting,  but  I  wouldn't  recommend  it  to  anyone  un-
less   they   are   either   interested   in   urban   forestry
orhard up for a job, as was my case.
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TRNMP
By LINDA WRAGE
Located in  the  Badlands  region of North  Dakota
is    Theodore    Roosevelt    National    Memorial    Park.
When   Brig.   Gen.   Alfred   Sully   (opposed   the   Sioux
Indians)  first  viewed  the  area  in  1864,  he  described
the  Badlands  as  <thell  with  the  fires  out'',  and  when
I  too  saw  the  area  for  the  first  time  this  past  sum-
mer I  could  very easily  see  what  he  meant.   He  also
attributed  the  adjectives  <<great  and  majestic9J  to  the
North Dakota Badlands  and it didn't take me long to
feel  that  those  words  were  just  a  beginning  in  de-
scribing the landscape.
Theodore   Roosevelt  National  Memorial   Park  is
located  in  the  far  westem  portion  of  North  Dakota
and  is  a relatively  small  park,  110  sq.  miles  divided
into  2  sections  about  7O  miles  apart.    It  was  here
that   I   spent   my   summer  working   as   a   seasonal
rangerette   with   5   other  women   and   lO   seasonal
rangers.   The  primary  duties  of  the  guys  were  road
patrol,   nature   walks,    campfire   programs,    camp-
ground  attendent,   and  horse  patrol  at  one  of  the
scenic  overlooks.   The  duties  of  the rangerettes  were
centered   around   the   Visitor   Center   and   Entrance
Station  Oocally  known  as  the  <<entrancing''  station!).
Our  days  usually  consisted  of  spending  about  4
hours  in  the  entrance  station  and  4  hours  in  the
visitor  center.   I  don't  think  I  can  really  say  which
place  I  liked  working  better  because  I  enjoyed  both
places   so  much   and   each   had   so   many   different
things  to  offer  that  you  could  never  really  get  tired
of  either  place.   The  biggest  thing  to  keep  in  mind
while you were in the entrance  station was  that you
were  the  first  person  the  public  came  into  contact
with  and  it  was  up  to  you  to  give  them  a  good  im-
pression  of  the  Park  Service.
About  half  of  the  time  in  the  visitor  center  is
spent  giving  tours  of  a  small  log  cabin  that  Theo-
dore  Roosevelt  first lived in  when,  in  1883,  he  came
out   to  that  area  to  hunt  buffalo   and  later  invest
in  the  ranching  business.    There  was  usually  one
other  girl  at  the  information  desk  with  you.   cabin
tours  were  15  minutes  long,  which  meant  that  you
would  take  a  tour  out  for  15  min.  while  she  stayed
at  the  desk,  then  she  would  take  the  next  tour  out
while  you  were  at  the  desk.    Therefore,  if  it  hap-
pened  to be  one  of those  days  in which  you  were  at
the  desk  all  day  and  it  was   a  really  busy  day,  it
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would  be  possible  for  you  to  give  16  cabin  tours  a
day.   That  was  probably  the  most  challenging  part
of   the   whole   summer-trying   to   keep   your   talk
from  sounding  like  it  is  the  umpteenth  one  you've
given  that  day!   Other  duties  while  at  the  informa-
lion  desk  were  to  announce  and  start  the  introduc-
tory  slide  show,  handle  the  sales  counter,  get  the
next  tour  group  ready,   answer  questions,   and   an-
swer the radio  and  telephone in the  back office.  one
of the things that ama.zed me the most was the calm,
assured   exterior  that  we   always   presented   to   the
public,  while  ccbehind  the  scenes''  there  was  always
something  happening  out  in  the  park  that  the  pub-
lic  never  knew  about!
Probably  the  most  frightening  thing  of  all  the
new  things  I  leamed  and  did  was  that  first  cabin
tour.   The  very  first  thing  I  had  to  do  on  my  first
day  of  work  was  take  a  group  on  a  tour.   I  was  so
nervous  that  I  know  I  forgot  at 'least  half  of  the
stuff  I  wanted  to  remember  to  say!  Fortunately  my
Sample  of  local  surroundings
first  group  consisted  of  4  elderly  ladies  who  were
very  understanding.    The  first  tour  was  the  worst,
almost  immediately   after   that   you   felt   like   you»d
been  doing it  for months.
The  great  variety   of  people   that  make   up   the
great  American  public  never  ceased  to  amaze  me.
The  experience I  gained in working with  and handl-
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ing  people  in  those  3  short  months  was  probably
greater  than  all  the  experience  I  had  had  prior  to
this  past  summer.   I  am  planning  on  returning  to
T.R.N.M.P.  next  summer  and  I  am  sure  that  it  will
be  just  as  exciting  and  rewarding  as  last  summer
Was.
Yellow River State Forest
By BRAD UPFIELD
Spending   a   summer  at   Yellow   State  Forest   in
Northeast  Iowa  is  many  things  to  many  people.  For
me  it  was  a  summer  job  for  the  summer  of  1970.
Yellow  River  State  Forest  is  located  in  the  midst  of
spectacular   bluffs   along   the   Mississippi   River.    It
is  one  of  the  most  beautiful  places  in  Iowa.
My  living  quarters  for  the  summer  was  a  one-
room   cabin  within  the  Forest  itself.    This   allowed
Doug Johnson  (ISU  student working  at Yellow River)
and  I  to  keep  a  close  eye  on  the  campers  and  they
in turn  keep  us  busy  answering  questions.
My  job  was  broken  down  into  2  areas:    Recre-
ation  area  maintenance  which  included  trail  main-
tenance,  and  picnic  and  camping  area  clean  up;  my
other  main  responsibility  was  the  maintenance  of
hardwood  and  conifer  plantations.   There  has  been
a  number  of  conifer  and  black  walnut  plantations
planted in the past  12 years  and I pruned black wal-
nuts  and  mowed  around  trees  most  of  the  summer.
On  weekends   Doug  and   I   were   the   only   ones
working at  the Forest so our time was  spent  keeping
the  large  number  of  recreationists  which  used  the
area  on  weekends  happy.    Public   relations  was   of
prime importance at all times.
One  of  the  most  interesting  parts  of  the  job  be-
sides working with the people in the recreation  areas
was working with the  lO-12 inmates from the Luster
Heights  work  release   camp  for  inmates   from  the
Men's Reformatory  at Anamosa.   The inmates  would
work   daily  on   the   Forests  providing  much   of  the
needed work force.
It was  a  most interesting  summer  and  I  realized
you  don't have  to  leave  Iowa.  to  work  in  a  forest,  at
least not one with out big trees.
Brad  Upfield
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Life at Summit Creek Guard
Station or Can Chewing
Tobacco Replace Wine,
Women, and Song?
By GREGG LINN
summit creek Guard Station can be found in the
HahnJs  Peak  District  of  the  Routt  National  Forest
located  in  northwestern  Colorado.   During  the  sum-
mer  of  ]72,  I  was lucky  enough  to  be  assigned  there
with  the Forest  Service.
The  Routt  National  Forest is  heavily  counted  on
for  the  five  major land  uses.   Cattle  and  sheep  graz-
ing is  found  throughout  and  the  water problem  fac-
ing  Colorado  demands  intensive  watershed  manage-
ment on Forest Service land.   The population  around
the Routt is  growing at an incredible rate,  thus plac-
ing  exceptional  burdens  on  the  recreational  facili-
ties.    In   1972,  housing  developments  were   started,
which  when  finished  will  provide  homes  for  up  to
4O,OOO  new  residents.    This  increase  in  population
threatens  the  current balance of multiple use  on for-
est land  by  creating  the  problems  of pollution,  sani-
tation,   water   supply,   wildlife   habitat   destruction,
and  just  plain  overuse.    There  is  also  the  old  prob-
lem  of  meeting  timber  demand  while  keeping  the
forest  in  a  sustained  yield  rotation.
I  did  some  o£  my  own  cooking!
I  was  hired  as  a  forestry  aid  and  found  myself
working with  3 other student foresters.   Our primary
job  consisted  of  setting  up  timber  sales  in  lodgepole
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pine  and  spruce-firm  stands.   Each  timber  sale  was
made  up  of  ten  to  twenty  blocks,  these  ranging  in
size  from  6  to  60  acres.   We  began  each  sale  by  rib-
boning  the  block  boundaries  with  the  aid  of  aerial
photographs,  and  then marking  the  boundaries  with
blue  paint.    The  next  step  was  to  tranverse  all` the
block  boundaries,  determine  the  area  and  map  the
sale.    Lodgepole   pine  was   always   clearout,   but   in
spruce-firm   stands   we   marked   about   3397o    of   the
volume  for  selective  group  cutting,  basing  our  sel-
ection  on  wind-firmness  and  vigor.    After  this  was
completed,  we  cruised  the  area  using  the  variable
plot  size  method.    This  was  done  by  using  a  real-
scope  and  a  basal  area  factor  of  2O   to  determine
whether  or  not  trees  were  within  the  sample  plot.
For  each  sample  plot  we  noted  height,  dbh,  repro-
duction,    slope,   boggy   ground,   exposed   rock   and
windfall.   Regardless  of  the  area  within  a  sale,  we
always   used   from   68-72   sample   plots.    This   was
how we  kept  busy from  8  to  5,  Monday  through  Fri-
day,  June  through  August.
The   closest   social   life   was   a   35   mile   drive
through  moutains  and  over dirt roads,  so  during  the
week  we  were  stuck  at  Summit  Creek.   Nights  were
spent   reading   and   writing   until   eye   strain   and
writer's   cramp   set  in.    Then  we   started  practicing
some  conclave  events  of which  tobacco  spitting  was
the  most  popular.    After  a  hard  night  of  chewing,
the front walk was  a disaster area.   When  the nights
were rainy, we  spread newspaper on the  station floor
and  continued   our  practice.    A  Minnesota  forester
won  the  prize  for  the highest  spit  when  he  streaked
the living room ceiling and a Michigan  State forester
won  the  prize  for  the  shortest  spit  when  he  lost  his
dinner the first night he  chewed.  As  the summer pro-
gressed,  we  lived  for  the  weekends  which  we  spent
in  Steamboat  Springs.   Steamboat  Springs  is  a  win-
ter  and   summer  resort   town  with   plenty   of  pure
Rocky   Mountain   Spring   Water   and   Pure   Rocky
Mountain  Girls.    To  sum  up  the  summer,  I  would
say  that I learned more  about forestry by being with
the  Forest  Service  for  three  months,  as  opposed  to
being  in  a  classroom  for  nine  months  and  I  had  a
great  time  doing it.
Rocky Mountain High
By KIRK JOHNSON
In  the  spring  quarter  of  1972,  I  was  one  of  the
lucky  few  who   got  one   of  the   very  thinly   spread
requisitions  for  a  job  that  next  summer.   My  requi-
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sition  led  me  to  Norwood,  Colorado  and  a  job  with
the   Forest   Service   on   the   Uncompaghre   National
Forest.   More  of  the  area's  tourism  goes  to  the  bet-
ter  known  sister  forest,  The  Grand  Mesa  National
Forest,  but  Uncompaghre  has  some  magnificent  at-
fractions   also,   some  of  which  I  was   able  to  work
and live  in  during part  of the  summer.
The  first   2  weeks  were   spent   thinning   timber
and   getting   acquainted   with   the   character   of   a
homelite   chainsaw.    All   the   summer   employment
was  on  this  thinning  until  about  one  week  before
the  4th  of  July.    At  that  time,  the  recreation  and
range   people   finally  were   alloted   some   money   so
they  could work  at what  they had  planned  on  doing
when  they  first  arrived.   At  this  time,  the  four-man
trail  crew  of  which  I  was   a  part,  began  to  work
trails,  which  is  what  the  requisition  had   said  we
would  be  doing.    After  4  weeks  of  some  fantastic
scenery,  and  hard  work  on  the  trails,  they  ran  out
of  trail  money,  and  we  moved  on  to  marking  tim-
ber.
In  seven  days,  four  of  us  marked  over  2  mil-
lion  boa`rd  feet  of  ponderosa  pine  which  probably
averaged  30   to  33  inches  DBH.    They  had   alloted
about  2  full weeks  for  the  job,  but  we  were  just  too
efficient,  so  to  our distress we had  to  trade  our spray
guns  in  for  the  good  old  homelites  and  more  thin-
ning.
My  crew  boss  and  I  spent  the  last  2  weeks  thin-
ning  by  ourselves,  and  I'll  have  to  admit  that  at  the
end  of  the  summer  after  6l/_,  weeks  of  that  chain-
saw roar in my ears, I was rather happy  to head for
home.
It  was  a  very  rewarding  summer,  though,   and
in  spit  of  the  flies  and  the  roar  of  the  wilderness
rapers  (chainsaws),  I  loved  every  minute  of  it  and
will  probably  go  back  again  next  summer.
Park Intern
By MARK  ACKELSON
I  was  somewhat  torn  between  park  administra-
tion  and park planning.   I,  therefore, wanted  a  sum-
mer  job  that  would  expose  me  to  both.
My  wants  were  satisfied  by  the  Department  of
Parks and Recreation of Indianapolis,  Indiana.  I was
accepted for  the  1972  Summer  Intern  Program.  The
brochures  on  the  Intern  Program  promised   educa-
tion,  opportunity  and  experience.   In  the  three  sum-
mer  months,  I  was  to  get  a  concentrated  dosage  of
all   three.
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Ten  undergraduate  and  graduate  students,  ma-
joring  in park  and  recreation  administration,  fores-
try  and/or  conservation,  were  accepted  for  the  pro-
gram.   Eight  Universities  from  across  the  U.S.  were
represented.
The Intem Program  consisted  of four options  of
which  the  intem  was  to  concentrate  on  one.   The
options  were  Park  Resources,  Administration,  Park
Maintenance   and   Operations,   and   Planning   and
Engineering.
For  seven  weeks  I  worked  in  Planning  and  En-
gineering.  I  was  assigned  a  seven  acre  park  to  de-
sign.   I  took  charge  of  the  survey  crew  for  the  topo
survey  and then brought the data into the office  and
prepared  the  design.   The  design  and  cost  estimate
were   then   presented   to   the   Executive   Board   and
they  were   accepted  with   construction  to  begin  in
September.
I  then  spent  two  weeks  with  a  landscape  con-
struction  crew   and  was  put  in   charge   of   several
projects.
My   remaining   two   weeks   were   split   between
Park  Maintenance  and  Park  Resources  (Urban  For-
estry).
In  addition  to  our  regular  job  assignments  we
participated  in  all  Executive  Board  meetings,  Park
Board meetings,  Staff meetings,  and  our own  Intem
meetings.   We  were  encouraged  to  participate  and
many  of  our  ideas  were  incoporated  into  the  sys-
tem.
We  also  took  several  field  trips  and  tours.    We
visited   Oglebay  Regional  Park  in  Wheeling,   West
Virginia,  the  Indiana  State  Fish  Hatcher,   Indiana
State  Forest  and  Nursery,  Genesee  County Park  and
Recreation    Commission    at   Flint,    Michigan    and
Spring  Mill  State  Park  of  Indiana.
In  addition  to  the  prescribed  work  experiences,
each  intern was  required  to  assemble  and  present  a
slide-tape  presentation  on  a  subject  pertinent  to  the
department.   My  subject was  the need for new  types
of  surfacing in  park  areas.   It  seemed  to  have  quite
a  favorable  impact  on  the  department.
The  best  part  of  the  summer was  our  living  ac-
commodations.    We   fived   in   a   summer   mansion
(formerly  Eli  LillyJs  of  Lilly Pharmaceuticals)  which
was in  a  3,OOO  acre  CITY park  (largest in U.S.)  that
surrounded  a  1,5OO  acre  reservoir.    Even  though  it
was  within  the   city  limits,   we  enjoyed   a   solitude
that few there  enjoy.   We  were  also  allowed  the  use
of all the facilities.
It  was  a  great  learning  experience  and  I  hope
others  will  take  advantage  of  this  and  similar  in-
tern  programs.
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Hatchet Creek Explorer
By TOM W. LINDER
Summertime   in   Northern   Wisconsin   is   some-
thing  everyone  should  experience   at  least  once  in
their life.   The  extreme  variety  in  both  weather  and
topography  add  an  unforgetable  experience  to  each
explorers  life.
I  use  the  term  explorer because in  essence  that9s
what  I  have  been  for  the  past  two  summers  work-
ing  for  Owens-Illinois   Forest  Products   Division   at
Tomahawk,   Wise.   O-I   owns   about   258   thousand
acres  in  their  Northem  Woodlands  Tract,  of  which
my  partner  and  I  crusied  approx.  20  thousand  over
the  past  two  summers.   A  majority  of  our  stand  de-
scription  covered  land  recently  acquired  from  Wis-
consin Really in a mass  acreage  sale.   The monotony
of  cruising  was  broken  up  by  numerous  other  pro-
jects.
O  and  I9s  next  president.
In  mid-June  we  constructed  an  8  foot  high  deer
fence  around  one  acre  to  enclose  hybrid  aspen  re-
generation  (75  postholes  by  hand!).    We   also   took
part  in  a  number  of  mill  studies,  CFI  plot  location,
and  an  APA mechanical harvester  study.   The  prep-
aration  of  a  nature  trail  improvement  report  was
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another  aspect  of  our  experience.   The  fact  that  it
rained  about  6097o   of  the  time  (or  it  seemed  to)  did
not  stop  our work  as  we  simply  moved  inside  to  an
immense  amount  of  calculating,  map  preparation,
and  photo  stand  delineation.
We  were  fortunate  to  have  as  our  supervisor,  a
fine  technical  forester  in  Skip  Johnson  who  did  his
best  to  provide  us  with  a  work  experience  that  was
educational  as  well  as  productive.   Each  two  weeks
we  took part  in  a  training  session  that  varied  in its
scope  from  ecological  discussions   to  the  operation
of  a  chain  saw.   Furthermore,  each  month  we  were
allowed to  sit in  on  the management meetings.
Our  living  facilities  consisted  of  a  small  cabin
on  a  typical  Wisconsin  lakefront.   We  had  our  own
pick-up  for  transportation  and  access  to  two  ATV's
if  it  became  necessary,  as  it  often  did,  to  reach  an
especially  remote  swamp  area.
The  variety  of  jobs  undertaken,   and  the   com-
plete   change   of   social   atmosphere   contributed   to
making  my   two   summers  in   Northern   Wisconsin
educational  as  well  as  enjoyable.
My  special  thanks  to  Mr.  Marlo  Burgy  and  Mr.
Skip  Johnson  for  providing  me  with  this  opportuni-
tv.
Summer Job
By RANDY  HOLL
The  summer  morning  stillness  is  broken  by  the
whine   of   a   small   cloud   of   mosquitoes   along   the
riverbank.    Two  great  blue  herons  and  a  couple  of
common   egrets   make   their   daily   pass   over   our
maintenance  truck  as  we  disturb  them  from  their
feeding  slough.    Itjs  a  beautiful  morning  along  the
Iowa  River.
We  climb  lazily  out  of  the  trusty  green  pick-up
with  the  words  Marshall County  Conservation  Board
artfully  pasted  on  the  door.    our  mission-prepare
the  park  for  another  weekend  of use.   The  morning
air   is   invigorating   and   soon   we're   busy   mowing,
cutting  firewood,  picking  up  garbage   and  swatting
mosquitoes.    Another  day  might  find  is  cutting  up
dead  elms,  doing  trail maintenance,  painting,  plant-
ing  wildlife  forage,  or  any  number  of  simple,  but
necessary  chores.
Marshall  County is  located  directly  east  of Ames
and  Story  County.    Divided  diagonally  by  the  Iowa
River,   the   county   owns   and   maintains   ten   areas
with   a   total   acreage   of   about   700.    The   focus   of
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these  areas  is  the  river,  with  a  wildlife  area,  a  for-
est   preserve,   two   picnicking   and   camping   areas,
and  two  primarily  river  access  facilities  adjacent  to
the  stream.
The   Marshall   County   Conservation   Board   ad-
ministers  the  areas  and  in  my  second  summer  of
employment   with   the   County,   I   was   able   to   get
some  management  input,  a  lot  of  practical  experi-
ence,   and  an  unbelievable  proficiency  in   swatting
mosquitoes.
Birds, Bees and the Trees
By MIKE BONDI
I  spent  my  summer  working  for  the  Forest  Re-
search  Institute  of  Finland,  at  a  Tree  Breeding  Ex-
periment   Station.    This   happened   to  be   the   same
station  where  Dr.  Cordon  spent  a  good  deal  of  his
time  while  studying  in  Finland  as  a  Fulbright  Fel-
low.    Besides   being   a   tremendous   educational   ex-
perience,  it  turned  out  to  be  fascinating  living  in  a
totally  different  culture.   In  addition,  I  had  the  op-
portunity  to  travel  and  see,  first  hand,  many  things
I  have  only  seen  in  books-never  dreaming  to  be
there  myself.
Thinking back to last summer almost a year ago,
I begin remembering all of the preparation that went
into  my  overseas  joumey,   the   anxieties   of  travel-
ling  alone  and  to  a  place  unknown,  as  well  as  just
the  different  feeling  of  being  on  the  <{other  side''  of
the  world.
It  all began in February when  I received  a letter
from    Dr.    Veikko    Koski,    a    close    friend    of    Dr.
Gordon]s,  offering me  a  job  with  the  Research  lnsti-
lute.   From that point on, the fun really began, pass-
port   applications,  pictures,   medical  reports,   airline
reservations   (and   airplane  company  strikes!),   were
just  a few  of  the  nerve-racking features  of  trying  to
get  out  of  the  country  for  the  summer.
But  somehow,  it  all  worked  out:   I  took  off  from
my  home  in  Minneapolis  on  schedule,  and  I  even
landed   on   time!    What   more   than   this,   not   long
after I arrived in Helsinki, while waiting for my lug-
gage,  I  heard  my  name  being  called  over  the  loud
speaker.    So,  after  a  journey  of  12,OOO  miles,  there
I  stood,  already  with  one  friend.
My  work   at  the  breeding  station  was  involved
with   nearly   all   of   the   aspects   of   tree   breeding.
Among my first jobs were isolation  of female flowers
in  Scotch  Pine  clonal  orchards,  pollination  and  pol-
len  collection.    Most  all  of  my  work  was  either  out-
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side or in the nearby greenhouses.
A  good  deal  of  our  work  at  the  station  was  in-
volved  with  <{Early  Tests'j.   This  is  a  technique  used
to  determine  superiority  in  plants  (trees)  and  very
early  age.    For  quite   some  time,  early  testing  has
been  eyed  as  a  valuable  tool  in  genetics  work,  i£  it
could  only  be  perfected.   The  Finns  are  still  trying.
What  happens  is  this:   trees  are  pollinated  and  the
mature  seed  is  germinated.    Some  of  these  progeny
grow  faster  than  others.    Records   are  kept  accord-
ing  to  when  these  plants   grow   (that  is,  flushing,
shoot  elongation,  total  heights,  etc.).   What  results,
someday, is  an idea of whether or not we can  tell if
young   trees   (first   and   second   year)   exhibit   any
growth   characteristics   that   are  important   to   their
development  many  years  later.   The  main  question
in  doubt is whether trees  as young  as  these  actually
respond  differently  or  whether  these  early   growth
responses  are  <tgrown  out''  of  at  a  later  age.
Twelve  centimeters  over  night?
Without   a   doubt,   the   greatest   moment   of  my
summer  came  when  I  had  the  opportunity  to  travel
to    northern    Finland-the    area    of    Scandinavia
known  as  Lapland.  My  immediate  boss,  Jouni  Mi-
kola,  was  a  graduate  student  in  Forest  Genetics  at
the  university  of  Helsinki.  He  has  been  traveling  to
the  Lapland  since  a  young  boy  and  now  goes  there
at  least  twice  each  summer.
we  left in  mid-July  and  spent  a  total of  10  days
traveling  through  Finland.   Jouri  provided  me  with
the  most  complete  part  of my  education in  Finland,
as  we  stopped  at  interesting  historical  monuments,
scenic  sites,  eta.
our   first   stop   in   Lapland   was   an   overnight
camping  trip  to  search  for  the  Golden  Eagle.  Jouni
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is  an  ornithologist  in  his  spare  time,  and  the  eagle
in   Finland   is   quite   rare,   today.    We   hiked   and
climbed  in  the  mountains,  but  our  searching  was
fruitless.
From   here   we   traveled   to   the   Mokola   cabin,
about  150  miles  north  of  the  Artie  Circle.   Now  the
extreme climatic conditions were evident on the local
vegetation.    Trees   10  feet  tall   and   3O   to   35  years
old   were   the   rule.    This   particular   area   was   the
scene  of  a  wild  gold  rush  40  to  50  years  ago.   As  a
result,  there is  still a lot of history found in the  sur-
rounding  hillsides.    We  ran  across  abandoned  cab-
ins,  drililng  rigs,  panning  troughs,  and  some  of  the
purest  iron  pyrite  (FoolJs  Gold)  caves   I  have  ever
Seen.
The Mikola cabin was  terrific.   A  small log cabin
about  5 years old, it is <<peggedJ'  together-no mortar
was  used.    The  inside  was  one  room  for  sleeping,
eating and relaxing.   Besides the fireplace,  a Finnish
home  always  has  a  sauna-even  the  cabins.   And
20 yards in front of the cabin was  an ice COld noun-
lain  stream,  dammed  up  to  provide  a  small  pool  to
rinse off in after the sauna.
After   resting   at   the   cabin,   we   headed   north
where  we  began  our  main  trip.   Through  this  part
of  the Finnish mountains, we hiked  and  camped for
4  days-never  seeing  anything  but  reindeer.   Some
of  the  sights  I  saw  while  on  this  part  of  the  trip
were unforgettable :  a baby albino reindeer  alone  on
a  mountain  top,  a  pair  of  mountain  swans  feeding
on  an  alpine  lake,  and  a fantastic  collection of rein-
deer  homs.
When  we  came  out  of  the  back  country  of  Lap-
land,  I  was  exhausted.   We  covered  some  45  miles
in 3 days of hiking, with loaded packs,  and me, with
8  reindeer  horns  for  souvenirs!  Without  a  doubt,  it
was  a  unique  and  unforgettabl6   adventure,  but,   I
guess,  that  was  tme  about  the  entire  summer.
Summer Research in
Suonenjoki, Finland
By JIM GULLIFORD
stepping  off  a  plane  at  an  airport,  where  only
the  information  clerk  spoke  English,  was  the  first
of   many   interesting   and   challenging   events   that
were  a  part  of  my  summer  work  in  Finland.    But
the  help  of  many  friendly  people  I  met  while  they
took  me   smoothly   through   my   entire   stay.    From
learning  to live  in  their  country  to  functioning  Suc-
cessfully  in  research,  I  was  adjusted  to  their  ways
because  suonenjoki is  a  small  agrarian  town  where
few   university   people   lived.    It   was   only   at   the
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pathology   research   station   that   English   speaking
scientists  could  be  found.
Getting into  a  daily  routine  was  a  little  tough  at
first.   I found  myself  tried in  the  early  morning  due
to  time  zone  changes  and  wide  awake  at  night.  And
because  Suonenjoki  is  about  65  degrees  North  Lati-
tude,  the  sun  was  only  set  for  a  few  hours  a  night,
and  it  was   never  dark,  not   adding   any  incentive
to   sleep.    Another  immediate  problem  was  that  of
eating.    I   was   forced   to   prepare   my   own   meals
twice  a  day  and  I  found  myself  outside  the  world
of  canned  meals  that  surround  us  in  local  grocery
stores.    But  for  one  meal  each  day,  I  ate  with  my
Finnish   friends,   and  found   sour-dough   bread,   cu-
cumbers,   tomatoes,   many   pickle   varieties,   lunch-
meats,  and  cheeses  to  be  a.  part  of  most  meals.  Add
to  that  a  main  dish  of  fish  or  many  meats,  a  vege-
table,  and  the  daily  standby  of  boiled  potatoes,  and
I  never  left  their  tables  hungry.
The  midnight  sun.
I  lived  with  5  to  8  other  guys  and  girls  in  a  con-
verted   country   schoolhouse   and   our   daily   pattern
was  pretty  regular.    Up  early,  coffee  and  breakfast,
work,   coffee  break,  work,  lunch   and   coffee,  work,
coffee  break,  work,  dinner and  coffee,  and  coffee  be-
fore bed.   I  did learn to put down the  coffee  at  about
eight  cups  a  day.   And  the  equal  number  of  trips  to
the   <<John''   made   for   a   rather   short   work   week.
Another  daily  event  was  swimming.   Because  of  the
warm  summer in Finland, water they considered hot
to  swim  in  was  bearable.   But  it  did  feel  real fine  to
step  out  of  the  sauna  and  swim  in  a  cold  lake.  The
use  of  the  sauna  in  Finland  is  very  popular,  and
after two months of using it 3 times  a week,  I found
it to be part of my stay I looked  forward  to  consider-
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ably.    Dry  heat  up   to   100   degrees   centigrade,   fol-
lowed   by   a   cold   swim,   cold   beer,   and   maybe   a
shared  chicken  or  cooked  sausage.    It  truly  is   the
way to wind  down  an evening.
But  work was  as rewarding an experience  as liv-
ing  with  them.   My  work  was  to  develop  the  design
for four  experiments  and  at  the  end  of my  stay,  be-
gin  them.    As  Spring  roles  around  they  will  begin
yielding   data.   that   should   be   helpful   to   Dr.   von
Weissenberg as he  studies nursery diseases.  I worked
with  sterilizing  roots  and  maintaining  seedlings  in
a   sterile   nutrient   solution   to   be   innoculated   with
conidia   from   a   pathogen,   Fo773CS   Cl727tOSt,S.     Other
work required  wounding  seedlings  and  applying  dif-
ferent treatments of fungus mycelium  to  the wound.
But  all  the  work  taught  me  precise  research   tech-
niques,   and   a  better  understanding  of  the   metric
system.   I  can  only  hope  that  the  work  I  did  proves
to  be  as  valuable  for  Dr.  von  Weissenberg  as  it  has
been  for me.
Although   the  pay  was  low,   the  fringe  benefits
were  fantastic.    I  was  able  to  get  out  on  my  own
and  make  new  friends,   travel  throughout  Finland
between  Helsinki  and  the  Arctic  Circle,  and  spent  a
weekend  touring  Leningrad,  USSR,
Summer Job
By FRAN ECH
t<Wanna  drive  today?'9   I would  ask,  grabbing  the
keys   for   1908   off   the   board   at   the   work   center.
<<Nope,  think I'll look a.i the map  and  see where we're
going  this  morning,''  replied  my  yawning  partner.
And  so  it  was-the  start  of  another  day  of  tim-
ber  inventory  work  on  the  Spearfish  District  of  the
Black   Hills   National   Forest.    While   I   guided   the
Power   Wagon   up   Spearfish   Canyon,   my   partner
would  study  the  cruise  map  to  determine  where  our
daily  plots  were  located.   The  early-morning  reports
crackled  the  radio,''          .   Cement  Ridge,   10-8   .
Boxelder Job  Corps  Center from  Deadwood   .       .,    as
we  were  busy  filling  each  other in  on  the  events  of
the  night before.
At  the  end  of  our  ninety-minute  ride,  we  would
point  our Red  Wings in  the  direction  of the  first  plot
of  the  day.    While  I  was  busy  grazing  through  my
relascope and taking measurements  on the  trees  that
were   in   the  plot,  my  partner   would   be   recording
codes  describing  the  ground  vegetation,  forest  type,
stand   condition,   operability,   habitat   type,   and   cul-
tural needs of the site.
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After  completing  our  daily  quota  of  plots   and
seemingly  climbing  every  uphill  grade  imaginable,
we would  crawl into  the  truck for the  ride  home.   It
was  a  real  struggle  to  keep  from  dozing  off  while
driving  down  the  Canyon,  especially  when  the  mo-
notonous drone of the tires was interrupted by an oc-
casional snore from my dormant partner.   Once back
in  Spearfish,  I would  stretch  out  on  the  sofa  with  a
can of Oly  and imagine  doing it  all  again  tomorrow.
-Fran Eck
In the Land
of Sky Blue Waters
By MARK PROESCHALDT
As  I  sat  in  the  tent  listening  to  the  rain  patter
on  the  tent  roof  and  watching  the  lake  form  in  the
corner  of  the   tent,  I  wondered  if  this  was  really
canoe  camping  at  its  finest  in  the  Boundary  Waters
Canoe  Area  in  northern  Minnesota.    But  I  decided
putting  up  with  cold  and  wet  conditions  and  wet
sleeping bags were just some of the discomforts  that
had  to be  faced.
Then  there  were  other  times.   Times  of  beauti-
ful   sunrises,   warm   and   sunny   days,   magnificient
scenery,   inquisitive   wildlife,   crazy   loons,   colorful
sunsets,   and  fascinating  campfires.    What   a  great
life!
This  past  summer  I  was  one  of  the  counselors
which lead(?) high  school kids  on  10-day canoe  trips
over  various   routes  in  the  Boundary  Waters.    We
drove  a bus  back  and forth  from  Ames  to Fly,  Min-
nesota,  for  each  trip.   On  the  trail  we  usually  tra,v-
eled   a   considerable  distance   each   day  with   many
long  portages  and  lots  of  paddling  and  would  have
an  occasional  lay-over  day  when  we  didn't   travel.
By  evening  everyone  was  tired  and  had  developed
huge  appetites.
We  had  many  good  times.    People  got  to  know
one  another  better  and  friendships  formed.   There
were  times  to  fish,  swim,  talk,  and  of  course  to  eat.
There   were  many   opportunities   just  to   be   alone.
Taking  a  canoe  out  and  drifting  with  the  breeze  is
great  therapy  for  anything.
Of  course,  we  had  periods  of  the  summer  mon-
soons,  nasty  mosquitoes,  discovering  neat  swamps,
and  long  rough  portages.   It was  great,  though,  and
I  canJt  wait  to  get  back  North  for  another  wonder-
ful  summer.
-Mark  Proescholdt
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I helped dad on the  farm last summer!
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R.  S.  BACON  VENEER  COMPANY
loo   South   Mannheim   Rocld,   HiIIsdclle,   lllinO,-S      6OT62
Phone:  3T2-547-6673
Hubbard Walnut Diy.. Dubuque. Iowa
Phone..   319 583-9728
BUYERS  OF  WALNUT  LOC§.  LUMBER  AND  OTHER  TIMBER
Sliced   Hardwood   Veneer
Large  and  complete  inventories  of  all  foreigrl and  domestic  fine  face  veneers  including  our
<<Treasure  Chest9J  of  rare  stocks  for  custom  architectural  woodwork.
Hardwood   Lumber
Walnut sawmill in Dubuque, Iowa.   We specialize  in  Walnut but  also handle  all  other  popu-
lar  foreign  and  domestic  hardwoods.
Architectural   Paneling
Available in Rosewood, Teak, Walnut, Buttemut,  Pecan,  Oak,  Cherry,  Elm,  Birch  and  many
others.
ORIGINATOR OF PANAWALL -
The Original Grooved Panel With The True Plank Effect
PANAWALL  CO.   (LTD),   KING9S   LYNN,   ENGLAND
Licensees  For  Manufacture  And  Distribution   of   panawall   Other   Than
Western  Hemisphere.
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National Society of American Foresters Convention
Visit
Hot Springs, Arkansas   Oct. 2-5, 1972
Left  to  Right:  Van  Cline,  Mike  Bondi,  April  McI)onald,  Bob   Spetman,  Carl  Ramn.
In  the fall of  1972 the  George B.  Hartman Travel
Award  was  presented  to  five  Iowa  State  forestry  and
outdoor  recreation   students.    These   students-April
McDonald,  Mike  Bondi,  Carl  Ramm,  Bob  Spetman,
and  Van  Cline-received  lodging  and  transportation
from  Ames  to  Hot  Springs,  Arkansas,  to  attend  the
Society  of  American  Foresters  National  Convention.
Dr.   Webster   and   Dr.   Thomson   accompanied   the
group.   The  trip  lasted  a  total  of  four  days.  two  at
the convention and two on the road.
After  a  long  drive  through  scenic  sections  of  Ar-
kansas, we  arrived late  Monday  evening  and  rushed
off  to  attend  the  student  rap  session which  included
forestry  students from  all over the  country.   Students
argued  that  the  SAP  should  have   a  job  placement
referral    service,   but   professionals   disagreed.     We
felt  the  meeting  was  unorganized,  to  say  the  least,
and   the  long   heated   discussion   accomplished   very
little.
Tuesday   morning  we   groggilly   climbed   aboard
buses  for  a  tour  which  encompassed  forestry  prac-
tices   throughout   the   Mid-South.    At   our   first   stop,
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in  the  Ouachita  National  Forest,  we  saw  a  Busche
Combine  at  work.   These  machines  can  move  pulp-
wood  from  fields  into  the  mills  without  ever  being
touched  by  man.   They  can  fell  trees,  delimb,  buck,
and load  about  12  cords  of  pulpwood  a  day.
Our  next   stop   was   the   Ouachita   seed   orchard
where  we  toured  an  area  used  for production  of  su-
perior seed and seedlings.   The area,  about 7OO acres,
is  the  largest  shortleaf  pine  tree  improvement  pro-
ject  in  the  world.   While  touring  the  area,  those  of
us  from  the  1971  Summer  Camp  were  happy  to  see
our  old  friend-the  Canadian  Water  Bomber.    The
CL-215  again  demonstrated  its  efficiency  and  accur-
acy in water bombing fires.
The  general  census  was  that  this  tour  was  the
most  interesting   and  informative  part   of   the   trip.
Carl  Ramm  summed  it  up  by  stating,  <The  Forest
Resources  Study Tour  of  the  Mid-South  provided  our
group  with  a  diversified  look  at  forestry  practices  in
this part of the country!''
After  returning  from  the  field  we  had  dinner  at
the  catfish  fry  and  were  entertained  by  the  biggest
honkeytonk band this  side  of Bluegrass.
Wednesday we  were recognized at  the  ISU Alum-
ni Breakfast,  attended  by  about  4O  alumni  and  orga-
nized by Harold  McAlpine,  '70.   Steve  Hopkins  spoke
on   his   summer   experience   as   an   SAF   intern   in
Washington,  D.C.   The  remainder  of  the  day  we  at-
tended  various   general   sessions   including   f<silvicuI-
ture  and  Management  in  the  Mid-South,3'  and  <<Man-
aging  For  a  Quility  Environment.7'   Dr.  Carl  Stolten-
berg,  former head  of the  ISU  Forestry Dept., was  the
ISU   Forestry   Dept.,   was   the   moderator   for   the
<<Fol~um   on  Clearcutting."    That  evening  we   viewed
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award winning films concerning forestry  and the na-
tural  environment.   Some  of  these  were  particularly
timely and controversial.
One  of the  major benefits  of the  trip  was  the  op-
portunity to meet so many of the professionals in the
natural  resources  field.    Several  of  our  old  friends
also   attending   the   convention   included   <cBig"   Ed
Grafton  (former  Club  Adviser  and  now  head  of  the
Forest  Technology  Dept.   at  Glenville   State   College`
West Virginia),  DeWitt  Nelson,  and  a  number of re-
cent ISU  grads.
Hot   Springs   also   provided   the   opportunity   for
interesting   side   trips.    Downtown   was   lined   with
mineral  water  bath  houses  and  antique  stores,  and
we found that Molly7s had the best Kosher food found
in  Arkansas.    For  all  of  us,  our  experience  in  Hot
Springs  was  well  worth  the  time  away  from  classes.
We  are  indebted  to  the  George  B.  Hartman  Travel
Fund  and  all  of  the  alumni  who  made  the  trip  pos-
sible.
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Forestry  and  Outdoor  Recreation  CIub  Executive  Council.   Back  Row   IJ.   tO   R.:   I)I.   I)ickman,   Club   advisor;   Jon   Gehring,
soph.  rep.;  AI  Mallette,  Ag  Council  Sr.  rep.;   Mark  Aackelson,   Vice  Pros.;  Randy  Holl,  Historian;  1Mark  Varhus,  Fresh.  rep.;
Front  Row  L.  to  R.:  April  McDonald,  Treas.;  Mike  Bondi,  Pres.;  Linda  Wrage,  For.  Rec.  Club  rep.  to  Ag  Council.
Club Exec. Council
Forestry  Outdoor  Recreation  Club
The  1972-73  school  year  marked  the  official  ori-
gin of the new Forestry and Outdoor Recreation Club.
After  a  year  of joined  operations,  we  elected  officers
last  spring.   The  results,  a  year  of  success,  seem  to
indicate  the  value  of  such  a  move.   Through  cooper-
ation,  hard  work  and  loyal  support,  I  feel  the  Club
has  prospered  to  a  point  probably  unmatched  in  re-
cent  years.   The  very  scope  of  the  Forestry  and  Out-
door  Club  is  one  thing  that  really  impresses  me.    I
am  sure  there is no  departmental  club  at Iowa  State
that is more  active,  diversified in  its  interests,  or  ac-
complishes  more  than  our club.   It has  been  a  great
experience  and  a pleasure  to  serve  as  president.
Following is  a brief  sketch  of  some  of the major
Club activities in the past year.
T  Shirt  Sales
Another  new  addition  to  the  club  has  been  our
T-shirts.    This  idea  was  presented  last  winter  as  a
possibility  and  just  after  Christmas  Art  Wirtz  orga-
nized  the  project.  Art  did  a  great  job:   he  collected
the orders,  sizes, colors  and presented the idea to  the
Collegiate   Manufacturing   Company   of  Ames.    The
T-shirts,  provided  Foresters  and  Outdoor  Recs  with
something  in  addition  to  our  arm  patches.
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The  Ames  Forester
Little   needs   to   be   said   about   last   year7s   Amcs
Fo7'CStC7'.   We  are  proud  to  report  our  renewed  asso-
ciation  with  the  ISU  Press.   This  magazine,  going  to
the  Press  soon,  has  been  much  more  organized  and,
without  a  doubt,  will  outclass  our  disaster  from  last
year.  A special thanks to  all of our loyal  supporters.
Game  Banquet  1972
This  year»s  Game Banquet paralleled  those  of the
recent  past:   no   game.    Instead,   the   gathering,   at-
tended   by   some   8O   people,   featured   the   standard
<<wild  boar.''   Our  speaker,  Roger  Contour,  from  the
National  Park  Service,  followed  the  dinner  and  pre-
sentation of awards.
Ornamental  Trees
To  improve  the  financial  status  of  the  club,  we
proposed  a  new  Club  project.    Through  the  aid  of
Rich   Faltonson,   Greenhouse   Technician   and   Hurt
Gottshalk,  Forestry  Ill,  we  will  undertake  an  orna-
mental  Seedling  fund  raising  project  in  the  spring.
In early March, materials were  gathered for the  sow-
ing  and  potting  of  four   species:    Red  Bud,   Green
Ash,  Sycamore  and  Alder.    Hopefully  by  early  May
these   fully  leafed   out  potted  plants  will   attract   a
strong  market  in  the  Ames  community.   Our  retum
from  this  project  will  not  only  help  the  club  earn
more  money,  but  will  provide  a  new  experience  for
our membeI'S,
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Forestry Honorary Executive Council
Mark  Ackelson
Forester
Brad  Vogt
Fiscal  Agent
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Fran  Eck
Ranger
Jin  Gulliford
Asst.  Forester
Veishea 1972
For  the  first  time  in  several  years3  the  ISU  For-
estry-Outdoor  Recreation  Club7s  Veishea  display  took
top honors in the agriculture College competition  and
third place in all University judging,
The  purpose  of the  1972 display  was  to illustrate
to the public that Forestry is more  than log chopping
and   tobacco   spitting   and   that  Outdoor   Recreation
consists of more than tennis.
The  display  was  divided  into  four  sections.   The
Forest  Management  division  exhibited  the  skills  and
technological  knowledge   used   by  modern  Foresters
in  managing  forest  land  for  sustained  multiple  use.
On  display were  various  pieces  of  equipment  includ-
ing  an increment  borer,  aireal  photographs,  a  modle
computer,  and  even  the  traditional  two-bit  ax.  Also,
color  slides  of  forestry  practices  in  Finland  were  ex-
plained by two ISU Forestry students who visited  the
country in  1971.
Visitors  next  moved  to  the  Wood  Products   sec-
tion.   Here  they were exposed  to  samples  of common
problems   concerning   wood   products   which   often
occur  around  the  home,  such  as  termite  damage  or
warping.   Wood  products majors were  on hand  to  ex-
plain and answer questions.
New  to  the   display   this   year   was  the   Outdoor
Recreation  division.    <tPeople  Are  Our  Business9J  was
the theme  of this  section which informed  the  visitors
through   photographs  what  Outdoor   Recreation  Re-
sources  is  about.   Pamphlets  and  information  about
recreation in Iowa were available.
The  last  division  was  devoted  to  Forestry-O  Rec
Club.    Pictures  of  our  many  activities  were  on  dis-
play  and  red  pine  seedlings  were  sold  for  lot  each.
This  has  always  been  a  popular item  in  our  display,
especially with the younger children.   It is often chal-
lenging  to  make  them  understand  that  this  funny-
looking  three  inch  <<twig'7  will  someday  grow  into  a
towering pine  tree,  but  we  are  happy  to  see  their en-
thusiasm  and  interest  in  elecentary  silviculture.
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Visit Our Store O£ten
If you9re looking for
Reference   Books                          S'cltionery
Pclper  Bclcks              Art  Pllints              Greeting  CclrCIS
All   College   Text   Books   &   Supplies
diup.uTgtag
2424   LincolnWcly
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Spring Foresters Day 1972
on a cold and rainy day at Hickory GFOVe County Park . . .
Will  they  ever  make  it?
Now  ljll Show you guys how  We dO it in the hills.
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Listen,  this  isn't  show  time!  We're  supposed  to  be  work-
ing on lake front improvement!
I  think  I  feel  a  bug crawlillg  in  my  Chew.
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Your supposed  to  use your  feet, not yollr rear!
Heck,   I've   picked   flies   out   of   the   air   at   forty   paces
beforei
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The  starting  line  of  the  traverse.
Just  breathe  on  it!  I'll  really  boil,  Stoney.
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Wilt  gets  his  stick  off.
Don't laugh Dean, you ever try whistling at a chick with a mouth full of chew?I
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This  is  harder  than.  ..
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And now my greatest illusion, a log suspended in air!
That's not the way they do it
in Finland, guys!
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Hello Graduate!
So  now  you  are  a  grc,duate  forester.  con-
gra,ulcltions!  You  fclce  the  he,culecln  task
of  pleasing  both  the  extreme  ecologist
and  profit  minded  industry.  And,  yes,
it  ccln  be  done!
As  cl  grc]duote forester,  you  know
that  good  forest  mc,nogement  will
increc]se the  yield  of wood  products,
game,  clnd  reCreCltiOn  Clnd  S,OP  ,he
prclctices  that  cause  flooding,  pollution,
and  erosion.  Yes,  forestry  does  stc,nd
for the  best  in  ecology!
The  Ben  Mecldows  Compclny,  suppliers  of
equipment  and  supplies  ,a  foresters  over
much  of the  Western  Hemisphere,
welcomes  you  to  the  rc,nks  of  groduclte
foresters  c,nd  wishes  you  every  success.
CotcIIog  on  request.
THE
BEN
MEADOWS
COMPANY
553   AMSTERDAM   AYE.,   N.I
ATLANTA,   CEORO'A  3O3O6
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Fall Foresters Day 1972
A beautiful, crisp fall day at Hickory Grove County Park, thanks to Jim
Dean, Greg Linn and Stanley Kramer.  We had the traditional pig roast
the night before.
Placings
Traverse Event
1.    Mike  Bondi
2.    Gehring
Tobacco  Spit  Accuracy
1.    Tim  Krizan
2.    Greg  Linn
Cha.in  Throw
1.    Dave  Harkema
2.    Rich Gettle
Log Throw
1.    Darb  Martons
2.    Greg  Linn
Nail Pound
1.    April  McDonald
2.    Peggy  Kalen
Log  Roll
lst  team  Ron  Witt
Pat  Pisarik
2nd  team  Brad  Upfield
Bob Reveu
Dendrology
1.    Maynard
2.    Mike Bondi
All  Around
1.    Tim  Krizan
2.    Hurt  Johnson
Wood  Technology
1.    Ron  Witt
2.   Jim  Dean
Log  Chopping
1.    Tim  Krizan
2.    Gcettle
Tree  Felling for Accuracy
1.    Steve  Meyer
2.    Dennis
Chain Sawing
1.    Mei  Like
2.    Stoney Kramer
Two-man  Bucking
1.    Hurt  Johnson
Tim Krizan
2.    Brad  Upfield
Bob  Revell
One-man  Rucking
1.    Brad  Upfield
2.    Darv  Martens
Match  Splitting
1.    Greg  Linn
2.    Ron Henry
Egg Toss
1.    Mr.  & Mrs.  Hubbard
Rope Climb
1.    Kurk  Johnson
2.    JimDean
Dad,  can  I  do  it  for  awhile?
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Tobacco  Spit  Distance
1.    Tim  Krizan
2.    Darv  Martens
Water Boil
1.    Mr.   &  Mrs.  Kramer
2.    Mr.  & Mrs.  Pisarik
Bull  of Woods
1.    Wal-t  Kalen
2.    Steve  Meyer
Canoeing
1.    Dave  Harkema
2.   Hurt  Johnson
Birling
1.    Brad  Upfield
2.    Hurt  Johnson
Dizzy-Izzy
Tim  Krizan
Am  \  handsome?
Or  am  I  handsome?
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Lct's  think  about  this.
Ten,  nine,  eight  seven  .  .  .
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WhcnJs  the  beer  get  here?
l^Then9s  the  beer  get  hercP
Beer's  here  ---
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It's  takes  a  PhD  to  do  this?
They were so big they didn't fit in both my hands.
A  real  walking  propane  bottle!
7O
I  wish  someone  would  come   and
relieve   me-holding   up   this   pole
is  a  real  drag.
someone put  sand in  my beer.
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The better end of the egg throw firing line.
I  knew  I  should  have  taken  that  wind  into  con-
consideralionI
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All   th_e  nail   heads,   are   on   backwards,   that9s   why
they  won't  go  in.
Would you spend SI7.50
Io save ;2000?
TIIe qYerq9e Power SOW qC¬idenl
¢osls around $2000.00
SANDERSON
SAFETY   LEGGINGS
AND  CHAPS
will slop a power sow.
We cdrry flle full line.
Same-doly shipment dssured!
Write  for  brochure,
Luthelr   B.   Burkelt              Rt.   I,   Rhinelclnder,  Wise.
5450l
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The  object  o£  the  Dizzy-Izzy  is  to  run  down  the  hill,
chug   a  beer...
Spin  lO times  around a  pale...
and  then  nm  back'.I
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It's  in  the  glove,  guys!
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Ah,'er,  this  way,  Dr.  Cordon.
A  hard  core  college  grad.
(Stoney)  Hut  two,  three,  four  .  ,  .
A  beaver  couldn't do  any  better.
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From  our  secret file  of knoltm  agitators.
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I'll give him a B for style, but no better.
Bob,  I  know  you'1l really  enjoy  scope.
Don't  move.
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I  must be  the  strongest  man
in  the  world.
Listen,  I started  across  this bridge first, so let me  by!
Midwest Conclave 1972
Iowa  State  returntapg  after  a _year  of  aPsence  to  <¢b±g  ti,me9'  competit±on
and, some good ti,rmes at Snowy Lake It;asha
This  year  after  Fall  Forester  Days  were  over
we got pledges from  about ten people to go to the
conclave  this year.   As  time  approached  the mum-
her  fell  lower  and  lower  to  the  point  where  we
had  to recruit  personnel  from  food  tech.
The five  of us  left Friday  afternoon  in  Brad's
car, full of the best equipment  and beer we could
muster.    We  arrived  late  that  night  in  time  for
some  of  the  pregames  festivities.  Breakfast  was
at  5  AM  the  next moming  with  the  events  start-
ing  soon   afterwards.    The  whole   day  was  very
well organized  and our meager team  did our best
to  top  $300  saws  and  hours  of  practice  of  the
other teams.   To say the least we were outclassed
but  really  only  in  our  equipment  and  our  year
round  enthusiasm  for  these  games.   of  the  eight
teams  present  we  were   the  smallest  and  com-
prised  only  three  per  cent of the  162  contestants
present,    To  our  surprise  we  did  get  five  points
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to tie for 7th and 8th place with  Southern Illinois
which  had  a  much  larger  team.    Darv  Martens
took 3rd in the pulp toss  and Tim Krizan got 2nd
in  the  tobacco spit.   We left before  the ice cream
social  that  night.
What the conclave left with us was the knowl-
edge  of how  ISU  stands  in  respect  to  these  other
schools in  competition.   But if the degradation  of
finishing   last   wasn't   enough,   the   articles   an-
nouncing the results  began  to  appear in  the Min-
nesota  student paper  and others  and we were re-
ferred  to  as  the  lowly Iowa  State.
The lowly showing of ISU has already seemed
to  have  sparked  some  interest,  as  evidenced  by
the   changes   planned  for   this   spring's   Forester
Days.   With  only  a  little  time,  conscientiousness,
and  very  little  money we  could  very  easily make
Minnesota  eat  its  arrogance?
From  L.  to R.:  Tom          >3        ,  Darv  Martens,  Tim  Krizan,  Brad  Upfield,  Kurt  Johnson.
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How do you like it? I  stole it from  the  U. of M.  saw box.
The hair  acts  as  a parachute  on  the way down.
At  least  it gets  smaller  from  here down.
76
Thanks  for the  thinnest  match.
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Christmas Tree Sales 1972
Our final income was short of $500.OO.   This was,
as in the past,  one  of the worst weekends  of the win-
ter,  but  sales  were  very   good.    Ron  Wilt  and  Ron
Local  talent  art display.  (The  help was  appreciated.)
Henry, the Co-Chairmen, ordered the  trees from Jack
Miller's Tree Farm, Runnels, Iowa. In addition to  the
sale  of boughs,  we  had  our  annual  trucking  service.
But maybe a little people would want it?
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Picture  o£  executive  meeting in  my  office.
Your damn right its not worth $25!
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Winter Quarter Ski Party
This  year featured  our  second  annual  Ski  Party,
held at TedJs  Ski Hill, Crimes, Iowa.  Despite setbacks
with the unpredicatable Iowa weather,  the party was
another  success.  About  75  to  8O  attended,  skied,  ate
chilli,  skied,  drank  beer  and  participated  in  the  raf-
fle.  without a doubt our most popular activity of the
winter,  the  ski party will hopefully be  a regular fea-
ture of the Club.
Some of the more hardy souls skiing in blizzard.
(Someone  accidently  opened  camera  with  pies.  inside).
Holst Tract and the Students
The  Holst  Tract  is  a  33O  acre  forest  ouned  by
the State of Iowa and is located just south of Frazier.
The Iowa State University Forestry and Outdoor Rec-
reation  club  has  been   given   the  authority  by  the
Iowa Conservation Commission to manage the forest.
Little  interest  has  been  shown  in  the  forest  for
the  past  several  years.   It  has  been  used  and  abused
by  many  recreationists  with  no  effort  put  forth  to
maintain  it.   This  year,  however,  the  FOREC  Club
has rekindled  the desire  to return  to  the woods.   Sev-
eral projects, individual and group, have been started
and more  are being planned.   The  value  of  this  area
as an outdoor laboratory is finally being realized  and
action is being taken to benefit  from  it educationally
and recreationally.
Abuse of the Hoist  State Forest by the public has
caused   considerable,   but   repairable   damage.    The
topography  of  the  area  has  made  it  a  popular  hill
climbing  spot  for  local  motorcyclists;  this  not  only
destroys  the vegetation  but  enhances  the  chance  for
erosion  of  the  soil.   The  delicate  nature  of  the  for-
est»s  soil  is  even  more  of  a  reason  to  close  the  area
to  motorized  vehicles.   The  FOREC  Club  has  under-
taken  a  project  to  limit  access  to  the  forest  by  fenc-
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ing  off  the   road  just  inside   the   parking  lot.    Our
reasoning  behind  this  is  that  those  people  wanting
to  use  the  area  for  <<non-damaging''  types  of  activi-
ties will  still be willing to hike into the forest.   Limit-
ing  use  in  this  way  reflects  our  intention  toward  a
more  conservative  management  policy  for  the  area.
Our intentions will be displayed with  a large  explan-
atory sign at the entrance.
Other  immediate  club   plans  include   a   general
clean-up  of  the  forest-a  major  problem  has  been
litter.   We  also  plan  repair  of  the  cabin  (needed  be-
cause  of  repeated  vandalism)  and  the  development
of  an  impact  area  around  the  location  of  the  cabin
for recreationists.   With  a little  help  from  the  State,
we  hope  to  fly  a  new  set  of  aerial  photographs  for
the   Hoist  Tract,   gathering   up-to-date   data   for   re-
source  studies.   Looking  into  the  future,  we  hope  to
provide  assistanc'e in establishing outdoor classrooms
for   use   by   the   Forestry   and   Outdoor   Recrea.tion
courses  and  local  community  environmental  labs.
Another  important  use  of  the  Hoist  Tract  is  re-
search.   studies taking place  this  school  year include
the  following :
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This has been one of the major improvements.
A Unit-Area Inventory of  the  Hoist  Tract:
Fran Eck
No  recent  evaluation  of  the  resources  found  on
the  forest  is  available.   without  some  knowledge  of
the  type  and  amount  of timber found  in  the  area,  it
is  impossible   to   prescribe   any   comprehensive   and
meaningful  forest  management  practices.    My  goal
in  this  project  is.  to  establish  some  basis  for  recom-
mending  certain  managerial  pralctices  for  the  Holst
Tract  from  information  collected  in  my  study.   The
method  I  have  chosen  is  called  a  Unit-Area  Inven-
tory.    The  forest  is  divided  into  compartments   ac-
cording   to   major  topographic   features   and   access
routes.   The  compartments,  in  tum,  are  broken  into
stands  according  to  the  ages,  species,  and  densilties
of the  trees.
Once  the  forest  is  divided  into  its  various  sub-
units,   each   stand   must   be   visited   and   carefully
scrutinized to determine the dominant species  and to
record   their   average   heights,   diameters,   densities,
and  ages.   The  stands  are  also  classified  as  to  their
present  conditions,   and  cultural  improvements   are
prescribed  to bring them under more  favorable man-
agement conditions.
Hoist Tract Hydrology:
Annlee  Young
Little  is  known  about  any  watershed  character-
istics  of  the  Hoist  Tract.   However,  it  would  appear
that  at  least  one  of  them  is  very  signifilcant-  the
apparent presence of a clay pan from  6  to  18 inches
below  the  soil  surface.    This  seems  to  be   affecting
the  subsurface  storm  flow  by  channeling  it  directly
to the sideslopes, where it moves  out  and then  down
the  slope.   Erosion  appers  to  be  almost  equal  to  that
caused  by  direct  surface  runoff,  an  unusual  occur-
rence   on   a   forest   watershed.    Minor   gullying   has
begun,  increasing  the  efficiency  of  an   already  effi-
cient  channelization  delivery  system.   The  impact  of
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this  on  management  of  the  Holst  Tract  is  and  will
be profound.
Spring Quarter  1973  I will be  studying,  on  aerial
photos  and in the field,  the  exact nature  and dimen-
sions of the problem.   Location of definitive  outcrops
of the  claypan is the first  step.   From  that point,  the
project  will  continue  with  the  object  of  establishing
the role the claypan pays in the watershed character-
istics of the Tract.
Forest Soil-Site Relationships :
Mike Bondi
The  purpose  of my  study is  to  examine  two  big-
tooth   aspen  stands   and  relate   their  morphological
differences  to  their  natural  environment.    The  two
stands in question  appear  to be  natural  clones.   One
stand   exhibits   straight   stems   growing   at   a   fair
growth rate.   The  other stand consists  of trees crook-
ed  in  form,  representing  the  shape  of  a  corkscrew.
My  question is,  does  this  obvious  difference  in  forml
reflect   differences   in   the   genetic   make-up   of   the
clones  or  can  the  gross  appearance  be  explained  by
edaphic differences?
Besides   detailed   soil   examinations   of   the   two
sites,   I   am   propagating   the   genetic   material   by
sprouting  roots  cuttings.    The   growth  rates   of  the
two  stands  will  then  be  compared  under  identical
conditions   in   growth   chambers.    If   the   difference
in  form  is  attributed  to  actual  soil  conditions,  there
can  be  interesting  implications  with  respect  to  tim-
ber management.
This also shows another more leisurely use of the track.
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Girls and the Club
In the,s time when wormen;s ri,ghis  seem to be  a focal POin± We  _deC±ded, t_a
potl cur female members and see h,ow they feit being in a predominantly
male  frold  arid orgc[ndza,fian.
what its like to be a woman in a male dominated
organization?    It's  fun!-when  the  men  finally  ac-
cepted  us   and  reaHzed  that  ignoring  us  wouldn't
make us  go  awa.y.
Maybe  we   should  back-up  a  little   and  explain
what  it  was  like  before  we  broke  some  of  the  bar
risers.  The  first  few  meetings  we  were   treated  as
guests-  as  someone  special who wouldn't take  part
in  activities  or really  add  anything  to  the  club.   The
guys  soon realized that we were sincere in our inter-
est in outdoor Recreation  and  Forestry  and  that we
joined  the  club  for  the  club's  sake  and  not  for  the
purpose  of finding  a  man  as  many  people  assume.
Glad we got the  smallest one.
When they finally realized that we joined for the
same reasons they did, the major barrier was broken.
we  began  to  feel  like  one  of  the  guys.    Their  be-
havior in  our  presence  reverted  back  to  typical For-
ester's  behavior  and  we  were  included  in  their  typi-
cal  after-club  activities  to  Shakeys  and  other  local
establishments.   Although we  are  generally  accepted
as  equals,  we're  the  first  ones  they  think  of  (volun-
teers) when  there  is  cooking  or poster making  to  be
done.
The  guys  give  us  encouragement  and  try  tO  in-
volve us in their activities rather than assuming that
we  are incapable.   Now they know that we can carry
a 20 ft. white pine over 50 yards,  spit tobacco, brave
icy  water  for  birling  and  actually  saw  through  the
12  inch  bucking  log  (even  if  it   did   take   a  little
longer.)
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Just leaning it on my nose.
Forestry  Outdoor Recreation  Club  has  done  a lot
for us.   Now entering a room of 50  guys is no longer
a traumatic experience, we can chug with the best of
them,  and  make  fools  of  ourselves  without  feeling
so  foolish.
Our   advice  was  we'd  have   to  be   tough  if  we
wanted  to  stay.   We  think weJre  tough enough.
Thanks  guys.
Pat  Rutz
Lynn  Stevens
Linda  Wrage
April  McDonald
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We>11  let  them   think  they're   going  to   win
until  just  the  last  second!
I've  got  you  now!
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It's  not  stuck,  you  just  have  to  pull
on it harder.
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REMEMBER WHEN
You   could   stiu   see   Dr.   Thompson's
white  spot?
This was  the  forestry  staff.
Bib overalls were in style last time?
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This  was   the   hair   style   at
camp?
You   couldn't   see   your   dates   knees:-
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l^Then  camp  was  tent  city?
She  was  cook?
You had mess  duty  at camp?
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Camp  was  easy???
Flat  taps  were  in?
This  was  the local  laundromat?
You got caught doing nothing  at camp  and hard  to look
busy?
Foresters   Day   was   on   central   campus?
Do You?
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OTHER  ACTIVITIES
The  upper  classmen  triumph  over  the  girls  of  the  club  for  the  second  straight  year.
EEH
I
Did he say we have to play the Chicago Blackhawks our first game?
No, I won't tell you what I  found back herc!
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Don't expect me back for a  few days.
I just came over here so people will think I study.
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can't  you  go  out  in  the  woods  and  do  that  by  yourself?
On   the   count   of   three   I   think   I9Il
jumpI
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I  closed  them  a  day  ago  and  I  haven't  gotten  warm
enough  for  them  to  thaw  out  yet.
I still think that pig was just  a dog they found next tO  the road. But it was good.
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FROSH GET TOGETHER
By the time you graduate you'll know how  to cook a stick just  as well.
All  right  you  knockers.   Since  Iowa  now   HAS
soil   conservation   districts   my   predictions   are
running  1009,a  and  my  next  prediction  is  that
you'11  all  flunk  my  course.
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Yes, I reamed about it in class yesterday it's called FIRE!
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I  tell  ya  Doc,  my  mind  just  feels  like  its  been  drained  of  all
intelligence.
Thank-od  we  didn't  enter   anyone  in   this
eventI
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Listen,  I  realize  I  won,  but  do  you  have  to  slobber  your
tears  all over me?
This  will  be  a  rather  easy-going  course.  You'll  only  have  SlOO  of  books  to
buy,  60   term   papers   to  write,   loo   computer   programs   due   before  mid-
term.  .  I  I
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I  suppose  you're  all  wondering  why  I  called  you  together
hcre®   ®.
IJm  sorry  we  can't  show  you  what  those  suspenders  are  holding
up??
Forget  the pig-just give  me  them  beans!!!
I  was  out  there  on  this  fire  and  this  dude  comes  swinging  out  of  the
trees  and  I  said,  {'I)onlt  tell  me  your  Tarzan!j'
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lN  THE  LAND
OF  THE  FORESTEF=
ITJS  NEL-SPOT
THE   NELSON   PAINT   (OMPANY
THREE  PLANTS  TO  SERVE  YOU
Box    349,    Iron     Mountain,    Mthigon     '     Box     '892,    Mob,,
game,y,    Aloboma      -      Box    4O2,    MtWnnville,     0,egon
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She's right, there's a worm in her pig.
I   don>t  know  what's  wrong!   I'vc  hit  it  25   times
and  the  axe  keeps  bouncing  off.
9O
Did you  have  to wait until now to  tell me  your dying
of  gout?
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I'll just bet you don't have  anything in your hands.
Baby  I  want  to  do  the  bu-ga-
loo  with  you.
Yes  I'm  busy  right  now?
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This  is  to  show  his  mother  that  we  gave  him  a  choice  but  he  tumed  his
back  on  it.
Love   them   beans!   Oh   um,
mum, gobble snarl  .  .  . See   officer,   it's   white.   I    told
you  it  was  just  milk!
Everything to my right is for me and you guys can split up the rest.
9l
Just hold your britches!  It's a comin.
It  cost me  $25  in  Germany.
I'm  catching  flies.
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The  pause  that  refreshes.
Hello Mudda, hello Fadda, here I  am at Camp Granada .  .  .
I  usually  keep  my  mouth  shut  or  it
falls  out!
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Do you mind? I9m not quite ready yct!
How  did  I  miss  that  on  the  last  fire?
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Ah,  no,  Dr.  Bensend-we  were  just  having  a  small  gang
WarI
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Parting Shots of a Staff in Action
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Bottoms  up!!
Until  next  year.  ,.
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The End
Remember the 1974 Ames Forester starts now.
please save and submit starting now to help next years staff.
The Editor
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